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“Efficiency is doing things right; effectiveness is 
doing the right things.”
     ― Peter Drucker
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PREFACE
In January of 2018, the Real Estate Development Department at Clemson 
University was contacted by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and the 
Town of Pendleton to assist in determining the feasibility of the rehabilita-
tion of the historic Pendleton Oil Mill site utilizing the EPA’s Brownfields 
Program.  The former Pendleton Oil Mill site is located in the picturesque and 
historic town of Pendleton, South Carolina, and is the location of a former 
cotton gin and cottonseed oil mill owned and operated by the same family from 
the period of Reconstruction until operations ceased at the site in 2008.  In 
the subsequent years, the site has fallen into disrepair and several structures 
on the site have collapsed, including one which fell on the adjacent Norfolk- 
Southern Railroad track, temporarily halting train service.  The Site is situ-
ated in a prominent location within the town and is considered by many citizens 
to be a source of blight.  In July of 2017, a judgement was recorded for the 
site after an Anderson County Judge ordered that the property be sold under 
obligation of a mechanic’s lien.  The owner is in the process of appealing the 
decision.  Though it is unclear when the legal issues surrounding the site will 
be resolved, the intervening time allows for the careful consideration of the 
site in order to formulate the most beneficial plan to create value for project 
stakeholders and the community of Pendleton.  According to town officials, the 
local government cannot afford to rehabilitate the site without assistance from 
the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), South Carolina Department of Health 
and Environmental Control (DHEC), and Anderson County.  The EPA and DHEC are 
currently each conducting individual investigations on the property and each of 
these agencies assisted in the preparation of this report by providing their 
initial assessments for the site.  The results of this report are intended to 
provide an initial feasibility study to assist stakeholders in progressing to 
the next stage of development utilizing the Environmental Protection Agency’s 
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Brownfield Program by determining the viability and economic basis for the re-
development of the site before formal commitments or subsequent actions are 
taken.  
In most instances, private developers begin with a use or property type, 
and then try to find the most appropriate site.  This is especially true of re-
gional and national developers who generally specialize in one or two property 
types and survey large geographic areas before narrowing down to neighborhoods 
and finally specific sites for their development activities.  Conversely, with-
in the urban redevelopment context, the public sector identifies potential re-
development sites and begins soliciting input on redevelopment options to for-
mulate a plan or vision for the physical redevelopment of small areas or spe-
cific sites.   In this regard, public inspired projects are not as flexible as 1
those in the private sector and public entities must conduct or commission fea-
sibility research to review many possible single uses or combinations of uses.  
The object at this point is to identify the critical assumptions, modify them 
as appropriate, and prepare them for validation through the preliminary due 
diligence process.   Once a concept has been identified to be consistent with 2
legal and institutional requirements, as well as the site’s physical con-
straints, the decision to redevelop depends on whether the numbers will “pencil 
out”. An early critical step when considering a redevelopment project, there-
fore, is to establish a baseline development budget, which includes cost esti-
mates for land acquisition, construction costs, as well as indirect costs asso-
ciated with the professional services required for the undertaking.  Once the 
best estimate for total project costs has been reached, the true measure of fi-
nancial feasibility may be ascertained, therefore, exploring a hypothetical 
concept is extremely useful in this regard.  
 Emil Malizia, SynergiCity: Reinventing the Postindustrial City (Chicago: Univer1 -
sity of Illinois Press, 2012), 152-170.
 Mike E. Miles, Laurence M. Netherton, and Adrienne Schmitz, Real Estate Develop2 -
ment: Principles and Process (Washington, D.C.: The Urban Land Institute, 2015), 159. 
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Methodology
The following report is structured to provide a sound basis for the rede-
velopment of the Pendleton Oil Mill site by analyzing a proposed concept from 
idea inception through to the operational management phase within the framework 
of the Urban Land Institute’s eight-stage model of real estate development.     3
Information contained within this document serves to carry the concept for the 
proposed development from the Idea Inception Stage through the Idea Refinement 
Stage to produce the requisite information found within a more formal feasibil-
ity study produced in the next stage.  Considered by many developers to be the 
most important stage in development, attention to detail and exemplary work ef-
fort during the Idea Refinement Stage can provide a great value in terms of 
time and money, which are often one and the same within the real estate devel-
opment profession.  According to the Urban Land Institute, “Considering the 
complexity of stage two, the phrase ‘refining the idea’ either evolves into a 
feasible concept for a specific piece of land or is abandoned before making 
large unrecoverable expenditures.”   Efforts during the idea refinement stage 4
serve to validate an idea before monetary resources, usually the developer’s 
own, are expended in stage three, the formal feasibility study.  An additional 
benefit of rigorous idea refinement is the ability to provide enhanced communi-
cation and explicit direction to designers, such as planners and architects, in 
later stages thereby expediting the design process ergo reducing soft costs.  
Furthermore, as noted in the ULI resource book, “sensitivity to the natural en-
vironment and situs at this stage can pay off with easier permitting later.”   5
The results of this report may also be used to aid in the completion of future 
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historic conditions assessment, nominations to the National Register for His-
toric Places, and an historic sites master plan.
This study also outlines an essential development management plan, in-
cluded in Part III of this report, modeled on the principles and practices con-
tained within the Project Management Institute’s (PMI) Project Management Body 
of Knowledge.  The inputs, tools and techniques specified by the Institute for 
project integration management readily apply to the idea refinement stage of 
the development process and include fundamental tasks such as planning scope 
management, collecting requirements, defining the project scope, planning 
schedule management, planning cost management, planning risk management, and 
identifying stakeholders.
Finally, though many of the architectural details for the design drawings 
were heavily inspired by the work of multiple talented architects at develop-
ments throughout the southeast and beyond, a substantial number of the draw-
ings, illustrations, tables, charts, and photographs in this document are pro-
duced by the author.  Where they are not, the source has been noted.  This re-
port is the intellectual property of Clemson University and may not be utilized 
or reproduced without the express consent of the Department of Real Estate De-
velopment at Clemson University. 
An Unconventional Metric for Success
There is a growing body of evidence indicating that the most successful 
places in America in the 21st century are likely to be hubs of innovation and 
creativity.  These successful places will be locations that can provide afford-
ability, walkability, and an authentic experiences to residents.  In the digi-
tal age, place is more relevant than ever and place sells.  It is now incumbent 
upon developers to be good place makers, not just builders of good projects.   6
 “About the Program: Master of Real Estate Development Program”, Clemson Univer6 -
sity, accessed June 5, 2018, https://www.clemson.edu/graduate/academics/program-detail-
s.html?m_id=real-estate-development.
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Along these lines, this study challenges the conventional method of determining  
the Highest and Best Use (HBU) of a site as that which will result in the maxi-
mum productivity that is legal, physically possible, appropriately supported, 
and financially feasible at a single point in time.  The resulting scorched 
earth pattern of development that can result from this type of static analysis 
does not take into account the long-term ramifications that a more dynamic and 
holistic approach to determining a site’s greatest potential could assuage, in-
cluding decreases in value and a reduction in the number of future opportuni-
ties over time due to the decimation of character through standardization.  
Productivity analysis within the context of this study endeavors to move beyond 
maximization of space and initial returns to consider and evaluate the site’s 
capacity to deliver services and satisfactions to meet the needs of the sur-
rounding community, house economic activities, and supply amenities that will 
render the development more marketable, ergo profitable in the long-term, while 
also preserving the opportunity for future viable projects at surrounding prop-
erties through proximity.   Using Graaskamp’s Situs Theory as a foundation, this 7
study posits that a further qualification for determining the Highest and Best 
Use of a site is one that also preserves or enhances the intangible assets of a 
parcel and its environs, which are the character-defining elements that con-
tribute to a sense of place, as locational factors including discontinuity of 
character can either directly or indirectly influence a site’s value, ergo po-
tential for future profit and return.   This radical notion that the “highest 8
and best use” of real estate should not be the greatest financial profit to a 
single owner, but rather the maximum fulfillment of social, environmental, and 
economic benefit for the greatest number of stakeholders, including future gen-
 James R. DeLisle, Ph.D, “Land Use, Market and Feasibility Analysis, and Cash 7
Flow” (Kansas City: University of Missouri-Kansas, 2015), 9.
  Ibid.8
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erations, was a guiding principle during the idea inception stage leading to 
the proposal contained within this report.  
Lean Approach
The concept of lean urbanism is one example of an holistic approach to 
community-building that is particularly applicable to development in small 
towns as it seeks efficient ways of making communities more livable and re-
silient through the creation of mixed-use, walkable urbanism at a realistic and 
contextual scale.  Noted urban planner Hank Dittmar once characterized the the-
ory as “good dental work” that focuses on “the missing teeth.”   This is often 9
achieved by filling in the “missing pieces” of a neighborhood with quality in-
fill projects.  The market study included in this report seeks to determine 
what those missing pieces are by going beyond the aesthetics of the picturesque 
village to explore its economics and what actually makes it tick.  Furthermore, 
as the following report will illustrate, the market size of Pendleton proper is 
often misleading, as its proximity to Clemson renders it vulnerable to the de-
velopment effects of the rapidly expanding university town, in addition to the 
overall burgeoning economic development in the surrounding Upstate Region.  
This can be viewed as either a threat or an opportunity, but neither viewpoint 
will change the inevitable. This study seeks to positively focus on the latter 
by presenting a sound basis for quality sustainable development championing au-
thentic, long-lasting architecture and cultural continuity, as it is far better 
to guide certain change towards the most desirable outcome than attempt futile-
ly to stand in its way. 
 Robert Steutville, “Great Idea: Lean Urbanism,” The Congress for the New Urban9 -
ism, Public Square, June 1, 2017, https://www.cnu.org/publicsquare/2017/06/01/great-idea-
lean-urbanism, 1.
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The Missing Pieces
The following study highlights the many wonderful and unique qualities of 
Pendleton that are prized by younger generations everywhere, yet unrealized by 
many in the area.  These are qualities that are not easily artificially repli-
cated with the potential to give Pendleton a decided edge in attracting and re-
taining a younger demographic of permanent residents.  Small towns like Pendle-
ton across the nation are the archetypical communities on which the tenets of 
Traditional Neighborhood Design (TND) and principles of new urbanism are mod-
eled.  Yet the charm and appeal of the town’s physical attributes are only 
pieces of the puzzle in regards to attracting and retaining the burgeoning cre-
ative class in the area, which this report will reveal to be the most economi-
cally desirable target market to both catalyze the local economy and provide 
the greatest opportunity for returns in the redevelopment of the site.  It is 
important to specify that for the purposes of this study the term ‘creative’ is 
used in the broadest sense to denote talented and educated professionals work-
ing in various knowledge-based industries such as business, finance, technolo-
gy, healthcare, medicine, law, and higher education in particular.  Pendleton 
is well-positioned to attract and retain this market segment by capitalizing on 
its close proximity to Clemson University, the Innovation Campus and Technology 
Park, and the myriad of tertiary sector industries clustering in the Western 
Upstate Region.  One strategy for achieving this goal is the creation of acti-
vated spaces for creative talent to gather, interact, and thrive, providing 
unique and authentic experiences for locals and tourists alike;  places that 
will attract a younger demographic to experience Pendleton and everything it 
has to offer, hopefully to stay and start families and businesses of their own;  
places young travelers will notice for their uncommon qualities and want to ex-
perience for themselves.  Steeped in history, the beautiful Village Green sur-
rounded by the charming residential neighborhoods of Pendleton provides a pic-
turesque setting for the traditional businesses that support the local popula-
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tion, as well as those that support heritage tourism; however, there is no bet-
ter location in Pendleton for a development that will provide the town with a 
creative edge than the existing industrial landscape of the former Pendleton 
Oil Mill and its environs.
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FIGURE 01 - VIEW OF PENDLETON OIL MILL LOOKING EAST FROM SOUTH DEPOT 
STREET, PENDLETON, SOUTH CAROLINA
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CHAPTER 1
CONSPECTUS
Beginning with the cutbacks of federal urban aid in the 1980s, cities as 
well as rural municipalities have increasingly sought innovative solutions to 
boost their economic base and revitalize strategic areas.  Local civic and po-
litical leaders, economic developers, and downtown advocates often must impro-
vise in order to meet their city planning and development objectives, and rede-
velopment projects that leverage public infrastructure investments have largely 
become the favored vehicles for urban revitalization efforts.   It is not un10 -
usual for a developer to shy away from a project such as the Pendleton Oil Mill 
redevelopment, which includes both the rehabilitation of an historic structure 
and brownfield remediation. According to the Southeast Regional Environmental 
Finance Center, reasons for this may be the real or perceived increase in con-
struction costs and contamination cleanup, as well as the additional layers of 
bureaucracy in dealing with federal, state, and local agencies.  Therefore, as 
most private developers are usually too risk adverse to pursue these projects 
without significant public assistance, most urban redevelopment efforts today 
involve public-private partnerships.   The public partner is typically a local 11
government, community-based organization, foundation, neighborhood group, or 
other community advocate, while the private sector is represented by real es-
tate developers and investors, commercial bankers, and tenants or their bro-
 Emil Malizia, SynergiCity: Reinventing the Postindustrial City (Chicago: Univer10 -
sity of Illinois Press, 2012), 152-170.
 Ibid.11
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kers.  Participants in Public-Private Partnerships, or P3 as they are commonly 
referred, seek ways to increase private returns in order to attract investment 
capital to redevelopment projects at a reasonable public cost.   12
According to the Urban Land Institute, “generally speaking, public entre-
preneurship is most beneficial in the case of complex projects proposed for 
weaker markets, where a city’s involvement can make a real estate project at-
tractive for both public and private participants.”   Nevertheless, civic vi13 -
sion and financial realities within the private sector must reconcile in order 
to successfully execute quality urban infill and redevelopment projects.  At 
the project-level, local leaders and concerned citizens often have a physical 
vision of revitalized areas that is far ahead of market realities.   The diffi14 -
culty lies in attracting sufficient local or external demand to expand the lo-
cal market in order to make the vision feasible.  Only when local demand is 
sufficient can private investment be stimulated by increasing revenues, reduc-
ing costs, or significantly lowering the perceived risk associated with rede-
velopment.  In order for a project to be viable, it must produce sufficient 
profit to both repay capital sources and provide adequate compensation to the 
developer.   In other words, feasibility depends on physical, economic, and fi15 -
nancial considerations.
At a basic level, an infeasible project is one for which development 
costs are greater than the estimated project value determined through cost and  
market-driven analysis.   For redevelopment projects, this difference is the 16
initial estimate of the amount of subsidy required; however, a discounted cash 
flow method should ultimately be used in order to achieve more accurate re-
 Ibid.12
 Miles et al, Real Estate Development: Principles and Processes, 159. 13
 Mazilia, SynergiCity, 9.14
 Charles Long, Finance for Real Estate Development (Washington, DC: Urban Land 15
Institue Press, 2011), 59. 
 Mazilia, SynergiCity, 14. 16
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sults.   Theoretically, once the shortfall or gap in available financing has 17
been established, urban redevelopment projects can be subsidized by three meth-
ods: increasing revenue, reducing cost, or lowering risk.  In reality, however, 
the public entity usually cannot boost revenues nor increase market rents; 
therefore lowering project cost is by far the most common subsidy involved in 
redevelopment projects.   Lowering project costs can be achieved through a va18 -
riety of means including waiving impact and other development fees, providing 
or paying for a portion of the site work and demolition, or more commonly, by 
lowering or eliminating the site acquisition cost.   Furthermore, many munici19 -
palities have the authority to reduce, rebate or eliminate ad valorem property 
taxes thereby reducing operating expenses.   For instance, the Bailey Bill is a 20
South Carolina statute which allows local governments to grant special tax as-
sessments to rehabilitated historic properties and low or moderate-income 
rental properties, which in most jurisdictions enables rehabilitated properties 
to be assessed at their pre-rehabilitation values for up to twenty years.  Al-
ternatively, rather than reducing operating costs, public entities can offset 
operating expenses by helping to increase revenues through a variety of methods 
including awarding density bonuses or anchoring a development with a public fa-
cility. 
For sites where there are significant challenges to overcome in regards 
to environmental hazards or existing site conditions, the public sector can 
also assist in overcoming risk barriers associated with the process of control-
ling the site.  This process has the added benefit of engaging the community to 
create a community vision that can streamline the entitlement process and lower 
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some states authorize cities or redevelopment agencies to mandate site cleanup 
and bill the site owners.  The State of South Carolina has existing legislation 
permitting municipalities to enforce codes requiring owners keep their property 
clean of debris and other unhealthy conditions that constitute a public nui-
sance. If the property owner fails to correct the conditions constituting a 
nuisance, then the county may enter the property, correct the conditions, and 
collect the cost of the cleanup on the property tax bill.  In April of 2018, 
South Carolina Lot Cleanup Legislation (H.3896) entered into the Senate Judi-
ciary Committee that would provide counties the same authority.
The previous examples are just a few of the myriad of ways that public 
funds may be used to facilitate a Public-Private Partnership project through 
predevelopment activities; however, when these measures are inadequate and a 
project requires additional direct financing, the source of these public funds 
presents a unique set of challenges for municipalities, particularly in rural 
areas.  Tax Increment Financing (TIF) is a public financing method that has 
gained traction in recent years as a viable, though somewhat controversial, op-
tion for subsidizing redevelopment and other community-improvement projects.  
In the simplest terms, through the use of Tax Increment Financing (TIF), munic-
ipalities typically divert estimated future property tax revenues from a de-
fined area or district towards an economic development, redevelopment, or other 
public improvement project in the community.  The “But for” test is critical in 
the identification and justification of using public funding for quasi-private 
developments through the use Tax Increment Financing.  In general, the “but 
for” problem arises in two circumstances: the project has a financing gap, or 
the project is a competitive necessity.   One example of a financing gap is a 22
redevelopment project for a property with a market value insufficient to create 
financial viability to fund extraordinarily high construction costs due to en-
vironmental remediation and existing site conditions.
 Stephen B. Friedman., editor. Successful Public/Private Partnerships: From Prin22 -
ciples to Practices (Washington, DC: Urban Land Institute, 2016), 42.
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Potentially, various tax incentives at both the federal and state level 
may also be utilized in order to reduce project and operating costs, or in or-
der to secure financing for the project.  If a property meets certain criteria 
to receive a specific tax credit or credits, a developer can use these tax 
credits to offset federal and state tax liabilities; however, the credits are 
often more useful as a source for raising early capital or equity for projects.  
Through the securitization of federal tax credits, developers and investors are 
able to use the capital to offset rehabilitation costs and without them an un-
told number of successful and valuable contributions to the built environment 
in recent decades would never have occurred.  This practice is important be-
cause it demonstrates the need for transferability; developers typically need 
the capital at the beginning of a project in order to finance it through com-
pletion, therefore, it is important for the developer to have the ability and 
flexibility to sell his or her credit to an investor. Moreover, the developers 
and investors are not required to reduce their tax basis in the property to ac-
count for the benefit received by the tax credit. Furthermore, taxpayers can 
still claim depreciation deductions for the properties.  
TABLE 01 - FEDERAL TAX INCENTIVES MATRIX
Description Rate Qualification Eligible
Historic  Tax Credit (HTC) 20% Property Eligible for NRHP, Qualified Rehab Expenses Yes*
Low-Income Housing Tax Credit 
(LIHTC) 35% Qualified Census Tract (QCT) No
New Markets Tax Credit (NMTC) 5% Investment in QALICB in  low-income area No
Opportunity Zones (OZ) Varies Qualified investment in  designated Opportunity Zone No
*Eligibility limited to one building
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The federal tax credit programs that exist are mainly for low-income 
housing or underserved areas; however, the Federal Historic Preservation Tax 
Incentives Program, administered by the National Park Service in partnership 
with the State Historic Preservation Offices, is the nation’s most effective 
program to promote historic preservation and community revitalization through 
historic rehabilitation.   Table 1 provides a list of federal tax incentives 23
and indicates eligibility status for part or all of the proposed Pendleton Oil 
Mill redevelopment.  In order to receive credits for low-income housing or low 
income areas, a property must be located in a Qualified Census Tract or Diffi-
cult Development Area.  Opportunity Zones are a relatively new federal tool 
used to target impoverished areas in which incentives such as tax concessions 
are offered to encourage business investment and provide jobs for residents.  
The federal Historic Tax Credit is available for properties that are at least 
fifty years old and qualify for listing on the National Register of Historic 
Places.  In order to receive the credit, plans for the rehabilitation of prop-
erty must be approved by the State Historic Preservation Office acting on be-
half of the National Park Service.  The rehabilitation of the structure must 
follow strict federal guidelines for the rehabilitation of historic structures 
in order to receive the tax credit.  
At the state level, South Carolina employs a wide array of incentives for 
development including the Textile Revitalization Credit, Abandoned Buildings 
Revitalization Credit, Credit for Rehabilitation of a Certified Historic Struc-
ture, Conservation Credit, and the Habitat Management Credit.  The South Car-
olina Historic Rehabilitation Incentives Act (12-6-3535, SC Code of Laws) was 
passed in 1995 creating two state tax credits for historic properties that are 
based on a percentage of rehabilitation expenses. Income-producing buildings 
that qualify for the 20 percent federal income tax for rehabilitated historic 
buildings qualify for a 10 percent state credit, while buildings occupied by 
 23
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owners as a residence receive a 25 percent state credit. Both credits require 
reviews of project work to insure it meets the Secretary of the Interior’s 
Standards for Rehabilitation and have minimum expenditure thresholds.  When 
considering redevelopment projects at sites such as the Pendleton Oil Mill 
where a significant amount of cleanup and environmental remediation must occur, 
it is important to note that these activities may impair the ability to reha-
bilitate historic structures in strict accordance with the Secretary of the In-
teriors Standards.  In any instance, if federal environmental agencies are in-
volved in the redevelopment project for a certified historic property, the Sec-
tion 106 process will be initiated and the State Historic Preservation Office 
will provide some guidance on reconciling any opposing agendas on a per case 
basis.  South Carolina also employs a number of other incentives for economic 
development that may potentially be utilized for the redevelopment of the 
Pendleton Oil Mill site including conservation credits, solar energy credits, a 
credit for investing in property in South Carolina, a Small Business Job Tax 
Credit, Job Tax Credit, Credit for State Contractors Subcontracting with So-
cially Disadvantaged Small Businesses, and even a fire sprinkler credit.
Finally, in regards to contaminated sites or sites with existing 
conditions for which the costs of remediation and redevelopment are costly 
enough to render the project infeasible or the perceived level of liability 
risk is prohibitive to private investment, Voluntary Cleanup Programs (VCP) are 
a powerful reinvestment tool fostering the redevelopment of brownfield sites.  
Brownfields, of which mills and railfields are a subset, are defined by federal 
law as "real property, the expansion, redevelopment, or reuse of which may be 
complicated by the presence or potential presence of a hazardous substance, 
pollutant, or contaminant.”   Although brownfield sites are often located in 24
desirable commercial areas with access to transportation and utility in-
 Environmental Protection Agency, Successful Rail Property Cleanup and Redevelop24 -
ment, Office of Brownfields Cleanup and Redevelopment (Washington, DC: SRA International, 
2001),accessed https://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/2015-09/documents/05_railfield-
s.pdf.
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frastructure, developers in the past were hesitant to redevelop brownfields be-
cause of the investment risk and potential cleanup liability associated with 
the properties.  Unfortunately, this predilection was often heightened rather 
than assuaged by early federal environmental law and regulations, including the 
Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA), 
commonly known as the Superfund Act.  Beginning in the 1980s, individual states 
began to develop VCPs in response to the perceived ineffectiveness of CERCLA 
and a lack of funding for the remediation of a large number of contaminated 
sites.   South Carolina, for instance, established its cleanup program in 1988.  25
The effectiveness of VCP programs was increased in 2002 when Congress enacted 
the Small Business Liability Relief and Brownfields Revitalization Act with the 
intent of clarifying the ambiguity around remaining liability issues and pro-
viding monetary assistance for site assessment and remediation.   Commonly 26
known as the Brownfields Act, the law was amended by the Brownfields Utiliza-
tion, Investment, and Local Development Act of 2018.  To date, this is the most 
comprehensive legislation regarding remediation and redevelopment of brownfield 
sites.  
 In South Carolina, the Brownfields component of the state’s Voluntary 
Cleanup Program allows a non-responsible party to acquire a contaminated prop-
erty with State Superfund liability protection for existing contamination by 
agreeing to perform an environmental assessment and remediation.  The state VCP 
program is administered by the South Carolina Department of Health and Environ-
mental Control (SC DHEC).  The main goal of the program is to encourage the re-
mediation of contamination at brownfield sites by removing the risk of expen-
sive and lengthy litigation, however, there are also various financial incen-
tives available, including a potential extra $1,000 in Job Tax Credits for each 
 Erik Simon, "Public Participation in Brownfield Redevelopment: The Role of Pub25 -
lic Participation in State Administered Voluntary Cleanup Programs”, Clemson University, 
2013, https://tigerprints.clemson.edu/all_dissertations/1102. 
 Ibid. 26
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job created on the property.  Additionally, property taxes may be exempt for 
five years or lower Fees in Lieu of Taxes with a threshold of one million dol-
lars may also be negotiated subject to approval by the local taxing authority.
The Brownfields Act requires states to adhere to its provisions in order 
to receive federal funding for their VCP.  The federal funding is administered 
by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and provided in the form of four 
different types of grants awarded to support revitalization efforts by funding 
environmental assessment, cleanup, and job training activities.  Besides fund-
ing state VCPs, these grants may also be awarded to other government and non-
profit applicants.  For-profit organizations, such as private developers, are 
not eligible for Brownfield grant funding from the EPA.  According to the EPA 
website, Although most LLCs are structured to yield profits to their owners, in 
certain circumstances when an LLC has a sole owner and that sole owner is rec-
ognized by the IRS as tax-exempt under 501(c)(3) or another provision that pro-
vides a tax exemption based on non- profit status, then the LLC itself will 
qualify as a non-profit for the purposes of eligibility to receive Brownfield 
grant funds upon submission of supporting documentation.
Finally, even when the various private-public strategies and incentive 
programs included in this chapter are fully utilized, socially beneficial urban 
redevelopment projects must be both economically viable and financially feasi-
ble if private equity and debt are to be secured on reasonable terms.   As the 27
old adage goes, throwing good money after bad money never leads to a positive 
outcome.  Taking the obvious financial challenges posed by the existing condi-
tions at the Pendleton Oil Mill into consideration and then momentarily setting 
them aside, the project must be analyzed for economic and financial feasibility 
in the long-run using the same time-tested metrics used for real property in-
vestment under any circumstance. 
 Mazil, SynergiCiti, 9.27
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FIGURE 2 - THE SITE, INDICATED WITH THE PURPLE STAR IN THE MAP ABOVE,  IS SUR-
ROUNDED BY SOME OF THE MOST BREATHTAKING SCENERY IN THE SOUTHEAST AND 
LOCATED MINUTES FROM ONE OF THE TOP RESEARCH UNIVERSITIES IN THE UNITED 
STATES. (SOURCE: CLEMSON UNIVERSITY)
PART I.  CONCEPT
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CHAPTER 2  
PENDLETON STATION, A MIXED-USE PROJECT
The goal for the new development at the Pendleton Oil Mill Site is to 
connect creativity and commerce, creating an area to facilitate the perfect 
work-life balance for the area’s young professionals, including Clemson facul-
ty, and their families.  The rezoning strategy calls for the submittal of an 
application requesting rezoning as a Mixed-Use Planned Development District 
(PD-MU).  The 5.93 acre former industrial site meets the minimum lot size re-
quirement for PD-MU of 5 acres. The proposed mixed-use development will contain 
a unique blend of leased retail and for-sale residential units.   
The core commercial concept, SILO, will be located on the southern half 
of the site located south of East Main Street, and will combine two retail 
units for a total of 11,757 leasable square feet.  The historic cottage former-
ly used as an office building by the Pendleton Oil Mill, located on the north-
ern side of East Main Street, will be rehabilitated and also leased as retail 
shop space.  The proposed retail concept for SILO includes one unit providing 
recreational sports retail and services and a second unit featuring a hospital-
ity concept that includes indoor and outdoor settings for dining, special 
events, and entertainment.  The retail area will also include four ‘food truck’ 
culinary incubator units and adequate space for visiting mobile food trucks as 
well.  The vision for the historic cottage is to be leased to a boutique re-
tailer specializing in locally-sourced goods, including food items and artwork.  
What sets the proposed development apart from other commercial developments in 
the area is the amenity experience that the site will provide to visitors and 
the general public.  With ample open space, outdoor rooms to explore, indoor 
and outdoor areas for enjoying locally-crafted food and drink, a food truck 
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plaza, a series of outdoor pavilions for sheltered dining or open-air markets, 
and even a pump track for bike enthusiasts, all located in a safe, park-like 
setting, the proposed development will be a destination to entertain an entire 
family for hours on end.  
At the heart of the development will be a connected series of clustered 
single-family residences, Pendleton Station, the first pocket neighborhood in 
the Western Upstate.  Centered around open green spaces and interconnected by a 
series of trail and walkways rich in native plantings, the cottage neighborhood 
will contain a combined total of 18 homes conveyed as individual free-standing 
apartment units within a horizontal property regime.  The neighborhood will 
also feature one unit to be used as shared communal space.  Connectivity is the 
core concept behind the pocket neighborhood concept.  Not only will the clus-
tered neighborhood design provide a strong connection and sense of community 
among its residents, the trail systems, shared paths, and small park system 
will provide greater connectivity to the surrounding community of Pendleton and 
provide public passive parks and access through the site.  
  
Creating Value through User Experience
 The question of how to foster high-quality places is one of the most 
important challenges in economic development today.  Key solutions presented 
within the proposed development are to provide ample outdoor spaces, outdoor 
amenities, connectivity to the surrounding community, and to cultivate a sense 
of place through the installation of public art, as well as the use of select 
building materials that are compatible with both the site’s historical context 
and presence within the community today.  The proposed outdoor areas included 
in the site design are not merely an after-thought; in many ways the well-de-
signed outdoor areas are intended to be the main draw to visitors and perhaps 
the most marketable features to set the proposed development apart from other 
developments in the area.   The retail building complex footprint combined with 
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the food trucks will create an open air courtyard, or plaza, which will also 
feature a series of small wooden pavilions, or huts, that can be used for 
everything from simply shelter from the sun for diners on a hot summer day or 
special events, to weekend market stalls or temporary art exhibitions. 
"
Public Spaces
An important element of the vision for the Pendleton Oil Mill site is 
that it will provide a stepping stone to connect the downtown area to the 
neighborhoods located to the south and east of the site, including the planned 
Pendleton Mill Lofts which will include a significant number of multifamily 
units at the former site of the Pendleton Mill located directly to the south-
west of the Pendleton Oil Mill site.  Careful site analysis reveals that the 
location is capable of providing connectivity from the municipal complex north 
of the site, at the intersection of Queen Street and Greenville Road, through 
to Cherry Street and the Pendleton Mill neighborhood in the south.  The pro-
posed site plan introduces a series of passive parks and public access areas at 
FIGURE 3 - CONNECTING PATHS AND NATIVE PLANTINGS  (SOURCE: GROUNDWORKS)
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the site providing trails for pedestrians and mountain bikes from Queen Street 
to the pump track near Cherry Street in the south.  These outdoor areas will 
engage visitors by providing unique opportunities for exploration of outdoor 
rooms and public art installations.  
Another goal for the project is to use public art to activate public lo-
cations in a way that engages all people in the creative process.  Public art 
contributes to the visual landscape and character of towns and helps transform 
transportation corridors such as former railroad and industrial sites into wel-
coming places.  Many of the artifacts and machinery taken from the mill will be 
repurposed as public art in these public areas as well.  One of the most impor-
tant goals for the programming of the site is the interpretation of the site’s 
past, as it has played an integral role in the history of the Pendleton commu-
nity for nearly two centuries.  The repurposing of mill artifacts as public art 
provides an economical and attractive solution for accomplishing this goal. 
The historic brick industrial building located adjacent to the railroad track 
just north of East Main Street presented a unique challenge for the programming 
of the Site.  In many ways, it is the most handsome structure within the the 
former oil mill complex and would provide a stunning focal point for the devel-
opment.  Unfortunately, however, the building is located within the railroad 
easement which precludes any alterations, additions, or rehabilitation of the 
structure adapting it for any use other than pertaining to the railroad.  The 
solution for this structure is to remediate any unsafe or hazardous conditions 
and stabilize it to remain in its current state within a passive park setting 
as a monument to the site’s past.  A passive park is typically less developed 
than an active park, but contains features such as walking tracks, gardens, 
seating, barbecues, and picnic areas.  Using the nearby ruins of the Tanglewood 
Plantation as inspiration, the proposed plan is that the building be cleared of 
all hazards, but allowed to continue to transition gracefully towards ruin as a 
vestige of the South’s agricultural and industrial past, a compelling vision 
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featured in a park-like setting for the contemplation and enjoyment of visitors 
and residents alike.
"
Finally, the introduction of a community garden is one of the most com-
pelling ways that the proposed development will strive to enhance the quality 
of life for the surrounding community of Pendleton.  The community garden will 
be located at the northernmost portion of the site, across from the municipal 
complex on Queen Street.  This underutilized and undeveloped area is uphill and 
far removed from the area where operations at the former mill took place.  Com-
munity gardens are collaborative projects on shared open spaces where partici-
pants share in the maintenance and products of the garden, including healthful 
and affordable fresh fruits and vegetables.   The benefits of community gardens 28
are well-documented and numerous, including many physical and mental health 
benefits by providing opportunities to eat healthy fresh fruits and vegetables, 
FIGURE 4 - CHILDREN’S GARDEN IN RAILROAD COMPLEX RUINS ADAPTED FOR USE AS 
SAVANNAH CHILDREN’S MUSEUM  (SOURCE: SAVANNAH CHILDREN’S MUSEUM).
 M. Tauber and A. Fisher, “A Guide to Community Food Projects: Community Food 28
Security Coalition”, 2002, https://www.cdc.gov/healthyplaces/healthtopics/healthyfood/
community.htm
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engage in physical activity, skill building, and creating green space.  Pro-
gramming the site to include a community garden is beneficial to the develop-
ment because it provides an additional activity and experience that will draw 
users to the space.   
"
Family Experience
Statistics show that younger generations of parents are spending more 
time with their children than ever before.  Even though both parents work in 
many family households, research shows that younger parents are still spending 
more time with their children than previous generations.  An important element 
of the vision for the retail portion of the development is that it will not 
simply be a playground for adults, but will be also be a destination for the 
entire family.  This will be accomplished by going beyond simply serving food 
and drink to provide an activity that can draw families together in a social 
setting, providing entertainment for hours on end.  In recent years, a trend 
has been emerging among popular dining and hospitality establishments all over 
the Upstate that moves them out of the restaurant category and into the new 
FIGURE 5 - HAMPTON STATION, GREENVILLE, SOUTH CAROLINA  (SOURCE: WYFF).
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category of ‘community gathering spot’ and it is all about context. The estab-
lishments of this new breed are essentially playgrounds and social settings 
with the right mix of activities for children and ambiance for adults.  Upstate 
parents are flocking to area hot spots that can provide a safe and contained 
environment that provide some means of occupying their children, be it a play-
ground or even an open field to play in with other children, leaving them free 
to socialize with other adults over good food and drink.
"
Business models vary from full-kitchen restaurants providing a sit-down 
atmosphere adjacent to park-like settings, to take-out establishments with an 
outdoor play area, while others emphasize a more traditional neighborhood wa-
tering-hole atmosphere with regularly scheduled food trucks and open areas 
large enough for children to run and play.  These family-friendly gathering 
spots are cropping up throughout the region, and whether by intent or coinci-
dental good fortune, Upstate parents have dictated a new model for success in 
the hospitality industry.  Noteworthy examples are Hampton Station and Swamp 
Rabbit Cafe in Greenville.  Piney Mountain Bike Lounge, near Paris Mountain 
FIGURE 6- PINEY MOUNTAIN BIKE LOUNGE , GREENVILLE, SOUTH CAROLINA (SOURCE: 
WEBSITE).
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State Park is an example of a niche establishment providing a particularly 
unique experience to its patrons.  According to their website:
“Piney Mountain Bike Lounge is a full-service bicycle shop as well as a 
craft beer taproom, conveniently located between the city of Greenville 
and the base of Paris Mountain.  Our main goal at the Bike Lounge is to 
provide a place for the local community to gather and to share their love 
for riding.  We are especially fond of mountain biking!   Whether you are 
a veteran dirt lover... or just curious....you will find a home here. Our 
experienced, knowledgeable staff can help with all of your riding needs 
while you enjoy a cold beer at the bar.”
The bike lounge model has proved extremely successful, and inspired by Piney 
Mountain’s success, the proposed development for the site includes a plan for 
the construction of a dirt pump track for the enjoyment of residents, visitors, 
and the entire community. Here are a few of the many ways that a pump track is 
win-win situation for all stakeholders involved:
1. The community gets a valuable asset at a low cost:  
Contrary to building a concrete park, building permits and contractors 
are not required to build a pump track. The pump track will consist of 
soil and grass primarily constructed using the shovels and elbow grease 
of volunteers. For the heavy duty soil moving, the use of one small trac-
tor is needed for the duration of just a few days. With the right passion 
and the right group of people, a pump track can be created on a very lim-
ited budget.  This is an affordable and sustainable solution to a site 
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with a tarnished reputation as a toxic wasteland. 
"
2. It’s a multigenerational solution providing fitness and fun for all ages:  
All ages and skill levels can learn in the same location.  Although the 
track will be built by those who already have an enthusiasm for cycling, 
the track will be suitable for beginners of all ages.  With a focus on 
developing technical mountain biking skills in a small amount of space, 
pump tracks are not too intimidating for a beginner or too easy for a 
professional rider. In fact, the track will even feature a separate kids 
zone where parents can walk with their kids over the features. Cyclists 
of all ages and skill levels ride on the pump track every day.  Children 
will not only have a safe environment to interact and play, but they will 
be learning healthy habits and new skills that will stick with them for 
the rest of their lives and will grow up valuing nature and time spent 
out of doors.
3. Pump tracks are excellent tourist attractions.  
The pump track will provide a recreational draw for both the development 
FIGURE 7- THE PUMP TRACK AT PINEY MOUNTAIN BIKE LOUNGE  (SOURCE: WEBSITE)
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and Pendleton, providing a great experience for tourists, Clemson stu-
dents, and locals.  The pump track concept also supports the Lake 
Hartwell Country initiative to promote recreation in the area.
4. Pump tracks create a fun and positive atmosphere.  
This is a place where people want to be. Kids can hold birthday parties 
at the pump track on a regular basis. Adults can get off work and go 
straight to the track to get a few laps in before dark. Riders of all 
ages will come on the weekends and stay for hours. People coming together 
at SILO to enjoy the simple sport will in turn create a unique social 
setting for making new acquaintances and building new friendships. 
5. Many people can use a pump track without disturbing the neighbors.  
Two types of noises are emitted from a pump track: bikes and voices. 
Tires rolling on soil create a surprisingly low level of noise. Also, the 
sounds of voices coming from the track are usually confined within the 
boundaries of the track itself.  The pump track provides a healthy and 
wholesome form of entertainment without causing a nuisance for the sur-
rounding residential areas.
6. The ideal pump track design lends itself perfectly to the odd-shaped lot. 
Triangular in shape and the right size to nest easily within the lot 
lines, the design seems almost custom-made for the southern portion of 
the Pendleton Oil Mill parcel.
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A Day at Pendleton Station
A family arrives on a Saturday morning to enjoy the refreshing mountain 
air for which Pendleton is known and is sitting in the courtyard while eating 
their brunch purchased from a nearby food truck.  Soon, the father retrieves 
his son’s bike from the back of their Subaru so that the little boy can ride on 
the dirt pump track.  Meanwhile, mother and daughter decide to book a canoe 
trip departing from the sporting and outdoor goods store and agree to meet the 
father and son back at the same spot in three and a half hours.  The father 
sees a parent he knows who lives in the cottage neighborhood across the street 
and settles in with a craft beer to enjoy a long chat with friends while the 
children ride bikes and play on a beautiful afternoon.  Mother and daughter re-
turn from their canoe trip a few hours later and the family conveniently decide 
to try a new food truck before they go home, but not before picking up a few 
fishing lures that the father spotted in the store as he was paying for the ca-
noe trip earlier.  
FIGURE 8 - THE AUTHOR’S SON ENJOYING HIS MOUNTAIN BIKE
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FIGURE 9 - STAND-UP PADDLE BOARDING AT LAKE HARTWELL.  THE SAPPHIRE LAKE IS  
LESS THAN THREE MILES FROM THE PENDLETON OIL MILL AND THE SITE IS WELL-
POISED TO CAPITALIZE ON THE AREA’S OUTDOOR ATTRACTIONS
CHAPTER 3
RETAIL CONCEPT: SILO
The proposed commercial development, SILO, will contain approximately 
11,757 square feet of retail space located in one new building south of East 
main Street, four airstream food trucks, as well as the rehabilitated historic 
former Pendleton Oil Mill office building located north of East Main Street.  
SILO will house a carefully curated mix of retail, services, and hospitality to 
create the best user experience possible.  The retail at the new building will 
consist of a complementary grouping of retail establishments, including a food 
and beverage hospitality retail, airstream food trucks arranged around an out-
door plaza, as well as a retail establishment providing outdoor sporting goods, 
services, and outdoor adventure.  The rehabilitated office building will be 
leased as shop space for a mercantile concept.  
Outdoor Adventure
The sporting goods establishment will capitalize on the abundance of out-
door sports and recreational opportunities in the area, providing recreation 
sports and outdoor apparel, gear, and equipment, such as kayaks, paddle boards, 
bikes, and even services, such as a bike repair shop.  This business will also 
specialize in providing visitors and residents with unique opportunities to 
discover and explore the beauty and abundance of the surrounding area’s natural 
resources by providing guided tours, outdoor excursions, lessons, equipment 
rentals, and even hosting community sports events.
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FIGURE 10 - SUNRIFT ADVENTURES IN TRAVELERS REST, SC.  TRAVELERS TREST IS AN 
EXAMPLE OF A SMALL TOWN WHERE LOCAL BUSINESS OWNERS HAVE SUCCESSFUL-
LY CAPITALIZED ON THE TOWN’S PROXIMITY TO BOTH HIGHER EDUCATION AND HIGH-
ER ALTITUDES.  NOTE THE SIMILARITIES IN HEIGHT AND MASS OF THE BUILDINGS IN 
THESE PHOTOS AND THE EXISTING BUILDINGS AT THE SUBJECT SITE. (PHOTO COUR-
TESY SUNRIFT ADVENTURES, LLC).
FIGURE 11 - PHOTO COURTESY CANOE RENTALS ALASKA.
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Social Hall
  The aim for the hospitality component at SILO is to establish the des-
tination as the Clemson area’s most unique and fun gathering spot, a true so-
cial hall for the area.  The unique hospitality concept for SILO centers on 
providing patrons with a relaxed social hall setting with plenty of personality 
where patrons can enjoy food and adult beverages indoors and out.  The site 
plan for the retail units located south of East Main Street specifies the 
arrangement of the different components at SILO to create an open courtyard for 
commerce and entertainment.  Not only does the courtyard instill a desirable 
sense of enclosure aesthetically, it is also beneficial for more practical con-
siderations such as safety, light, and noise control.  Much of the machinery 
and relics salvaged from the Pendleton Oil Mill site will be used to create en-
gaging art installations that will contribute to the artistic and edgy at-
mosphere of the development providing an experience that will set SILO apart
from the competition.  
"
FIGURE 12 - CONTIGOS IN AUSTIN, TEXAS (SOURCE: BON APETIT).
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Food Trucks
Hookups will be installed and temporary “food truck” units, such as ship-
ping containers, will be located adjacent to a courtyard area and provide a va-
riety of local food from multiple food providers from which patrons can choose.  
This arrangement is beneficial to the development as it alleviates the need for 
the construction of an expensive full-service kitchen, while also providing an 
economic benefit to the community by providing incubator spaces to foster local 
culinary talent, as the “food truck” units are a relatively inexpensive alter-
native to the traditional restaurant model. 
Historic Cottage
The former business office for the Pendleton Oil Mill is a quaint white 
wood-framed cottage fronting East Main Street on the northern portion of the 
lot.  This structure is the only surviving building on the site for which a 
preliminary conditions assessment deemed as a suitable candidate for rehabili-
tation.  The proposed development includes a plan for the rehabilitation of 
FIGURE 13 - AIRSTREAM FOOD TRUCKS IN SEASIDE, FL (SOURCE: VISIT SOWAL).
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this structure according to the guidelines set forth in the Secretary of the 
Interior’s Standards for the Treatment of Historic Properties.  A listing on 
the National Register of Historic Places, as well as both federal and state tax 
historic tax credits will be applied for.  Ownership of the charming cottage 
will be retained by the developer and leased as a commercial retail unit.  The 
rehabilitated cottage will provide a tangible link to the site’s rich heritage 
as an agrarian industrial center and community landmark.  The retail vision for 
the small space is a mercantile concept providing locally-sourced goods, in-
cluding specialty foods, home goods, kitchen provisions, apparel, and artwork.  
The store will also capitalize on its location in connection to the community 
garden by catering to gardening enthusiasts with a carefully curated selection 
of specialty gardening gear, seeds, and other provisions with the urban farmer 
in mind. 
"
FIGURE 14 - WHITE’S MERCANTILE IN HILLSBORO, TENNESSEE.
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TABLE 2 - SILO VALUE ESTIMATE STABILIZED YEAR ONE                                     
Purchased Land (Sq Ft) 72,920
Leased Land (Sq Ft) 41,114
Total Retail Development Area (Sq Ft) 114,034
Gross Leasable Area (Sq Ft) 11,838
Gross Floor Area (Sq Ft) 14,713 186,218
Floor Area Ratio 0.13
Site Coverage Ratio 0.12
Tenant Revenue Unit ID Sq Ft Rate ($) Annual Revenue ($)
Social Hall A 2,548 17 43,316
Outdoor Adventure B 7,475 17 127,075
        Historic Cottage C 931 17 15,827
Airstream Food Truck Unit # 
1            
FT-1 221 38 8,398
        Airstream Food Truck Unit # 
2
FT-2 221 38 8,398
        Airstream Food Truck Unit # 
3
FT-3 221 38 8,398
        Airstream Food Truck Unit # 
4
FT-4 221 38 8,398
Total Base Rental Revenues 11,838 219,810
Common Area Maintenance 14,713 4.48 65,943
Gross Scheduled Annual Income 11,838 $285,753.00
Less: Vacancy Loss            8% (21,835)
EFFECTIVE GROSS INCOME (EGI) $263,918.20
Less: Operating Expenses NNN ($65,943)
NET OPERATING INCOME $197,975
TOTAL VALUE AT CAPITALIZATION RATE OF 7.5% $2,639,669
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CHAPTER 4
RESIDENTIAL CONCEPT:  
PENDLETON STATION, A COTTAGE NEIGHBORHOOD
The first neighborhood of its kind in the Western Upstate, the residen-
tial component of the development will introduce the concept of pocket communi-
ties to the region.  The proposed roughly two-acre “cottage” neighborhood will 
be located on the northern portion of the Pendleton Oil Mill site with a cumu-
lative frontage of approximately 400 feet along East Main Street and 75 feet of 
frontage on Queen Street across from the municipal complex.  As the Pendleton 
Oil Mill tract will be divided into no more than two lots and will surpass the 
25 foot minimum for road frontage, the proposed development technically would 
be classified as a minor subdivision; however, as the development will be seek-
ing zoning designation as a mixed-use Planned Development, the protocol for ma-
jor subdivisions with established modifications for planned developments set 
forth within the Town’s Land Development Regulations will be adhered to.  Own-
ership of the new parcel will be incorporated as an Home Owners Association un-
der a horizontal property regime as free-standing apartment units with shared 
common areas in accordance with the South Carolina Horizontal Property Act. 
Pocket neighborhoods, referred to as a “cottage community” within this 
proposal, are clustered groups of neighboring houses, condos, or apartments 
gathered around a shared open space, such as a garden courtyard, a pedestrian 
street, or a series of joined backyards.  Despite the communal nature of the 
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neighborhood, however, each of the individual residential units have a clear 
sense of privacy and personal territory.  The popularity of these neighborhoods 
has skyrocketed in recent years because of the opportunity they can provide 
residents to socialize and interact while still maintaining a clear delineation 
of individual ownership.  These neighborhoods appeal to individuals and fami-
lies, predominantly 30 to 40-year-old professionals, younger families, and emp-
ty-nesters, who desire the low-maintenance of a condo or town home, but the 
privacy of a single-family home with no shared walls.
A natural occurrence as cities grow over time is that many of the best 
building sites for residential development are chosen first, leaving the most 
challenging and least desirable sites for last.  The Pendleton Oil Mill falls 
within this category.  According to Ross Chapin, architect and nationally-rec-
ognized proponent of pocket communities, in these locations, the conventional 
cul-de-sac strategy does not always fit, but a pocket neighborhood approach 
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FIGURE 15 - BIRD’S EYE VIEW OF CONNOVER COMMONS POCKET NEIGHBORHOOD IN  
REDMOND, WASHINGTON (SOURCE: ROSS CHAPIN ARCHITECTS)
with smaller houses and remote parking can offer flexibility to make a site vi-
able for development.  29
From a marketing standpoint, the idea of being close to downtown, to 
arts, to restaurants, to nature, to activity, and to relationships within the 
surrounding community is one that Americans are rediscovering.  The proposed 
cottage community is an attempt to rekindle this traditional sense of communi-
ty, “of front porches, of conservation, of Sunday Dinners with neighbors – 
where the value of one’s life is not dictated by scale but by quality of 
time.”   This lifestyle is appealing to young families purchasing their first 30
home, as well as baby-boomers looking to downsize but remain near friends and 
family.  Pocket neighborhood design is also attractive to the project’s target 
submarket of families with young children.  Pocket communities can provide 
unique opportunities for children who need increasingly larger zones of play as 
they grow up and crave social interaction, yet too often feel painfully isolat-
ed by lack of access to safe, unplanned play areas where they are free to roam, 
explore, and discover.  According to Chapin, “pocket neighborhoods provide a 
protected, traffic-free environment for a child’s widening horizon — a place 
for unplanned play alone and with other children, and a place to have relation-
ships with caring adults other than parents.”   This matches children’s growing 31
curiosity, need for increased responsibilities and maturing social skills and 
is completely in tune with the parenting style of millennial moms.
The concept for the cottage community is a modern ode to an older and 
more familiar way of life. The Pendleton Oil Mill site in its heyday was in 
many ways at the heart of the local agricultural community, a place where farm-
ers could interact, catch up on news, and swap stories of farming success or 
disappointments for the season.  The design for the cottage community is in-
 Ross Chapin, Pocket Neighborhoods: Creating Small-Scale Community in a Large-29
Scale World (Newton, CT: The Taunton Press, 2011), 85.
 Green Spur, “The Old and the New American Community,” Black Apple, Bentonville, 30
accessed June 17, 2018, https://blackapplecommunity.com/the-story/. 
 Chapin, Pocket Neighborhoods, 88. 31
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spired by this old and familiar form of congregation and provides central 
courtyards and new special places for that lost art of conversation.   The pri32 -
vate and peaceful neighborhood, minutes from downtown Clemson and a short walk 
from the Village Green, will be bordered by a nearly two-acre permanently pro-
tected woodland with a backdrop of Pendleton’s renowned historic district. Each 
home at Pendleton Station is designed with community in mind, surrounded by a 
small, fenced private yard and sensitively arranged around garden courtyards 
with layers of native plantings. The community offers the luxury of both priva-
cy and a secure neighborhood where neighbors know and are known by each other.   33
Pendleton Station is intended for families seeking the comfort of a compact 
1,000-2,400 square-foot two or three-bedroom two-story floor plan, the beauty 
of highly-detailed design elements, and environmentally-friendly features in a 
community close to innovative job centers and the University of Clemson.  Addi-
tionally, ideal for newly tenured Clemson faculty starting out in life, gradu-
 Ibid.32
 The Cottage Company, “Connover Commons”, Redmond, Washington, accessed July 6, 33
2018, http://www.cottagecompany.com/Communities/Conover-Commons-Homes.aspx. 
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FIGURE 16 - CHILDREN PLAYING IN COMMUNAL GREEN SPACE (SOURCE: CHAPIN AR-
CHITECTS)
ate students, or downsizing seniors, two homes on the site will be one-bedroom 
and one-bathroom small cottages. 
Shared Community Building
The neighborhood will feature one common unit for the exclusive use of 
neighborhood residents featuring luxury conveniences and amenities including a 
lounge with a flat-screen television, chef’s kitchen, grilling area, and relax-
ing patio with an herb garden.  The shared outdoor space at the center of a 
cluster of homes is a key element of a pocket neighborhood. According to 
Chapin, “Residents surrounding this common space take part in its care and 
oversight, thereby enhancing a felt and actual sense of security and 
identity.”   Located in the courtyard directly in front of the community build34 -
ing will be a fire pit for residents to gather around.  Front and back yards 
will consist of open-air plazas and garden walks bordering a permanently pre-
served native growth protection area that will serve as gateways connecting 
residents and visitors to nature and the surrounding community. 
 Ibid., 56.34
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FIGURE 17 - COMMUNITY BUILDING AT BLACK APPLE COMMUNITY, BENTONVILLE, ARKANSAS
TABLE 3 - RESIDENTIAL POCKET NEIGHBORHOOD SALES ESTIMATE
Site Size including proposed annexation (Sq 
ft)
168,710 Acres: 3.87
Site Area Including Railroad Easement (Sq ft) 203,863 Acres: 4.68
Number of Homes 18
DU / Acre 4.65
Floor Area Ratio 0.17
Site Coverage Ratio 0.12
Square Footage Range 850 - 2,472
Land Use Code Provision PD-MU
Acct ID#3100 - Sales, Single Family Units Sq Ft Sales Price Sales Revenue
1 Bedroom, 1 Bath 2 850 $190,400 $380,800
2 Bedroom, 2 Bath 2 1,000 $232,000 $464,000
2 Bedroom, 2 Bath 6 1,166 $270,512 $1,623,072
2 Bedroom, 2 Bath 2 1,300 $301,600 $603,200
3 Bedroom, 2 Bath 6 2,472 $494,647 $2,967,882
Average Sales Price - $297,832 -
TOTAL SALES REVENUE 18 28,128 - $6,038,954
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PART II. PRELIMINARY SITE DUE DILIGENCE
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East Main Street
"
FIGURE 18 - PENDLETON OIL MILL, DATE UNKNOWN, THE COLLAPSE SILO IS IN BACK-
GROUND AT RIGHT.  (SOURCE:  ADDISON DIFRESCO, COURTESY OF FINE ART AMERI-
CA)
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CHAPTER 5  
LOCAL CONTEXT
Beginning with a brief overview of the site’s general setting and orien-
tation, this chapter reviews the site in its modern context at a local and re-
gional scale.  The location is described within its immediate surroundings and 
material local characteristics are analyzed including access to transportation, 
opportunities for education, and availability of open spaces.  The effects of 
the local environment on a proposed project and the potential ways that a 
project may effect its environs in return, is known as a property’s situs, from 
Graaskamp’s Situs Theory.  A crucial undertaking during the idea refinement 
stage, gaining a thorough understanding of these locational factors informs the 
decision making process by which a location is deemed suitable for a develop-
ment.
General Setting and Orientation
The Pendleton Oil Mill site is located in the historic town of Pendleton, 
South Carolina, a small community in Anderson County, in the burgeoning Upstate 
Region of the southeastern state.  The site coordinates are 34.650038 degrees 
North by -82.77793 degrees West from the approximate center of the site.  The 
site is located adjacent to the Norfolk-Southern railway and near the center of 
the town, a little less than a half a mile from the picturesque Village Green.  
The site is bisected by an east-west spine road effectively dividing the site
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into two portions, the larger one being the northern portion.  The railway 
forms the site’s western border, while the eastern border abuts a residential 
neighborhood.  The site is generally flat, sloping northward to an historic 
church and cemetery at its northern border where many prominent figures in the 
area’s history are buried, including Clemson founder Thomas Green.  A small 
parcel fragment owned by Duke Energy Company containing primary distribution 
lines curiously separates a narrow extension of the site projecting northward 
into the church grounds and encompassing the land on which the church gift shop 
is located.  Another narrow segment of the site projects east from the main 
body of the site to Elm Street, directly across from the charming Pickens 
House, and shares a driveway easement with a neighboring home.  Despite the 
site’s context in the heart of Pendleton’s idyllic historic downtown, the gen-
eral orientation and layout of the site manages to feels remote and unconnected 
to the surrounding community.
TABLE 4 - PARCEL BOUNDARIES AND OWNERSHIP DIAGRAM
Subject Site





















The map in Table 5 illustrates the current zoning for the site and it’s 
immediate vicinity.  The site is currently zoned light industrial and is bor-
dered by properties located in three different zoning districts: R1 Light Resi-
dential, R2 Residential, and NC Neighborhood Commercial.  The Neighborhood Com-
mercial zoning district is located on the opposite side of the railroad tracks 
from the site.  The areas surrounding the site are predominantly residential 
with a small cluster of parcels zoned for commercial use centered around the 
intersections of Main and Cherry Streets with the railroad. 
Table 6 indicates the various uses at surrounding parcels.  Churches and 
schools are highlighted in aqua and the distances between these establishments 
and the site were measured and confirmed to be greater than three-hundred feet, 
the minimum distance mandated by  South Carolina’s Alcohol and Alcoholic Bever-
age Control Act prohibiting the sale of alcohol in proximity to churches, 
TABLE 5 - EXISTING ZONING DESIGNATIONS
R-1   Low Density Residential
R-2   Low Density Residential 
R-3   Medium Density 
Residential
R-4   Medium Density Mixed
MF   Multifamily District
NC   Neighborhood Commercial
LI   Light Industrial
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schools, or playgrounds within a municipality.  Other lots in the immediate 
vicinity of the site which are also owned by the present owner of Pendleton Oil 
Mill are indicated in a lighter shade of green.  Surrounding businesses located 
within the parameters of this map, as indicated in red and orange, include a 
small television and appliance store, a small convenience mart, a dental clin-
ic, a gymnastics center, and a telecommunications office.  There are two vacant 
commercial buildings, in addition to the subject site, which are indicated with 
negative signs. There are two vacant commercial buildings, in addition to the 
subject site, which are indicated with negative signs.
Transportation Access and Linkage
East Main Street is a spine road bisecting through the middle of the site 
and effectively dividing it into north and south areas.  The site is located in 
the historic downtown, which provides excellent connectivity through its origi-
nal grid-patterned street network.  Elm and Depot Streets are north-south 
streets forming the east and west borders of the block.  There is a commercial 
railroad line running north-south along the site’s western border that causes 
TABLE 6 - SURROUNDING USES
Commercial Retail
Office and Professional 
Services
Multifamily: Pendleton Mill 
Lofts
Civic: Fire, Medical, and 
Municipal




Residential Lots with Homes
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some concerns for pedestrian and cyclist safety.  The town is fortunate to pos-
sess a significant amount of pre-existing infrastructure in place that con-
tributes to what is arguably already a substantially pedestrian-friendly envi-
ronment, particularly in the downtown area, though little dedicated bicycle in-
frastructure is in place.  The South Carolina Department of Transportation has 
just one current project in the town, The Riverside Middle School Sidewalk 
Project, to repair existing and construct new sidewalk and pedestrian crossings 
along Riverside, West Queen, and Winston Streets. 
The site is connected to primary state roads Mechanic Street, Queen 
Street, and Greenville Street (SC 88) by East Main Street, an east-west state 
road (SC 29).  East Main Street intersects with South Mechanic Street two 
blocks to the west.  Two blocks to the east, Main Street forks hard to the 
right, leading out of town to become Lebanon Road and continuing in a south-
easterly direction to meet I-85.  US Highway 76 is a major thoroughfare bridg-
ing I-85 to connect Clemson and Clemson University with Anderson, South Caroli-
na, and is accessible from the site by traveling north or southbound on South 
Mechanic Street.  At the northern end of the block, Queen Street intersects 
TABLE 7 - SITE CONNECTIVITY 
Sidewalks and Foot Paths
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with Greenville Street (US 88) leading north to Greenville, South Carolina, the 
burgeoning commercial hub for the area.  There are no lots strictly devoted to 
public parking in downtown Pendleton, nor any parking garages.  One of the 
Town’s goals included in its 2015 Comprehensive Plan is to “cluster commercial 
activity around activity nodes to encourage shared services and amenities, such 
as parking, signage, and accessibility.”  There are also two small lots located 
at the municipal complex to the north of the site containing around fifty spa-
ces total.  The Village Green is located within a short walking distance, with 
ample on-street parking located just outside of the commercial buildings that 
surround the square. 
Alternative Transportation
Pendleton’s proximity to Clemson makes alternative methods of transporta-
tion a viable option for traveling between the two communities.  In 2016, Clem-
son officials approved the construction of the Green Crescent Trail System, a 
proposed network of pedestrian and biking trails “that will improve the quality 
of life in the greater Clemson, Central, Pendleton area of South Carolina by 
connecting the places we love.”  The proposed routes would connect the city of 
Clemson along Eighteen Mile Creek to Nettles Park and Pendleton Road; and 
Pendleton Road to the the Pocolet Milliken Planned Development.  The proposed 
implementation strategy includes roadway reconstruction, bike lanes, and side-
walks along Pendleton Road to the city limit where separately proposed Town of 
Pendleton improvements would tie in with the trail system.  Additionally, Clem-
son’s Parking and Transportation Services Department provides a carpool program 
with an array of incentives, including discounted and convenient parking loca-
tions for groups.  The University has also partnered with Zipcar to bring self-
service on-demand car sharing to the area.  Each of these services provide po-
tential opportunities to increase connectivity between the site, Clemson Uni-
versity, and the greater area.
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Interstate Commerce
The site is located in the burgeoning Upstate Region of the state, the 
recent economic growth for which many economic analysts attribute to the re-
gion’s location along Interstate-85, halfway between Charlotte, North Carolina, 
and Atlanta, Georgia.  Many analysts predict this corridor, often referred to 
as Charlanta, will experience the most population growth in the southeast re-
gion over the next fifty years.  Within this regional context, Pendleton is lo-
cated in the western portion of the region with greater proximity to Atlanta 
than Charlotte.  The site is approximately twelve miles to the north of I-85 
and roughly twenty miles east of the state’s western border.  While this conve-
nient location positions the site and Pendleton advantageously to capitalize on 
the growing number of visitors to the Pendleton area from around the Upstate 
and beyond, the distance from the interstate is significant enough to place it 
just out of the ideal range for most industrial purposes.  Its location in re-
lation to the quiet residential neighborhoods of Pendleton and lack of frontage 
on a major arterial roadway further precludes industrial or heavy commercial 
uses.
FIGURE 19 - MAP DETAILING INTERSTATE SYSTEM IN THE REGION
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Railroad
The site is located on a Norfolk-Southern railway line; however, Pendle-
ton was bypassed when the railroad chose to route the main line through Easley 
and Central instead, leaving Pendleton and the site on a trunk line to Anderson 
without a stop.  While the railroad served as the impetus for the site’s former 
industrial use, it is no longer a relevant factor in determining the site’s 
highest and best use.  Nevertheless, the site’s strong connection to the rail-
road, both past and present, is inarguable and provided the inspiration for the 
proposed development’s name as the old train station was located at the south-
ern boundary of the site before being moved two blocks west to Cherry Street 
where it now serves as a senior center. 
FIGURE 20 - TRAIN DEPOT WITH OIL MILL SILO THAT RECENTLY COLLAPSED JUST VISI-
BLE IN THE BACKGROUND AT RIGHT, 1951.  (SOURCE: STATE ARCHIVES).
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Public Transit
Clemson Area Transit (CAT) is a public service provided fare-free through 
federal, state, and local partnerships.  In 2017, the CAT Agency purchased 10 
new all-electric buses with a $3.9 million grant obtained via the Federal High-
way and Transit Administration’s (FTA) Low- or No-Emissions program and now op-
erates the only all-electric zero emission bus fleet in the United States. 
While the system ranks 2nd for ridership among its peers in the surrounding 
states, the Pendleton Route has the lowest ridership and second-lowest produc-
tivity among the eight CAT bus routes.  Nevertheless, “The Clemson Reimagining 
Study”, published by CAT in 2017, is encouraging in its outlook on ways to op-
timize the area’s public transit system.  Table 9 indicates the location of all 
the public transport service access points within the pedestrian shed and bik-
ing distance of the site.  The pedestrian shed is indicated to represent ap-
proximately 0.3 miles, or around eight minutes walking distance, in any direc-
tion from the site.  Riders can transfer to Anderson’s bus transit system at 
the Tri-County Technical College stop.  All CAT buses are equipped with bicycle 
racks and are able to accommodate individuals with disabilities. Not only do 
TABLE 8 - THE ORIGINAL PENDLETON STATION:  TRAIN DEPOT AT PAST AND PRESENT 
LOCATION
SOURCE: SOUTH CAROLINA RAILROADS PROJECT, CAROLANA.COM
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bike racks on buses provide commuters from Pendleton with the ability to travel 
throughout Clemson, day-trippers from Clemson may also experience the city of 
Pendleton by bike.  Given the recent implementation of Clemson’s BikeShare pro-
gram, it is at least possible for faculty, students, and staff to load B-Cycles 
on CAT buses to explore the Pendleton area on bike, before returning the shared 
bikes to campus.
Open Space and Play Areas
 Many characteristics of the rural town contribute to an overall sense of 
openness, including the large residential lot sizes within the downtown area 
and significant number of vacant lots, yet the diagram on the following page 
illustrates a scarcity of dedicated and activated public spaces within the im-
mediate vicinity of the site.  Aside from recreational facilities located at 
local schools and the playground at Veteran’s Park, there are few public open 
spaces programmed for children.  Pendleton’s population is aging and civic 
leaders have expressed some concern over the town’s ability to attract families 
to relocate in the town; however, an opportunity may exist to capture the fami-
TABLE 9 - PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION ROUTES AND ACCESS POINTS
CAT Pendleton Route
Bus Stops
Pedestrian Shed of 0.35 miles
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ly household market segment by providing more open spaces programmed to engage 
children and families, such as play spaces, gardens, sitting areas, or other 
areas of a specialist nature.
Schools and Places of Worship
The site is located in Anderson School District 4 which includes La 
France Elementary, Mt. Lebanon Elementary, Pendleton Elementary, and Riverside 
Middle School, all located in Pendleton, as well as Pendleton High in Anderson, 
South Carolina.  Anderson School District No. 4 is an above average, public 
school district with 2,886 students in grades PK, K-12 with a student-teacher 
ratio of 15 to 1. According to state test scores, 53 percent of students are at 
least proficient in math and 55 percent in reading.  The district has an over-
all grade of “B” on the popular school-ranking internet site Niche.  According 
to the Niche website, Anderson School District No. 4 is one of the safest 
school districts in the United States.  Also of note, Mt. Lebanon Elementary, 
shown in Table 11, was the first school in the state of South Carolina to re-
ceive the AdvancEd STEM certification.  Only Pendleton Elementary School (0.8 
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mi) is within easy walking distance of the site; however, Riverside Middle 
School (1.2 mi) is located within easy biking distance.  The South Carolina De-
partment of Transportation is currently in the process of completing a 
streetscape improvement project to enhance the pedestrian and biking experience 
for this route along Queen Street to the Middle School.  In the fall of 1982, 
the Division 2A Pendleton High School was relocated from the E. Queen Street 
building that houses Pendleton Elementary today to a new facility on Highway 
187 that is 2.9 miles and a six-minute drive-time away.  There are several or-
ganizations providing daycare and after-school care operating in the Pendleton 
city limits, including PEEPS of Pendleton United Methodist Church (0.3 mi), 
which can be reached in just under a ten-minute walk. 
Many of the community’s churches are located in the immediate vicinity of 
the site, including the neighboring St. Paul’s Episcopal Church where many no-
table figures in the area’s history are buried, including Mrs. John C. Calhoun, 
Thomas Clemson, founder of Clemson University, and Confederate hero General 
Barnard Bee, who famously gave CSA General Thomas Jackson the monicker 
“Stonewall”.  Other notables buried here include Charles C. Pinckney and CSA 




Image Source: MB Kahn Construction Company website, accessed 2018
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SITE
General Clement Stevens.  During the Civil War, the church bell at St. Paul’s 
tolled out when a train pulled into the depot located adjacent to the subject 
site bringing word of the war and the death of a local resident in battle.   As 35
shown in Table 10, a cluster of religious institutions are located just to the 
south of the site, including the Pendleton United Methodist Church and Pendle-
ton Baptist Church along South Broad Street, and the Pendleton Presbyterian 
Church on South Mechanic Street.
Climate and Terrain
Pendleton is nestled in the foothills of the scenic Blue Ridge Mountains 
near the banks of the Seneca River and Lake Hartwell.  The topography surround-
ing the site is representative of the rolling foothills region of the Upstate 
located in the Piedmont Plateau Region of the Eastern Seaboard.  The geography 
of the Town of Pendleton consists of gently undulating terrain with an average 
elevation of 800 miles above sea level.  The town’s pleasant climate has at-
TABLE 12- TOPOGRAPHICAL MAP AND CLIMATE DATA
Image Sources Clockwise from Left: ArcGIS,  National Geographic, and ClimaTemps
 Jacqueline Reynolds, Timeline of a Village History (Seattle: CreateSpace Pub35 -
lishing, 2016), 63.
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tracted residents and visitors throughout its history, and many members of the 
Charleston planter class chose to build their summer homes in Pendleton because 
of the agreeable weather.  The average annual high temperature in Pendleton is 
around 71 degrees Fahrenheit, though summers are generally quite warm with tem-
peratures often reaching the high 90s.  The average annual low temperature is 
around 46 degrees Fahrenheit; however, freezing temperatures do occur with some 
regularity.  Nevertheless, the generally mild winters in Pendleton do not ne-
cessitate special consideration for the construction of foundations or other 
structural systems.  Pendleton receives around 50 inches of rain a year, so ad-
equate drainage and stormwater runoff management is mandatory.
Natural Resources
In 2016, Anderson County was awarded a grant through the South Carolina 
Forestry Commission to assist in the development of an Anderson County Green 
Infrastructure Plan.  According to the plan, the western portion of the county 
where Pendleton is located will face the largest increase in pressure from de
TABLE 13 - IMAGE OF FANTT’S GROVE AND MAP OF THREATENED HABITAT
High Quality Habitat Core
Highest Quality Habitat Core
Threatened Areas
Image sources clockwise from left: Fantt’s Grove, AllTrails and  SC Forestry Commission
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velopment as the county continues to grow.  The site is located less than five 
miles from Lake Hartwell, one of the southeast's largest and most popular 
recreation lakes.  Recently, stand-up paddle-boarding in the area has rapidly 
gained in popularity.  Many of the area’s most prized rivers for kayaking and 
rafting are also located nearby.  The spectacular hikes and waterfalls found in 
the Blue Ridge Mountains are just a short drive away; however, plenty of equal-
ly impressive attractions are located closer to the site.  Notably, the Fantt’s 
Grove trail system is located less than three miles away.  Part of the Clemson 
Experimental Forest along the shores of Lake Hartwell, the trail system pro-
vides over 100 miles of multi-use trails for hiking, mountain bike, and horse-
back riding, as well as scenic views of pastureland and trails through the deep 
woods.   
A recent grant of 1 million dollars was awarded to the University for 
improvements to the system.  As a result, the trail system is increasing in 
popularity as one of the area’s best destinations for outdoor recreation and 
mountain biking in particular.  According to the University website, the trail 
is part of a biking and pedestrian trail project “that aims to develop connec-
tions around campus that support sustainability, recreation and quality of 
life, and also strives to maintain Clemson’s positive relationship with the 
community.”  The trail also represents the first in a new approach to encourag-
ing alternative models of travel and according to Gerald Vander Mey, director 
of University Planning and Design, “In the past, we [Clemson] have built bike-
ways adjacent to vehicle travel lanes and promoted shared roads, but this grant 
is a departure from that model as this path is the first trail that will be 
separate from the road and is intended to be used by pedestrians, bicyclists, 
runners, etc.”   The trail system is also extremely popular with equestrian 36
 Olivia Dubro, “Clemson Receives Grant of $1 million for Fantt’s Grove,” October 36
18, 2017, http://newsstand.clemson.edu/mediarelations/clemson-receives-1-million-for-bik-
ingwalking-trail-in-fants-grove/, 1.
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riders as the University Equine Center is located adjacent to the trails and 
less than two miles from the subject site.
Nature and Wildlife
The southern Appalachians are considered one of the most biologically 
diverse regions of the temperate world, including the foothills of the Blue 
Ridge Mountains, where the site and the town of Pendleton are located.  Many 
species are endemic to this region and found nowhere else in the world.  As 
there are no bodies of water located on the site and bald eagle’s nests are no-
ticeably absent, only the red-headed woodpecker, barn owl, and meadow vole re-
main a concern.  Given the site’s current state of abandonment and the number 
of barn-like warehouse structures on the site, special awareness should be giv-
en to the possible existence of these species at the site.
TABLE 14 - PROTECTED SPECIES OF PLANTS AND WILDLIFE FOUND IN ANDERSON COUNTY
Native Plant Species: Native Wildlife Species:
American Ginseng Carolina Darter
Smooth Coneflower Christmas Darter
Georgia Aster North American  Bald Eagle
Nestronia Red-headed Woodpecker
Fraser Loosestrife Meadow Vole
Faded Trilium North American  Barn Owl
Three-parted Violet Eastern Floater
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Urban Character and Developed Land
The figure ground maps above emphasize the built forms in the proximity 
of the site and the spaces between these built forms.  This serves to highlight 
existing patterns that have arisen in the development of the building blocks of 
the built environment (streets and blocks), sometimes called ‘urban fabric’.  
The site has its own unique figure ground: its organization and density is in 
contrast with the more uniform low-density residential development surrounding 
it.  The site more closely resembles the municipal complex to its north in 
terms of spatial organization, and the commercial core surrounding the Village 
Green in terms of density.  The site can be currently classified at the inter-
section of T2- Rural Zone and T3-Suburban Zone along the urban to rural tran-
sect.
Heritage and Conservation
The 1960s marked an era of increasing awareness among Clemson faculty 
members of Pendleton’s rich cultural and architectural heritage.  During this 
time, a group of faculty members led by the College of Architecture’s Dean Har-
lan McClure began purchasing and rehabilitating many of the languishing homes 
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TABLE 15 - FIGURE GROUND 
in the Pendleton area.   Many credit these efforts as sparking the revitaliza37 -
tion movement which ultimately led to the designation of the Pendleton Historic 
District on the National Register of Historic Places in 1970, one of the first 
district designations in the southeast after the passage of the National His-
toric Preservation Act of 1966.   The largest historic district listed on the 38
National Register at the time of its nomination, the Pendleton Historic Dis-
trict encompasses 6,300 acres located in Anderson and Pickens Counties.   The 39
district is bounded on the west by the Hopewell Plantation and Treaty Oak 
sites, Montpelier to the east, Old Stone Church to the north, and incorporates 
the entire town of Pendleton.  The district features more than a dozen historic 
sites and over fifty contributing buildings from the eighteenth, nineteenth, 
and early twentieth centuries.  Three of the twelve homes included in the 
Pendleton Historic Walking Tour, indicated in Table 16, are located adjacent to 
the site.  In 1962, the Pendleton District Historical and Recreational Commis-
sion, later changed to the Pendleton District Historical, Recreational, and 
Tourism Commission, was established by the State of South Carolina (51-310.1, 
SC Code of Laws) and charged with the preservation and promotion of the area’s 
rich cultural heritage and prolific natural resources.
 Staff, “225 and Alive sharing history for April,” Anderson Independent Mail, 37
April 27, 2015, http://archive.independentmail.com/features/community/announcements/225-
and-alive-sharing-history-for-april-ep-1057962463-349489421.html.
 Ibid.38
 Reynolds, Timeline of a Village, 31.39
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TABLE 16- SITES OF CULTURAL AND HISTORICAL SIGNIFICANCE IN IMMEDIATE VICINITY
Pendleton Oil MiIl Site
Historic Walking Tour Sites
Other Historic, Contributing
Historic, Non-contributing
ID Site Name Photo Description
1 Vine Hill
Built in 1830 by Lt. Edmund Shubrick, it is believed the 
owner’s friendship with Gen. Sherman spared Pendleton from 
the wrath of Union Soldiers.
2 Poe House Mrs. Ellen Taylor Poe, a widow, built this residence in 1860 upon returning to Pendleton with her small children.
3 Pickens House
Built in 1860 by Dr. Thomas Pickens as an unwanted wedding 
present for his bride, the Green and Sitton families occupied it 
in early years instead.
4 Simpson House
Home of Richard Wright Simpson, a legislator and an 
attorney, who wrote Thomas G. Clemson’s will and was 
chairman of Clemson board of trustees.
5 Jenkins House
Dr. Wm. Jenkins was a surgeon in the Confederate Army; he 
began his Pendleton practice in 1837 with this structure 
serving as his office.












J. Norton Hunter built this home in 1880. He welcomed his 
mother-in-law, an exiled Polish countess, into the home where 
she taught piano and voice lessons.
7 Sharpe House
This 1818 "Upcountry" town house is one of the few still in 
existence. The plan of this home is based on the central 
hallway flanked by single rooms.
8 Gaillard House
W. H. D. Gaillard, one of the town’s leaders, built this home in 
the mid-1800s for his family. He was known for his 
involvement with the Blue Ridge Railroad and the Pendleton 
Cotton Mill. 
9 Boxwood
This circa 1811 residence had additions to the original house 
in 1825, 1836, and 1959.; named after prevalence of 






Erected by 1822, it served as the church for the Calhoun and 
Clemson families who are buried in the churchyard.
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CHAPTER 6 
EXISTING SITE CONDITIONS
Date of Erection:  Original cotton gin constructed in 1885. 
Architect:  Unknown, Vernacular Style
Original and Subsequent Owners:  
John B. Sitton and Augustus Sitton. The Pendleton Oil Mill was operated contin-
uously by five generations of the Sitton family, from mid-19th century until it 
ceased operations in 2008.  Records indicate that the the Sittons were in pos-
session of the property as early as 1822; however, the family did not move the 
cotton gin enterprise to the location until 1885.
Builder, Contractor, Suppliers:  Unknown.
Original Plans and Construction:  Unknown.
Alterations, Additions, and Site Evolution:  
The site has continuously evolved since its first inception to serve a 
variety of uses including a cotton gin, blacksmith, and fertilizer supplier.  
As the site has evolved over the years, the structures have been constructed in 
tight clusters grouped on either side of the spine road and are attached in 
several instances.  The site has been privately owned and operated by the same 
family for nearly two centuries, therefore, there is limited documentation 
available to researchers regarding the physical evolution of the site.  Infor-
mation from privately-held surveys, photographs, plans, or construction docu-
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ments would prove invaluable in understanding the way the site has changed and 
adapted throughout the nearly two centuries of its existence.  
When the Pendleton District was created in 1790, the commissioners or-
dered the formal layout of the town resulting in fifty-one town lots of approx-
imately one-acre each and forty-three “out-lots” of several acres each.  The 
present-day site of the Pendleton Oil Mill is located on what was formerly 
“out-lot” Number 6, Number 4, and possibly a fragment of Outparcel Number 3.  A 
Grantee Index at the South Carolina state archives references a deed recorded 
on March 21, 1818, whereas John Sitton transferred title of “1/2 of Lot #4 In 
Pendleton” to his father, Phillip Sitton (See Chain of Title, Appendix A).  
Later, according to a deed recorded on November 20, 1819, the title for one 
half of the parcel transferred back to John Sitton.  Another deed recorded on 
November 8, 1819, lists John as Grantee and one Freeman Hardy as Grantor in a 
deed for the conveyance of the other “part” of out-lot # 4 in Pendleton.  On 
March 9, 1822, John Sitton acquired “Lot # 6” in Pendleton by Sherriff’s Deed, 
recorded as a purchase from “Sheriff (Richard Tarrant).”
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FIGURE 21 - RAILROAD WITH OLD LINE SPURT TO DISTRIBUTION POINT AND DEPOT, 
CIRCA 1970S. (SOURCE: PENDLETON DISTRICT COMMISSION)
A map of ‘Pendleton Village’ dated 1857 shows the present site located on 
a significant portion of lot “No.6” north of E. Main St, a segment of lot “No. 
4” to the south of E. Main St., and a fragment of lot “No 3”.  Lot No. 6 is la-
beled as 11 acres owned by “Green”.  Lot No. 3 is labeled as 10.5 acres owned 
by “Benson” located in the northwestern portion of the lot to the west of the 
railroad track.  The Depot is indicated at the confluence of lots No. 3, No. 4, 
and the Blue Ridge Railroad line.  The name “Sitton” is listed as the owner of 
lot “No. 5”, where the old family homestead was built at the present location 
of the residential lots to the south of the site.  The northern border of lot 
No. 6 in the 1857 map is consistent with the northern border of the Pendleton 
Oil Mill parcel today.  St. Paul’s Episcopal Church and Cemetery, constructed 
in 1822, are not depicted in this same historic 1897 map; however, there is an 
east-west line of demarcation bisecting the lot that is consistent with the 
shared property line with the church today.
In 1868, John B. Sitton and his son, Augustus John Sitton, constructed a 
steam-driven cotton gin next door to the Sitton’s carriage shop on South Me-
chanic Street, across from Hunter’s blacksmith shop. The Sittons moved the gin 
to the present Pendleton Oil Mill site along the Blue Ridge Railroad tracks in 
1885 and the old gin building on South Mechanic Street was torn down and re-
placed with a dwelling house that is still in existence.   A map dated 1897 in40
dicates the location of the cotton gin was directly to the south of the ceme-
tery near the present-day location of Structure 3.  Near the turn of the centu-
ry, a cottonseed oil mill was constructed alongside the cotton gin.  Following 
World War II, the site was expanded to manufacture fertilizer and erosion con-
trol products.  The site continued to produce fertilizers and related products 
until 2008, making it one of the oldest continuously operating businesses in 
the nation.  By 2015, the site had fallen into disrepair and one of the build-
ings collapsed onto the adjacent Norfolk-Southern rail line, temporarily halt
 Reynolds, Timeline of a Village, 31.40
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ing rail service.  Between the years 2015 and 2017, two warehouses were demol-
ished and salvaged for scrap.  Salvaged material awaiting sale is now stored in 
the remaining warehouses on the site.  According to the Environmental Protec-
tion Agency’s initial site evaluation report, the company was indicated as op-
erating primarily as a cotton gin, cottonseed oil manufacturer, a blender of 
bulk fertilizers, wholesaler of agricultural chemicals, cottonseed meal, fish 
meal, manure or guano, herbicides, and liquid fertilizers.  The most recent 
known alteration was the addition of the steel frame silo used to store and 
dispense bulk fertilizer products.
"
Significance  
Members of the Sitton Family have played prominent roles in the history 
of the Town of Pendleton since its inception.  The family progenitor, John Sit-
ton, arrived from England around the time of the Restoration.  His son, John 
Sitton, Jr., was born in North Carolina and later moved to South Carolina where 
his son, Phillip Sitton was born.  Phillip’s son, John B. Sitton, was born in 
FIGURE 22 - FIRST FACULTY AND OFFICERS OF CLEMSON COLLEGE, 1894; JOHN SITTON IS 
3RD ROW, 6TH FROM LEFT, WITH PROMINENT MUSTACHE  (SOURCE: STATE ARCHIVES)
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TABLE 17 - SITE OVERLAY WITH 1857 MAP OF PENDLETON
TABLE 18 - SITE OVERLAY WITH 1897 MAP OF PENDLETON
Pendleton District, now Pickens County, South Carolina, and became a prominent 
business figure in the town.  According to one source, he was born on George’s 
Creek, near the present town of Easley, and arrived in Pendleton “on March 4, 
1829, walking the whole distance carrying his entire possessions in a pocket 
handkerchief package.”   It was this John B. Sitton who began the cotton gin 41
operation with his son, Augustus J. Sitton, a second sergeant in Company “I” of 
the Fourth Regiment of South Carolina Volunteer Infantry, who later owned and 
operated one of the area’s first successful “cotton spinning factories” in ad-
dition to the enterprise at the mill site.   John B. Sitton also built the 42
first brick building in Pendleton.  Another one of John B. Sitton’s sons, and 
Augustus J. Sitton’s brother, Joseph Sitton, was the organizer and cashier of 
the Bank of Pendleton for eighteen years and was also a leading member of the 
Masonic Order in the town.  Throughout the many subsequent decades, members of 
 RW Simpson, History of Old Pendleton District (Anderson, SC: Oulla Printing and 41
Binding Company, 1913), 218.
 Ibid, 41.42
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FIGURE 23 - PHOTO OF WORKERS AT BLACKSMITH SHOP ON SITE CIRCA 1980S. 
(SOURCE: PENDLETON DISTRICT COMMISSION)
the Sitton Family have owned local businesses, lived, and married members of 
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FIGURE 25 - PRESENT VIEW OF OFFICE COTTAGE  WITH DEMOLISHED STRUCTURES 
TO THE NORTH.
FIGURE 24 - PHOTO FROM 1970S OF WEIGH STATION OUTSIDE OF OFFICE COTTAGE 
LOOKING NORTH TOWARDS THE CEMETERY  (SOURCE: PENDLETON DISTRICT COM-
MISSION ARCHIVES)
other prominent families in the area, including the Gaillards, Greens, and 
Sloans, and are one of the largest and most prominent families in the area’s 
history.  Documenting the oral history of the site through interviews with Mr. 
John Sitton, the present owner and the last generation of the Sitton family to 
operate the mill, is highly recommended to analyze the many layers of change at 
the site.  According to the Oral History Association website, “rooted in histo-
ry, but situated in personal, cultural, institutional and public ways of speak-
ing about the past, oral history is now considered one of the most effective 
ways to preserve and transmit memory, experience, and values.”   Because the 43
site represents one of the last vestiges of the New South economy in the area, 
there is a strong case for further historical research and documentation.
Structures Inventory
The numbering of the structures shown in Table 16 (Page 88) is mostly 
consistent with the numbering system proscribed to the site by the Environmen-
tal Protection Agency and the Department of Health and Environmental Control 
during their initial site evaluation; however, individual structures that were 
attached have been identified.  This is important as it has potential financial 
ramifications based on the number of allowable tax credits claimed according to 
the South Carolina Abandoned Buildings Revitalization Act.  An additional weigh 
station located adjacent to the office building, discovered through archival 
research, is also indicated on the map.  Overall, the Pendleton Oil Mill com-
plex contains 11 buildings, and nine and one half of these buildings are locat-
ed on the subject site.  There are three sheds located at the complex, none of 
which are located on the subject site.  Three structures at the complex were 
TABLE 19 - PAST AND EXISTING SITE COVERAGE
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demolished prior to this study, all of which were located on the subject site, 
and one of which was also partially located on railroad-owned property.  There 
is also one water tower located on the subject site, three weigh stations, and 
two Above-ground Storage Tanks (AST).  The handsome brick structure is located 
on the adjacent rail-road owned property and the remainder of structures at the 
complex which are not located on the subject site are sheds  There is also at 
least one underground storage tank located at the site’s western border, possi-
bly used for steam to operate a boiler.  Structures 11, 12, and 14, located 
south of East Main Street, combine to form an L-shaped footprint occupying the 
majority of the parcel on the southern side of the spine road.  These buildings 
were separate buildings at one time, until an additional story and new roof 
were installed, effectively adjoining the multiple buildings to adapt them for 
the singular purpose of fertilizer production and distribution.  The combined 
total floor area of the remaining structures located on the subject site is 
69,590 Sf.  The combined total floor area of the remaining structures at the 
entire Pendleton Oil Mill complex is 81,004 Sf.
Proposed Rehabilitation:
932 sf
Proposed Demolition on Site:
68,658 sf
Floor area demolished previously 
(excluding towers):  54,983.6 sf 
Located on Railroad Lots: 
11,414 sf
Storage Tanks or Weigh Stations
TABLE 20 - EXISTING STRUCTURES INVENTORY AND NUMBER IDENTIFICATION SYSTEM
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Total existing structures on 
site: 
9 and 1/2  
*half of Structure No. 13 
located on railroad property
Existing structures located 
within site boundary
Building Identification Total Sf Description Recommended  
Treatment
S1 931
Office Building, wood-frame, heart-of-pine interior, 




Wood-frame, wood and metal siding, partially 
collapsed, metal roof, no safe access, storage for 





Blacksmith Shop, wood-frame, wood and metal 






Foundation from demolished warehouse, continuous 










Processing facility, cotton seed storage, currently 
used to warehouse materials salvaged onsite: 










Boiler building, mechanical equipment, brick masonry 
exterior, running bond, brick parapet at facade, 
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S9 12,872
Processing facility, auger runs down middle of 
building used to move cotton seed from storage to 










Fertilizer factory, steel silo used for conveying 
fertilizer into truck beds, no flooring system, standing 






Chemical mixing area, initial observation indicates 
one of the oldest structures at the site, original heart-





Brick masonry building behind boiler building, 
overgrown vegetation, trees and roots growing 









Above-ground storage tanks in holding sheds, two 
locations on site, unknown contents, likely empty but 
not confirmed, AST 1 is fiberglass, AST 2 is metal.
Remove, clear, 
redevelop




Truck scale platform south of E. Main Street (shown),  
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Physical Characteristics and Conditions Assessment
Although a thorough conditions assessment was not possible due to safety 
concerns and liability issues, generally speaking, the site is in an overall 
state of abject disrepair.  The roofing systems for most all buildings have 
failed and there is significant moisture damage throughout the site.  Neverthe-
less, on first inspection, there are some materials present that may still be 
salvageable for repurposing as building materials for finishes, site furnish-
ings, and other decorative elements at the site.  Notably, several of the 
structures contain floor joists and wood paneling with tight wood patterns that 
have been protected from the elements.  The buildings are vernacular agricul-
tural buildings and can best be described as barns, warehouses, workshop, and 
office, but not without some architectural details.  The verticality of the 
structures is one of the most apparent characteristics of the structures locat-
ed to the south of main street.  Photographs of the site before the towers fell 
on the railroad are almost reminiscent of a fortress.  Structure No. 9 with its 
FIGURE 26 - IMAGE CIRCA 1970S DETAILING TALL STRUCTURE THAT FELL ON RAIL-
ROAD. 
(SOURCE PENDLETON DISTRICT COMMISSION)
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slanted exterior walls sloping inwards towards the foundation is comparable to 
corn crib structures of the late 19th and early 20th century.  The predominant 
building material used at the site is wood; however, metal and asbestos siding 
are also present.  The interior floors of many of the buildings are bare dirt.  
Several of the structures have standing water.  Peeling lead paint is evident 
on exterior and interior walls throughout most of the site.  In many instances, 
though the site itself is very old, the remaining structures have been continu-
ally updated over the years to the extent that the historic fabric is no longer 
intact.  Termites have inflicted a considerable toll on wooden structural mem-
bers so that many buildings, No. 11 in particular, are structurally unsound and 
extremely dangerous to enter.  The base plates of the steel silo tower in front 
of Building No. 11 are corroded and that structure is also unsound.  Roofing 
materials used are predominantly metal and asbestos shingle.  In some in-
stances, the roof is simply exposed OSB.  Foundation systems include a mix of 
historic stone ‘pier’ systems, concrete block, limited use of brick, and some 
are no more than simply concrete footers for utility poles as there are no 
flooring systems in these structures.
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FIGURE 27 - STANDING WATER AND COLLAPSED ROOF IN STRUCTURE NO.. 11
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FIGURE 28 - PENDLETON OIL MIL CIRCA 1970S  (SOURCE: PENDLETON DISTRICT COM-
MISSION)
FIGURE 29 - NINETEENTH CENTURY STONE PIER FOUNDATION OF CRIB BARN, STRUC-
TURE NO. 9
Note the differences between past and 
present massing in the indicated area.  
This historic photo also shows a group-
ing of separate buildings oriented toward 
the  railroad.
Existing Infrastructure and Utilities
There is underground conduit carrying electricity from the overhead power 
lines to a meter and distribution panel located at the far western boundary of 
the site between Structures No. 8 and No. 9.  Duke Power distribution lines 
criss-cross the site and Duke Power has several easements located on parcel 
fragments within or adjacent to the site.  There are no exterior light fixtures 
apparent outside of any of the structures on the site.  There is one street
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FIGURE 30 - DRAINAGE DITCH AND ELECTRICAL DISTRIBUTION PANEL WEST ELEVA-
TION NO. 9. THIS BUILDING IS INTENTIONALLY DESIGNED TO LEAN IN AND SHOULD BE 
WELL DOCUMENTED AS AN EXAMPLE OF HISTORIC VERNACULAR AGRICULTURAL AR-
CHITECTURE.
light located just outside the site and located outside the brick structure 
next to the railroad track and another small light, similar to a flood lamp, 
fixed to the utility pole directly in front of the former steel silo structure.  
There is one toilet on the site located in the small cottage used as the main 
office for the mill operation.  For safety reasons, a thorough conditions as-
sessment of the interior of the structures was not conducted for the purpose of 
this feasibility study, there is some visible evidence that some, but not all, 
of the existing structures are serviced with electricity.  The small office 
building as well as Structures No. 3, 10, and 11, all most certainly had elec-
trical service at one point in time; however, the safety of the wiring is ques-
tionable.  For the most part, the site will require a complete overhaul of all 
utilities systems and the infrastructure requirement will have a similar scope 
to greenfield development.  It is important to note that Main Street is a State 
Road when planning a design strategy for the stormwater management of the site 
at the street level.  The existing shoulders along Main Street are flat without 
curbs and do not contain ditches.
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Open Space and Ecology
There is a small wooded area featuring a naturally occurring ditch sepa-
rating the site from the adjacent cemetery to the north; however, the remainder 
FIGURE 31 - STORM DRAIN AT RAILROAD NORTH OF EAST MAIN ST.
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FIGURE 32 - OVERGROWTH OUTSIDE OF STRUCTURE NO. 8, THE BRICK MASONRY 
BUILDING
of the site is generally open with a tangle of tall grasses and other overgrown 
brambles of vegetation growing wildly.  It is important to note that there is 
some risk that protected species may inhabit the site due to the site’s status 
of varying degrees of abandonment over the previous three decades.  The risk of 
snakes at the site is a danger that workers at the site should be made aware 
of.  The standing water at the site provides a breeding ground for mosquitos 
and is also a health hazard.  Trees at the site are invasive species and should 
not be saved.  A better assessment of the site’s existing conditions and devel-
opment potential could be ascertained if the site were bush-hogged.  Photos 
from the site’s past show the historic landscape of the site as open with ex-
posed ground, gravel covering, or low grass and no trees. 
!
Ground Conditions and Soil Analysis
Drainage at the site poses a significant challenge.  After periods of 
heavy rain, much of the site is covered in stagnant water.  Presently, there is 
FIGURE 33 - THIS OPENING IS TO AN UNDERGROUND STORAGE UNIT FILLED WITH 
STAGNANT WATER.  PART OF THE UNDERGROUND SYSTEM MAY BE LOCATED ON THE 
SITE.
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Elm
 Street
standing water in many of the existing buildings.  The site is not located in a 
designated flood zone; however, the site’s mostly flat topography and location 
in a valley below the center of town make the parcel susceptible to stormwater 
runoff.  The terrain at the site gradually slopes southward from the northern 
border of the site to East Main Street, where any stormwater that reaches the 
spine road enters the Pendleton storm drain system through two large grates lo-
cated near the railroad crossing gate.   At the western border of the site 
there is an exposed underground storage tank, shown in Figure 33, that may have 
been used to produce steam for a boiler.  There is a large drainage ditch run-
ning north-south along the foundation of the western elevation of Structure No. 
9 where a series of ramps and elevated walkways were constructed over and 
around the ditch to compensate for changes in elevation caused by soil erosion 
over time.  The iconic water tower may be connected to a underground well and 
requires further investigation.  A topographic map of the site obtained from 
ArcGIS indicates at least eight storage tanks on the site, as indicated in Ta-
ble 12.  The underground storage tanks and weigh stations also contain stagnant 
water emitting an unpleasant odor.  Aside from the environmental cleanup ef-
forts at the site, however, an initial survey of the topography, geology, and 
soil type does not indicate the need for any significant grading or fill at 
this time.  The soil type at the site is sandy loam. 
TABLE 21 - CONSTRAINT: EXISTING DUKE POWER EASEMENTS  AT THE SITE
Primary  
Distribution
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Opportunities and Constraints
Multiple constraints reduce the amount of developable area at the site, 
including power easements, the parcel’s odd configuration with multiple narrow 
fragments projecting in different directions, and the site’s proximity to the 
railroad.  Not only do railroad companies prohibit any type of construction 
within fifty feet of a railway line, the power lines running adjacent to and 
through the site are Duke Power distribution lines with rights-of-way that are
30 feet wide, roughly 15 feet on each side of the centerline.  Duke Power pro-
hibits the construction of any structure within a right-of-way.  Roads, alleys, 
driveways, or fences running parallel to the power lines are also not permissi-
ble within an easement.  Fences, roads and drives may cross a power line ease-
ment, but not at an angle less than thirty degrees and must be located twenty-
five feet from utility poles.  Entrances to parking areas at intersections with 
power lines are prohibited.  Duke Power reserves the right to cut limbs from 
surrounding trees that encroach into the easement.  The largest challenge pre-
sented by the distribution lines through are that they must run from a south-
eastern point of entry, directly across East Main Street from a Duke Power-
owned lot, to a point at the northwest of the site on Queen Street. The power 
lines also risk the aesthetic appeal and marketability of any future develop-
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 Water Tower  
The water tower at the site showing in Figure 30 (Page 94) is approxi-
mately 80 to 100 feet tall.  According to International Building Code, depend-
ing on the structural integrity, wind and load factors, buildings may not be 
erected within the fall zone of a free-standing tower, which is roughly the 
height of the water tower.  The water tower also presents a unique opportunity 
for the development in that it is a readily identifiable feature with excellent 
visibility.  
Hazardous Substances
The Pendleton Oil Mill listing in McRae’s Industrial Directory states 
that the Pendleton Oil Mill manufactured non-compost, natural organic fertiliz-
ers, wholesale chemicals and allied products, wholesales feed compost, fish 
meal, manure or guano, plant hormones, plant nutrients and herbicides, chemical 
fertilizers, non-hazardous waste disposal, and liquid waste treatment.  The 
products sold were agricultural products and while some may not be considered a 
serious environmental hazard in normal amounts, the real environmental concern 
is the existence of concentrated amounts of the chemicals occurring in a limit-
ed area over an extended period of time.  Figure 34 shows Google earth image of 
the oil mill complex prior to the demolition and collapse of many structures.  
areas of greatest environmental concern are highlighted in orange, while areas 
requiring less remedial action are in green. Rather than downplay the site’s 
brownfield status, using the environmental issues at the site as an opportunity 
to openly publicize the radical transformation of the site will help shift pub-
lic perception about the site and can potentially generate free press for fu-
ture development.
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FIGURE 34 - GOOGLE EARTH IMAGE OF THE OIL MILL COMPLEX PRIOR TO THE DEMOLITION 
AND COLLAPSE OF MANY STRUCTURES..  AREAS OF GREATEST ENVIRONMENTAL CONCERN 
ARE HIGHLIGHTED IN ORANGE, WHILE AREAS REQUIRING LESS REMEDIAL ACTION ARE IN 
GREEN.




+     DEVELOPABLE AREA.      +    POWER EASEMENT.     +     RAILROAD EASEMENT OF 50 FT
TABLE 23 - DEVELOPABLE AREA SUMMARY DIAGRAM
Queen Stre
et
50      100.      
Elm
 Street
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FIGURE 35 - VIEW EAST TO THE SITE ALONG NORTH MAIN STREET.  THE VACANT LOTS 
ISOLATE THE SITE AND PROVIDE LITTLE VISUAL INTEREST ALONG THIS APPROACH.  
THE SITE APPEARS FARTHER AWAY THAN IT ACTUALLY IS.   AS THE LOTS ARE VACANT, 
FUTURE DEVELOPMENT AT THE SITE WILL NOT IMPACT VIEWS; HOWEVER, THERE IS A 
RISK THAT FUTURE DEVELOPMENT AT THE VACANT LOTS MAY IMPACT THE VIEWS 
FROM THE SITE.
FIGURE 36 - ANOTHER VACANT LOT BY THE SITE AT CHERRY AND BROAD.  THE SITE IS 
SO PROMINENT THAT THE TYPE AND QUALITY OF DEVELOPMENT THAT OCCURS AT 




FIGURE 37 - VIEW TO THE WEST FROM THE SITE ALONG EAST MAIN STREET.  THE HIS-
TORIC HOME, THE VINES, IS VISIBLE AT RIGHT.  THE VIEWS FROM THE VINES WILL BE 
EFFECTED BY FUTURE DEVELOPMENT AT THE SITE.
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FIGURE 38 - IN CONTRAST TO VIEW IN FIGURE 34, WALKING TO SITE ACROSS BRIDGE 
OVER RAILROAD AT QUEEN STREET PROVIDES MUCH MORE VISUAL INTEREST. THE 
SITE IS THERE JUST LEFT AT ROAD INTERSECTION VISIBLE IN BACKGROUND OF THIS 
PHOTO LOOKING SOUTHWARD.
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FIGURE 39 - THIS SILO WAS USED TO DELIVER FERTILIZER INTO THE BEDS OF TRUCKS.
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PART II. MARKET STUDY
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CHAPTER 7   
ENVIRONMENTAL SCAN
The Pendleton Oil Mil site and surrounding community of Pendleton are 
located just within the jurisdiction of Anderson County, South Carolina. Yet 
for all intents and purposes, a market analysis of the site can be more accu-
rately executed by including the adjacent community of Clemson, South Carolina, 
which is located in neighboring Pickens County.  Because of the town’s small 
size and the rural nature of the area there are limited resources providing 
traditional market data for the site.  Additionally, the explosive development 
in the eastern portion of the Upstate Region in recent decades also has the po-
tential to skew market analysis of the area.  Clemson University’s student pop-
ulation and geographical location at the confluence of three different counties 
adds another layer of complexity to the market study.  Most real estate broker-
age market reports for the Upstate focus on the Greater Greenville-Spartanburg-
Anderson Metropolitan Statistical Area but provide scant in-depth analysis 
specifically on the Clemson-Pendleton area.  A bottom-up approach to the market 
analysis, however, including the observation of past and current development 
patterns at the macro and micro levels, examination of key economic indicators 
in the local economy, and a sensible direct evaluation of the realities of lo-
cal supply and demand provides sufficient details for a thorough and realistic 
market report.  The following report also explores the character-defining ele-
ments of the surrounding community of Pendleton that contribute to its overall 
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sense of place, an essential element for the success of the project.  Further-
more, the report endeavors to quantify the number and quality of experience-
driven opportunities in the area.
"   
Market Area and Statistics
The importance of Pendleton’s size cannot be overemphasized.  The former 
Pendleton Oil Mill site is centrally located within the Pendleton city limits; 
however, the city limits form a ring around the downtown area roughly just two 
miles in diameter.  The Pendleton city limits are within approximately a one 
mile radius of the site’s location in any direction.  Any destination reached 
in longer than a five-minute drive-time from the site is not located in Pendle-
ton.  Clemson University can be reached in under a ten minute drive-time.  Dri-
ving southward from from Pendleton, it takes around twenty-five minutes to 
Drive-time Bands
5 minute, 10 minute, and 20 minute increments
Source: ©2018 Esri.
August 01, 2018
©2018 Esri Page 1 of 1
FIGURE 40 -  5, 10, AND 20 MINUTE DRIVE-TIME BANDS AROUND THE SITE
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reach the downtown core of Anderson, South Carolina, the eponymous county seat 
of Anderson County, located on the opposite side of Interstate-85 from Pendle-
ton.  The undisputed commercial center of the Upstate Region, Greenville, South 
Carolina, takes around forty-five minutes to reach by car.  While the daily 
one-way commute time for many Americans sadly exceeds forty-minutes, the aver-
age commute time of around twenty-five minutes was used as a metric for defin-
ing the boundaries of the market study area as it would be counterproductive to 
divert any focus towards the Greenville market given the potential opportunity 
to capitalize on the rapid growth of Anderson, Clemson, and Clemson University.
While Pendleton’s population was just 2,964 at the 2010 census, there are 
59,333 people living within a 20 minute drive-time of the site today.  The av-
erage household size within 3 miles of the site is 2.39. The racial makeup of 
the village is approximately 70 percent white, 24 percent black, and 2 percent 
Asian.  Around half of all Pendleton residents own their own homes. The most 
striking socioeconomic data is apparent when comparing the statistics of the 
area within a one mile radius of the site, essentially Pendleton itself, to the 
data for the area within a three mile radius of the site.  For instance, the 
average household income within a 1 mile radius of the site is $65,743, com-
pared to to an average household income of $84,787 within a 3 mile radius of 
the site.  The median age of Pendleton residents is 38 years, up 2 years from 
2010, while the median age of those living within a 3 mile radius of the site 
is 36 years, down from the 2010 census. Approximately 26 percent of the popula-
tion within a 1 mile radius of the site earned a bachelor’s or graduate degree, 
while over 45 percent of people living within a 3 mile radius of the site have 
reached the same level of educational attainment.  In fact, there are more peo-
ple living within a 3 mile radius of the site who have attained a graduate de-
gree or higher than there are people living within a 1 mile radius of the site 
with any college degree.  Tellingly, the dominant psychographic tapestry seg-
ment within a 1 mile radius of the site is Midlife Constants (5E), while the 
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dominant tapestry segment within a 3 mile radius is In Style (5B).  According 
to Esri, “In Style denizens embrace an urbane lifestyle that includes support 
of the arts, travel, and extensive reading.”  They are largely college-educated 
thirty somethings with a moderately high income, prefer organic foods, are fi-
nancially active, actively support the arts, and perhaps more notably, homes 
are an integral part of their lives and they invest heavily in home remodeling 
and maintenance.  The In Style tapestry segment is similar to the socioeconomic 
class commonly referred to as yuppies in the 1980s.  Midlife Constants, on the 
other hand, are mainly seniors with below average labor force participation and 
above average net worth whose lifestyle is more country than urban.  The Esri 
Business Analyst Map featured in Figure 41 (Page 111) illustrates the signifi-




349 E Main St, Pendleton, South Carolina, 29670 3 Prepared by Esri
349 E Main St, Pendleton, South Carolina, 29670 Latitude: 34.64961
Drive Time Bands: 0-5, 5-10, 10-20 minute radii Longitude: -82.77765
Source: Esri
    
August 01, 2018
©2018 Esri Page 1 of 2
FIGURE 41 - MAP INDICATING THE IN STYLE (5B) TAPESTRY SEGMENT (YELLOW) WITH-
IN CLOSE PROXIMITY TO SITE.  THE RED, GREEN, AND BLUE BANDS DENOTE THE 
SAME DRIVE-TIME BANDS SHOWN IN FIGURE 45.
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Macroeconomic Review
Eight and a half years into the current cycle, the economy continues to 
gain momentum as the year progresses.  Many economists point to increased con-
sumer confidence, a robust securities market, general increases in global 
wealth, and the passage of the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act for the current economic 
expansion.  Housing starts, another important economic indicator, rose solidly 
over the first three months of 2018, contributing to economic growth for the 
second consecutive quarter.  Because commercial real estate tracks well with 
the broader economy, analysts predict that the real estate market will continue 
to remain strong in 2018.  Most cap rates either remained flat in 2017 or com-
pressed between ten to twenty bps, depending on the sector. Across the board, 
cap rates sat tight at 6.1 percent. Industrial remained the stand-out sector, 
with values rising sufficiently to push cap rates down more than 20 bps, from 
6.9 percent to just under 6.7 percent over the same timeframe.   Perhaps the 44
biggest story developing at the macro level this year, however, is the uncer-
tainty surrounding future economic impacts of possible interest rate hikes.  In 
an article published June 1, 2018, CNBC Markets Editor Patti Domm reports that 
the Fed could get more aggressive with interest rate hikes in the near future.   45
According to Domm “May’s super strong employment report, including a slightly 
better gain in wages, signals the Fed is on track to raise interest rates in 
June and could even add another rate hike to its forecast this year.”  Because 
the returns from institutional investment in private commercial real estate de-
crease as interest rates rise, according to Ryan Severino, chief economist at 
Jones Lang LaSalle, while investment is expected to remain strong this year, 
investors are acutely aware that rapid hikes over time can increase capitaliza-
 Revathi Greenwood, Kevin Thorpe, and Rebecca Rockey,  “US Macro Forecast,” Cush44 -
man and Wakefield, February 2018, http://www.cushmanwakefield.com/en/research-and-in-
sight/2018/us-macro-forecast.
 Patti Domm, “Super strong jobs report means June rate hike coming and Fed could 45
get more aggressive,”  CNBC Market Insider, June 1, 2018, https://www.cnbc.com/
2018/06/01/super-strong-jobs-report-means-june-rate-hike-coming-and-fed-could-get-more-
aggressive--.html
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tion rates and lower property valuations, which ultimately leads to a buyer’s 
market.  Certain commercial property types are more sensitive than others to 
these increases.  Investments with fixed income characteristics, such as net 
lease properties, are more at risk. Tenants at these sites, which include re-
tail outparcel lots located near shopping centers, consistently pay a fixed 
monthly rent, which can decrease in value as interest rates rise, according to 
Severino.  Meanwhile, properties that have more equity-like characteristics are 
better able to ride out interest rate increases because “the cash flows grow 
along with the overall economy.”   Nevertheless, because the incremental in46 -
creases themselves are not detrimental and it is the cumulative effect of a se-
ries of rate hikes that are cause for concern, Severino says investors remain 
“cautiously optimistic.”   Even if rising rates will not compromise value, ap47 -
preciation is likely to be muted even in secondary and tertiary markets, there-
fore, focusing on cash flow and asset management in the immediate and midterm 
future is a prudent strategy.  The Urban Land Institute highly recommends real 
estate professionals focus on income over potential appreciation as a surefire 
strategy for 2018.   Notably, Goldman Sachs Group economist Spencer Hill said 48
this spring that commercial real estate is overvalued by as much as 16 percent 
and that next year it could approach the “bubble-period peaks” of a decade 
ago.49
Another similarity between real estate assets and the broader economy is 
that commercial real estate is a cyclical market. There are four primary phases 
to the real estate cycle which are recovery, expansion, hyper supply, and re-
 Ryan Severino, “This is why 2018 rate hikes could impact CRE,” Jones Lang 46
LaSalle, The Investor, March 23, 2018, https://www.theinvestor.jll/news/us/others/2018-
rate-hikes-impact-cre/, 1.
 Ibid.47
 Hugh Kelly,  Andrew Warren,  Anita Kramer, Emerging Trends in Real Estate 2018 48
(Washington, DC: PwC and the Urban Land Institute, 2017),  22.
  Peter Robinson, “How a Tiny Bank From the Ozarks Got Big and Outpaced Wall 49
Street’s Real Estate Machine”, Bloomberg Businesweek, July 10, 2018, https://
www.bloomberg.com/news/features/2018-07-10/how-a-tiny-bank-from-the-ozarks-got-big-and-
outpaced-wall-street.
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cession.  Real estate physical market cycle analysis of the five property types 
in fifty-four Metropolitan Statistical Areas (MSAs) for First Quarter 2018 
(1Q18), however, suggests that most markets remain in a state of equilibrium as 
moderate growth in demand since 2010 was met with a relatively equal moderate 
growth in supply.   As Retail moves into the hyper-supply phase overall, in50 -
cluding Neighborhood and Community Retail, occupancy remained flat in 1Q18, 
where it has remained year-over-year, while rents grew just 0.2 percent for the 
quarter and 1.8 percent annually.  According to Dr. Glenn Mueller of Black 
Creek Group, this is indicative of the “equilibrium that is also seen the na-
tional average retail occupancy being at point [number eleven] on the cycle 
graph."  Mueller states, “with most of the cities at peak point [number eleven] 51
and most of the others just behind or ahead by one point, a demand supply bal-
ance is quite apparent.”   Despite equally low growth for 1Q18, however, Subur52 -
ban Office is showing signs of life and is poised to move out of the recovery 
phase and into the expansion phase in 2018. According to the Urban Land Insti-
tute, national occupancy remains high, if flat, for the first quarter, and ab-
sorption has sustained a positive trend, bolstering both Central Business Dis-
trict (CBD) as well as suburban markets.   Nevertheless, according to the 2018 53
US Macro Forecast from Cushman and Wakefield: 
“the old adage that “all real estate is local has never been more 
true. Depending on the product, the geography, the submarket, the 
block, the floor plate — it can very easily be an investor-favorable 
market on one side of town and an occupier-favorable market on the 
 Glenn R. Mueller, “National Property Type Cycle Locations,” Black Creek Group, 50
Cycle Monitor, April, 2018, http://mediacenter.merrillcorp.com/interface/viewer.asp.
 Ibid.51
 Ibid. 52
 Kelly et al, Emerging Trends in Real Estate 2018, 6. 53
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other. Rigorous due diligence at this stage in the cycle is an abso-
lute must.”54
Small Town Urbanism in America Today
Perhaps no where is the preceding statement more relevant than in rural 
markets.  The unforgiving size of non-metro markets leave little margin for er-
ror, while both the autonomy and vulnerability of certain subsets of the market 
is often greater.  In small towns throughout the nation, it is imperative that 
statistics and market data be synthesized with ‘boots on the ground’ market re-
search prior to any real estate decision.  On the upside, investing in small 
towns can provide many benefits for real estate developers that are increasing-
ly elusive in larger metro areas.  For instance, there is often a lower barrier 
to entry into the market, properties are more affordable and in good supply, 
there may be less bureaucratic red tape to navigate, and potentially much less 
competition.  Public-private partnerships on many levels often come more easily 
as there is usually a strong sense of community and civic pride evident in 
small-town America where concerned civic leaders and planning officials gen-
uinely want developments to succeed if it is beneficial to the revitalization 
of their town.  According to Ann Daigle, a Louisiana-based urban planner and 
designer, small towns embrace new businesses and “government employees and 
elected officials often promote their openness towards new investments and en-
gage them on a personal level.”   Many small towns waive permit and other fees, 55
which are in most cases already lower than in big cities.   While small towns 56
may not be the natural choice for infill developers preferring anonymity, the 
likelihood of actually speaking to another human being to resolve issues as 
they arise in a timely manner is also much greater. Similarly, building a brand 
 Greenwood et al,  “US Macro Forecast.”54
 Ann Daigle, “Lean Opportunity Resides in Small Towns,” The Center for Applied 55
Transect Studies,  The Project for Lean Urbanism, Position Paper,  May 21, 2014, http://
leanurbanism.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/Daigle_LeanOpportunity.pdf, 2.
 Ibid. 56
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is also easier for developers in small towns where the effect of a few good in-
fill projects, livelier spaces, and new additions to the streetscape can be 
dramatic, and developers can quickly establish a name for quality 
developments.   According to Daigle, development in small towns tend to be a 57
“shared project,” as change affects everyone and residents take change person-
ally; however, developers who “recognize and are sensitive to a community’s 
needs and desires are apt to be celebrated.”  From a design and planning per58 -
spective real estate in small towns is often location-efficient as a majority 
of small towns exist at a regional confluence based on proximity to rivers and 
railroads, infrastructure is pre-existing, there are often a variety of build-
ing types, and sidewalks providing walkability, and last but not least, the in-
tangible holy grail of all urbanism: a sense of place.
There are a number of national trends which indicate development in small 
towns will accelerate over the course of the coming decade.  As a forward, ac-
cording to a recent article published by the Brookings Institute, newly re-
leased census statistics for 2016 indicates that non-metropolitan America is 
whiter, getting older, and losing population.   The general consensus in the 59
media is that small communities throughout the nation are in decline as the am-
bitious young go elsewhere, leaving communities even whiter and older.  Noted 
American economist Paul Krugman recently opined in the New York Times on the 
“ruin” of small city America as an inevitable consequence of the modern econo-
my, “which has cut loose from the land” and “any particular small city exists 
only because of historical contingency that sooner or later loses its rele-
 Robert Steutville, “New Urbanism’s impact on small-to-midsize cities,” The Con57 -
gress for the New Urbanism,  CNU Public Square, November 7, 2016, https://www.cnu.org/
publicsquare/2016/11/07/new-urbanisms-impact-small-midsize-cities, 1.
 Daigle, “Lean Opportunity Resides in Small Towns,” 2.58
  William H. Frey, “Census Shows Nonmetropolitan America is Whiter, Getting Old59 -
er, and Losing Population: Will it Retain Political Clout?”, Brookings Institute, The Av-
enue, June 27, 2017, https://www.brookings.edu/blog/the-avenue/2017/06/27/census-shows-
nonmetropolitan-america-is-whiter-getting-older-and-losing-population/, 1.
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vance.”   Yet many statistics paint a more hopeful picture, as the very factors 60
Kruger and others see as ruinous are the very same attributes others see as as-
sets.  For instance, demographic data also indicates movement away from expen-
sive coastal cities by millennials who tend to look for affordable single-fami-
ly homes.   In fact, according to the National Association of Realtors (NAR), 61
nearly twice as many millennials purchased homes in small cities or rural areas 
than in denser urban areas last year.   NAR chef economist Lawrence Yun says 62
that while millennials may choose to live in urban areas as renters, recent 
surveys reveal they are not staying in urban locations when they decide to pur-
chase a home.   Yun cites affordability as one of the primary causes for this 63
decision as “limited inventory in millennials’ price range, minimal entry-level 
condo construction, and affordability pressures make buying in the city ex-
tremely difficult for most young households.”   Small towns appeal to the in64 -
creasing preference of younger generations for authenticity and parents can 
raise children in charming, affordable, walkable neighborhoods adjacent to the 
village greens and main streets that are a character-defining element of small 
towns across America.  Notably, a recent survey of Millennial preferences un-
dertaken by the National Trust for Historic Preservation and Edge Research re-
veals that Millennials want to mix the old with the new and may prefer living 
in a modern home, but in a neighborhood with historic character.   According to 65
  Paul Kruger, “The Gamblers Ruin of Small Cities,” The New York Times, December 60
30, 2017, https://www.nytimes.com/2017/12/30/opinion/the-gamblers-ruin-of-small-cities-
wonkish.html, 1. 
 Wendell Cox, “Moving to the Middle: Domestic Migration by Metropolitan Area 61
Size,” The Center for Opportunity Urbanism, New Geography, April 4, 2016, http://www.new-
geography.com/content/005210-moving-middle-domestic-migration-metropolitan-area-size, 1. 
 Katie Elfstrom, “Millennials Choosing Suburbia After All,” Builders Association 62




 Edge Research, “Millennials and Historic Preservation: A Deep Dive Into Atti65 -
tudes and Values,” The National Trust for Historic Preservation, June 18, 2017, https://
nthp-savingplaces.s3.amazonaws.com/2017/06/27/09/02/25/407/Millennial%20Research%20Re-
port.pdf, 8.
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the results of the survey, there is slightly stronger preference for living in 
a new home with modern amenities than in an older home, 41 percent to 34 per-
cent respectively; but 44 percent want to live in an old neighborhood with his-
toric character versus the 31 percent who prefer new neighborhoods with modern 
amenities.   66
Though the walkable form of small towns makes them ideal for inexpensive, 
green living, it isn’t just the housing market that is appealing to younger 
generations.  Millennials are also able to find low-cost work space to start 
businesses in small towns.  Technology today has allowed for a more mobile 
workforce, and according to Daigle, “small towns usually have unmet needs and 
are well-suited for many of the industries predicted to grow in the coming 
years.” These industries include “internet-based consulting that emphasizes 
marketing or advertising, web design and program development, or local services 
such as childcare, eldercare and home health.”   Cafes and fresh takes on the 67
traditional ‘General Store’ that customizes itself to suit local needs are also 
proving successful enterprises in small towns. Finally, small towns appeal to 
other demographics as well, such as retirees from urban areas attracted to the 
low crime rates and peaceful environments or immigrants searching for relaxed 
communities with unmet needs providing jobs.   According to the Center for Ap68 -
plied Transect Studies, “small town America is on the verge of a Renaissance 
led by new types of entrepreneurial pioneers wanting to make a real place for 
their lives and livelihoods.”  69
Emerging Trends in Real Estate
While rural areas are emerging as desirable alternatives to larger cities 
and the topic of small town urbanism is trending among professionals in the 
 Ibid. 66
 Daigle, “Lean Opportunity Resides in Small Towns,” 3.67
 Ibid. 68
 Ibid., 4.69
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planning, design, development, and academic professions, there are other key 
trends and patterns in development taking shape across the nation. Each year, 
the Urban Land Institute (ULI) releases a report titled Emerging Trends in Real 
Estate, an annual series highlighting industry trends and forecasts that re-
flect the views of leading real estate professionals from around the world.   70
Included in the annual publication are the organization’s “Expected Best Bets”.  
According to the Institute, surefire strategies for 2018 include tapping in to 
the evolving housing demand and experiential retail as a winning property type.  
Information on the shifting consumer preferences in office space was also in-
cluded in the report.
In regards to housing demand, one seasoned residential broker was quoted 
in the report observing that “Boomers bought and now price their homes based on 
size, while Millennials are buying based on the qualities of the house.”   Ac-
cording to the study, the Baby Boomer generation is now faced with the dilemma 
of finding buyers since “millennials who are in the market for a home to own 
may not be looking for the kinds of McMansions many boomers will seek to sell.”  
The institute cautions that residential development is overbuilding in the lux-
ury sector, “while the sweet spot in demand is in mid-priced single-family 
houses that are affordable to a larger buyer pool.”   These coveted mid-priced 71
homes are typically smaller than the McMansions that became popular during the 
last housing boom, "especially in the Sun Belt and in select suburbs close to 
the gateway markets where lot costs were comparatively inexpensive.”  Emerging 72
Trends interviewees see middle-market development as an opportunity. The type 
of product can range from tract housing to urban row houses, but the elusive 
key is getting the price point right while maintaining attractive economics for 
the developer.  Similar to the owner-occupied housing market, the rental market 
 Kelly et al, Emerging Trends in Real Estate 2018, 1.70
 Ibid., 80.71
 Ibid. 72
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has also seen more focus on high-end luxury units. The Institute advises that 
“The upper-income market is well served at this point, so builders can profit 
by going where demand has not yet been adequately met.”   According to the re73 -
port, “while luxury customer segments have been where most of the action con-
centrated during the first six years of the recovery, a distinct shift has oc-
curred."   The report reveals that now most builders are "activating rebooted, 74
scalable, value-engineered, limited-option, entry-level programs, and are busy 
looking to open new neighborhoods in the ‘drive-until-you-qualify’ path of 
growth tracts accessible to job centers.”   Meanwhile, the new variations on 75
communities targeting the Baby Boomer generation are where strong and deep de-
mand exists for an alternative to what the report refers to as “the Del Webb 
model” that put active-senior resort communities on the map a generation of re-
tirees ago.  According to the Institute, “entry-level homes in lower-cost-base 76
peripheries and strategically connected, attainable retirement communities are 
essential programs on strategic roadmaps through and beyond 2018.”
The report was bullish on the retail sector overall, proclaiming that “if 
an opportunity exists for contrarians, it has to be in the retail sector.”   77
According to Emerging Trends, “Food, fun, and fitness” are elements of consump-
tion “where brick-and-mortar shops compete effectively with e-commerce and 
shopping transaction is more social than a mere exchange of cash for goods.”   78
The Institute reminded readers that the desire for “an experience” is not re-
stricted to the young.   Tourist shopping destinations, ethnic marketplaces, 79
and even traditional stores using social media to amplify on-site interactions 
 Ibid. 73
 Ibid., 82. 74
 Ibid. 75
 Ibid. 76
 Ibid., 22. 77
 Ibid,  78
 Ibid.79
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with customers provide an energy and excitement that are missing from the 
“click and wait for delivery” model of online shopping.    The Institute ac80 -
knowledges that while convenience and value do matter, the market has been a 
place where the community gathers for centuries, a tradition meeting a deep hu-
man need.   For real estate, however, that presents certain challenges. The re81 -
port explains that, “Active management, an acute ear for consumer preferences, 
and operational flexibility are sine qua non — this means property owners who 
are as entrepreneurial as the merchants to whom they lease.”  According to the 82
Institute, these opportunities are most appropriate for opportunistic in-
vestors, developers, and property managers “who are nimble and culturally em-
bedded with their customer base.”  According to the report, “there is an amaz83 -
ingly broad base to the commercial real estate pyramid that fits that bill, 
even as retail remains challenging for low-risk “core” passive investors.”84
The Regional Economy
Economic forecasts for the Upstate Region remain optimistic as corpora-
tions continue to choose the Upstate for its favorable tax rates, market acces-
sibility, and a cost of living about 10 percent lower than the national aver-
age.  The abundance of cultural and recreational opportunities also appeal to a 
diverse range of employee preferences.   Local companies and institutions are 85
projected to create 5,000 jobs in 2018, equating to 1.2 percent annual growth.  
According to a South Carolina Department of Commerce report released in January 
2018, Anderson County was the only county in the state to announce three top-
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2017.   Announced expansions by global appliance manufacturer Electrolux ($200 86
million investment) and global technology and services supplier Robert Bosch 
($152 million investment) each ranked in the top-ten in capital investment an-
nouncements in the state. Global orthopedic medical device company Arthrex’s 
announcement that it is launching new surgical device manufacturing operations, 
expected to create 1,000 new jobs in Anderson County, ranked second statewide 
in job creation announcements.   The manufacturing industry will also boosted 87
by the first of hundreds of new workers at Techtronic Industries’ expanded pro-
duction facility in Anderson.  Anderson County’s industry recruitment in 2017 
continues a nine-year period of economic development activities that have 
brought more than $3.3 billion in capital investment and 5,300 new jobs to An-
derson County since January of 2009.   According to Anderson County Council 88
Chairman Tommy Dunn, “The success we’ve had in economic development recruiting 
in 2017 and over the past several years is unprecedented in the history of An-
derson County, and we are establishing a new standard to which communities 
across the Southeast will now aspire.”  Dunn feels this new standard of econom89 -
ic growth in the Western Upstate requires even greater collaboration between 
local governments and partners like Tri-County Tech, located in Pendleton, to 
develop the area’s workforce. In 2018, Dunn says “the County’s primary aim will 
be to encourage continued economic development through strategic, efficient 
modernization of our technology and public services infrastructure.”90
Yet economists cite filling jobs with qualified workers and bolstering 
rural areas, where economic gains can be elusive, as the two largest challenges 
 Teresa Bannister, “Anderson County Leads State in Industry Recruitment, Economic 86
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for the Upstate region.  “The big story for South Carolina coming through in 
2018 is that the economy seems to still be more vibrant than the nation as a 
whole, but probably isn’t growing quite as fast in terms of jobs as it was a 
year and a half, two years ago,” said Richard Kaglic, senior regional economist 
at the Charlotte branch of the Richmond Federal Reserve Bank, in a recent 
Greenville Business Magazine article.  Kaglic believes that an insufficient la-
bor force of skilled workers to meet the demand of the industries flocking to 
the area is the main reason for the slow growth. According to Kaglic, “The jobs 
are there, but a common refrain from employers is that they are having ‘a great 
deal of difficulty’ finding qualified applicants for open positions.”   The 91
Western Upstate Region is better positioned to provide the skilled workers that 
corporations require as the location of two institutions of higher education, 
Tri-County Technical College and Clemson University, one of the nation’s lead-
ing research institutions.  According to the Urban Land Institute, not only are 
many markets in the South currently seeing strong population growth, they are 
also realizing the benefits of being home to well-trained labor forces signifi-
cantly influenced by the presence of research universities. According to the 
Institute, every competitive market in the South region is quick to point to 
the benefits of having a college or university in its market.
Industry Clusters in the Regional Economy
 Industry clusters are groups of similar and related firms in a defined 
geographic area that share common markets, technologies, worker skill needs, 
and which are often linked by buyer-seller relationships.   Firms and workers 92
in an industry cluster draw competitive advantage from their proximity to com-
petitors, to a skilled workforce, to specialized suppliers and a shared base of 
  Ibid.91
 Michael Porter, “US Cluster Mapping,” Harvard Business School, Institute for 92
Strategy and Competitiveness, https://www.isc.hbs.edu/Pages/default.aspx.
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sophisticated knowledge about their industry.   The importance of clustering 93
seems like a paradox in the age of the Internet, and while many people have as-
sumed that the emergence of the global economy has somehow diminished or re-
versed the importance of place, careful studies have shown the reverse is 
true.   According to the regional economic development organization Upstate SC 94
Alliance, “the Upstate has reached a tipping point in its development, having 
transitioned from low wage, low cost manufacturing to a center of high quality 
advanced manufacturing with developed cluster strength.” 
Innovation Clusters
The Upstate holds a wide breadth of industrial focus and expertise, but 
according to Aimee Redick, Director of Global Engagement at the regional eco-
nomic development organization Upstate SC Alliance, “its true strength lies 
where industry and education align: research, development, and innovation.”   95
Innovation in the region is propelled by the second largest university in the 
state, Clemson University, a top 25 public land-grant university founded in 
1889 and recognized for its strength in science and engineering.  Clemson has 
earned a reputation for its industry-sponsored research and has established six 
innovation clusters in the Upstate Region.   Clemson University is a leader in 96
advanced materials research, which accounts for almost 30 percent of the Uni-
versity's total research funding. Clemson has a significant track record as a 
resource for the advanced materials industry, with 14 startup companies and 
landing parties based on Clemson advanced materials expertise and more than 70 
advanced-materials-based technologies available for licensing. According to the 
University’s website, “one particular advantage for recruiting businesses to 
 Ibid.93
 Ibid. 94
 Upstate Alliance, “Research and Innovation,” Upstate SC Alliance, accessed June 95
15, 2018, http://www.upstatealliance.com/Upstate-Advantages/Research-Innovation.aspx.
 Ibid.96
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the research campus is the 43,000-square-foot Duke Energy Innovation Center 
that provides business incubation space.“  The Duke Energy Innovation Center, 
which is a joint project of Clemson University and the South Carolina Research 
Authority (SCRA), is immediately adjacent to the University’s Advanced Materi-
als Research Lab at Anderson County’s Innovation Campus. Significantly, Pendle-
ton is the nearest community to the Innovation Campus, which is just six miles 
from the Pendleton Oil Mill site.
Art and Design Clusters
States that are treating arts, culture, and design as a cluster, includ-
ing South Carolina, are finding an important source of growth and these states 
and now consider their creative industry cluster a vital part of their economic 
development strategy.   The arts play a major part in the Upstate as economic 97
drivers, career outlets, and city revenue boosters. In fact, according to the 
recently completed economic impact study commissioned by the South Carolina 
Arts Commission, the arts in South Carolina, including everything from nonprof-
it organizations, to museums and theaters, to creative professions like archi-
tecture and creative design — result in an annual economic impact of $9.7 bil-
lion, and about 115,000 jobs.   In an effort to boost economic growth, South 98
Carolina and other states across the nation are exploring the links between the 
creative talent in the state including artists, designers, new media entrepre-
neurs, and other important clusters to deepen those connections and improve the 
competitiveness of traditional industries, such as manufacturing, in a variety 
of ways.  For example, using art and design as a platform to boost tourism by 
leveraging and marketing the unique culture and food of regions is a proven 
strategy that is gaining traction in many regions throughout the United States.
 Sparks, Erin and Mary Jo Waits, New Engines of Growth: Five Roles for Arts, Cul97 -
ture and Design, Washington, DC: National Governors Association, 2012, 8.
 Editorial, “Across South Carolina and the Upstate, the arts not only provide a 98
cultural outlet; they are a key driver of economic development,” Upstate Business Jour-
nal, February 8, 2018, https://upstatebusinessjournal.com/across-south-carolina-upstate-
arts-not-provide-cultural-outlet-key-driver-economic-development/ 
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Tourism Clusters
Tourism has played an important role in the Pendleton economy since the 
antebellum period when a prolific number of summer homes were constructed in 
the area by wealthy Charleston planters attracted to the climate and scenic 
beauty of Pendleton and its environs. In the state of South Carolina, tourism 
generates around $1.6 billion in State and Local taxes year-over-year and the 
ratio of state and local tax revenues to public operational expenditures relat-
ed to travel and tourism is 3.2 dollar to 1 dollar.   The cluster concept is 99
well-suited to specific characteristics of tourism activities as the tourism 
product interacts with the local base, comprised of physical space and social 
actors, which leads to joint actions of interrelated enterprises with great 
power to create conglomerates.   Tourism clusters generally include a set of 100
tourist attractions that draw non-resident attention; a concentration of 
tourism service companies such as restaurants, accommodation, or gift bou-
tiques; and support providers such as tourism organizations.  Companies and in-
stitutions within the tourism cluster are spatially concentrated and have ver-
tical relationships within the tourism productive chain, as well as horizontal 
relationships involving factor, jurisdiction, and information exchange.   101
Owing to its potential for growth and the fact that it is a product that 
can only be consumed in loco, promoting tourism is a key strategy for local de-
velopment in the Western Upstate Region.   Visitors are an important economic 102
driver for the local area as tourism supports hotels, retailers, restaurants, 
the wedding industry, and other types of businesses. Attracting tourism to the 
Western Upstate depends on both the tourism product, which is the unique at-
 Ibid. 99
 Ibid. Cunha, Sieglinde Kindl da, & Cunha, João Carlos da., “Tourism cluster 100
competitiveness and sustainability: proposal for a systemic model to measure the impact 
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tribute that is the primary attraction, and the supporting services available 
to visitors. Tourism does not depend only on the appeal of the main attraction, 
such as historic sites and natural resources, but also on the comfort and ser-
vice of hotels, restaurants, souvenir shops, airports, and so on.  Perhaps 103
most importantly, tourism and local development in the tri—county area are in-
terconnected because they only take place if the region’s sociocultural and en-
vironmental characteristics are respected where the activity takes place.   In 104
other words, striking the right balance between tourism services and the local 
experience is fundamental to the continued success of either.
The oldest tourism commission in the state, the Pendleton District Com-
mission was formed in 1966 and has played an active role in the intervening 
decades in both promoting and preserving the historic and cultural resources 
within the original boundaries of the historical Pendleton District 
(1789-1826), which included Anderson, Pickens, and Oconee Counties.  In order 
to modernize their image, the organization was rebranded in 2016 as Lake 
Hartwell Country, and began a robust marketing campaign to promote tourism in 
the tri-county area, newly dubbed the “Crown of the Carolinas.”  Part of the 
impetus for the rebranding was the goal of marketing the quality and abundance 
of the natural resources in the area that first attracted tourists to the area 
almost two centuries ago rather than a single-focus on heritage tourism.  Nev-
ertheless, as one of the largest historic districts in the nation and arguably 
one of the most culturally significant locations in the state, the Pendleton 
area is blessed to retain a plenitude of historic resources with which to draw 
heritage tourism.  Additionally, many of the historic homes serve as the per-
fect setting for destination weddings and other special events.   Ashtabula and 
Woodburn Plantation, two historic house museums owned and operated by the 
Pendleton Historic Foundation, are two of the most well-known venues in the 
 Ibid. 103
 Ibid.104
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area with combined annual draws of over 30,000 tourists.  Ashtabula and Wood-
burn generated $50,000 revenue in 2017 from private event sales, a primary 
source of funding for the nonprofit historic foundation.  Revenue generated 
through local and state tax on alcohol sales is an additional beneficial effect 
of event venues on the economy while hotels, local restaurants, caterers, hair 
salons, and other service industries also reap the direct benefits.
Clemson University football games also provide a huge draw to the area, 
and the fall football schedule constitutes a mini-tourism season for surround-
ing communities.  In fact, market research indicates Clemson football is the 
basis for a significant portion of second-home real estate transactions in the 
area.  According to the sales team at Patrick Square, a traditional neighbor-
hood designed (TND) community located in Pickens County just outside of Pendle-
ton city limits, a significant portion of town home sales at that development 
were purchased by Clemson football fans for enjoyment on game days.
Patrick Square is also the location of The Inn at Patrick Square, an up-
scale boutique hotel and the nearest of its kind to Pendleton’s historic down-
town.  Because there are no hotels located in Pendleton, analysis for potential 
market capture of visitors to the area must take into account the type, number, 
and quality of services and amenities available to tourists near lodging estab-
lishments, where convenience may preclude similar purchases at subsequent des-
tinations in Pendleton.  There are a number of dining options for tourists in 
and around Pendleton, with the highest concentration located around the Village 
Green which has seen a recent flurry of activity.  Viva Wine Bar launched in 
2017 and two new establishments are slated to open in 2018, The Swamp Fox Dis-
tillery and a well-known Anderson restaurant.  The Village Bakery is both a 
popular tourist destination and a local institution, while Bistro 1826 located 
in the historic Farmers Society building is the most upscale restaurant in the 
offering.  The Village Green is a quaint and picturesque southern small town 
square ringed by attractive examples of the classic Main Street mercantile 
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buildings which represent the second largest quantity of building stock in the 
United States.   The Village Green contains the traditional mix of a small 105
handful of gift boutiques, antique shops, and an art gallery featuring the 
works of local artists.  Crafts are also emphasized at this location and there 
are a smattering of craft boutiques located at and around the Village Green as 
well. 
Recent studies have found that most millennials prioritize travel over 
buying a home or paying off debt when they look at the next five years of their 
lives.   Millennials prize adventurous, local, and personal experiences when 106
they travel and value an experience that is new and unique. Over 80 percent of 
millennials believe the best way to discover and learn about a place is through 
local experiences.  In general and with some notable exceptions, while the din-
ing options have recently expanded to appeal to broader preferences, the retail 
establishments located around the Village Green are the typical retail mix 
catering to an older demographic of heritage travelers.  There is unmet poten-
tial to draw and capture the millennial market by providing experiences unique 
to Pendleton that appeal to millennial preferences, including the untapped 
spending of the over 20,000 millennial students and faculty of neighboring 
Clemson University.  As a reminder, as millennial preferences favor authentici-
ty over artificial, this effort need not be incongruous with the quaint and 
charming character of the historic town but must provide an experience more 
than simply “looking” at the town and purchasing goods.
Agribusiness
Although much of the opportunity in traditional farming has been in a 
period of decline in the Western Upstate since the start of the twentieth cen-
 Daigle, “Lean Opportunity Resides in Small Towns,” 2. 105
 Nicola Brown, “What Millennial Travel Trends Can Teach Us About Millennial Mo106 -
tivation,” Skyword, The Content Standard, October 3, 2017, https://www.skyword.com/con-
tentstandard/creativity/millennial-travel-trends-can-teach-us-millennial-motivation/
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tury, new opportunities have presented themselves in recent decades.  The farm-
to-table movement leapt into the mainstream in the early 2000s, as food ac-
tivists around the country strove to develop strong connections between restau-
rants and local farming communities. Consumers seek local and regional foods 
not only from restaurants, but also in farmers’ markets or from their food re-
tailers. Heritage and heirloom varieties of livestock and produce are re-emerg-
ing as niche products on restaurant menus and in specialty markets. The bene-
fits of local and regional foods extend beyond the consumer’s palate, as pur-
chasing food raised nearby supports local farms and possibly brings economic 
benefits to local communities.  Split Creek Farm and Happy Cow Creamery are two 
famous local and organic dairies prized throughout the southeast.  These prod-
ucts and other local produce can be found at the Pendleton Farmers Market which 
runs June through September and is held Saturday mornings on the Village Green.  
Many locals have expressed concerns that declining attendance at the event is 
due in large part to direct competition with larger farmers’ markets taking 
place at the same day and time in metropolitan centers in the Upstate.  Aside 
from featuring on the menus of several local dining establishments, there is no 
obvious outlet to connect would-be consumers to local agricultural product.  
Stronger marketing and an improved connection between producers and consumers 
for these local commodities is a strategy worth exploring that would also help 
to attract a younger generation of tourists and residents alike. 
Town and Gown
Clemson University is a public land-grant university founded in 1889 and 
is the second largest university in the state of South Carolina.  Despite its 
close proximity to the University’s campus, Pendleton has remained largely un-
affected by Clemson University’s rapid growth in recent decades.  As the agri-
cultural economy has steadily declined in the local area, the University has 
consistently provided a source of employment to local families who found it in-
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creasingly difficult to make their livings by farming.  In terms of geography, 
culture, and demographics, it can be reasonably posited that Clemson University 
shares more in common with the colleges and universities belonging to the 
Southeastern Conference (SEC) than it does with its east-cost counterparts in 
the Atlantic-Coast Conference (ACC).  In a recent report examining the inter-
state mobility of recent college graduates, reducing “brain-drain” is an in-
creasingly important goal of state policymakers working to convince young, 
well-educated adults to remain in-state instead of moving elsewhere after col-
lege.  The Wall Street Journal reported in a recent article that the Southeast-
ern Conference (SEC), which includes the University of South Carolina, Ole 
Miss, Auburn, and the University of Georgia, sends the largest share of its 
students to smaller cities and rural areas of any other conference in the Unit-
ed States.   According to the article, “Among SEC schools, only Vanderbilt 107
sends more than 75 percent of its alumni to big city metro areas.”   108
Data examining the interstate mobility of Clemson graduates, shown at 
left, provides evidence of yet another similarity between Clemson and SEC 
schools.  Of the 66.5 percent of Clemson graduates living in over seventy major 
metro areas, 26.1 percent live in the Upstate Region with a significant portion 
of them residing in the Greenville and Spartanburg markets.   This means that 109
59.6 percent of Clemson graduates prefer to remain living close to the Univer-
sity or in rural areas.  The University of Georgia, in Athens, Georgia, and The 
University of Mississippi, in Oxford, Mississippi share similar statistics and 
there are other marked similarities between these two SEC institutions and 
Clemson.  Each of these universities are located in rural areas and have been 
able to retain a significant portion of graduates as permanent residents in 
those areas.  Yet strikingly, each of these universities provide examples of 
 Danny Dougherty, Brian McGill, Dante Chinni and Aaron Zitner, “Where Graduates 107
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nearby small communities located outside of the university towns which have 
benefitted the most from this repopulation.  Water Valley, Mississippi (popula-
tion 3,393), and Watkinsville, Georgia (population 2,683), are each small com-
munities which were in varying stages of economic decline and depopulation that 
have been revitalized as graduates of nearby university towns have breathed new 
life into these communities and university faculty have followed suit. The 
post-grads in each instance were attracted to these small towns due to their 
affordability, walkability, authentic character, and historic appeal. In Water 
Valley and Watkinsville, graduates have started families and established new 
businesses. 
In both instances, the introduction of new experiences that championed 
the old ones and an infusion of the arts catalyzed the local economies. Affec-
tionately known as the “Artland of Georgia” for having more artists per capita 
than any other city in Georgia, Watkinsville is located ten miles to the south-
west of Athens, Georgia.  This small town has successfully attracted and re-
tained so many young creatives that it is renowned throughout the southeastern 
United States and beyond as an arts destination, as well as one of the hippest 
real estate markets in the state.  “An historic railroad town with a strong 
artsy streak,” Garden & Gun Magazine recently noted, “Water Valley, situated in 
the North Mississippi hills south of Oxford, has attracted loads of academics 
and artists in recent years—and the newcomers fit in just fine.”   According 110
to Alexe van Beuren, a thirty-two-year-old from Virginia who opened the B.T.C. 
Old-Fashioned Grocery on Main Street several years ago, “Professors are friends 
with musicians who are friends with farmers.”  Located twenty-five minutes 
south of Ole Miss, young new residents came to Water Valley for the bargain 
real estate and stayed to open businesses in formerly vacant buildings.  The 
town currently boasts a number of successful new businesses including a yoga 
 Vanessa Gregory, “Small-Town Escapes: Water Valley, MS,” Garden and Gun Maga110 -
zine, June/July 2015, https://gardenandgun.com/articles/small-town-escapes-water-valley-
ms.
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studio, a brewery, a coding school, a grocery store featuring fresh and local 
produce, as well as a smattering of first-class restaurants by chefs lured from 
Oxford.  Most notably, the town is celebrated for its modern art galleries; 
however, while the galleries may show avant-garde New York artists, children 
can still walk alone at dusk to buy dollar ice cream cones from Turnage Drug 
Store, an institution since 1905.  111
Data from Clemson University’s Office of Institutional Research provides 
evidence of another untapped market with unmet housing needs in the immediate 
Clemson area.  According to the department, of the 1,258 employees of the Uni-
versity working at the main campus, only a little over 34 percent reside in 
Clemson.  Pendleton and Anderson are home to around 5.5 and 7 percent of em-
ployees at the main campus, respectively, while Seneca captures almost 13 per-
cent of the market.  Once the main campus employees residing in the smaller 
communities in the tri-county area are factored in, the statistics reveal that 
just 65 percent of all main campus employees reside in the Western Upstate 
counties and an equal number of these employees reside in Clemson or commute 
from other communities in the Western Upstate.  This also means that the same 
percentage of main campus employees commute from outside the Western Upstate 
region as reside in the tri-county area.
Local Experience Factors
The ClemsonForward Plan was endorsed by the Board of Trustees in July 
2016 and contains the strategic goals of the University for the next ten years.  
The plan sets two overarching goals for the University over the next decade, to 
become a perennial top-twenty US News World Report Institution and a perennial 
Research 1 Institution.   A critical step toward achieving these aspirational 112
 Ibid.111
"  Archana Pyati, “The Ongoing Challenge of Attracting and Retaining Creative 112
Class ,” The Urban Land Institute, Urban Land, June 16, 2016, https://urbanland.uli.org/
planning-design/ongoing-challenge-attracting-retaining-creative-class-workers/.
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goals is the ability to recruit and retain top talent from across the country 
and the University plans to nearly double the number of faculty in the coming 
decade.  Increasingly, quality of life and the opportunity to balance work and 
life is a significant career consideration.  Environments that foster balance 
and provide exceptional amenities attract and retain talent and improve produc-
tivity.  Many of the different pieces required to create this type of environ-
ment already exist in Pendleton.  Recent civic efforts and local development 
have indicated that the goals of the Pendleton community are in alignment with 
those of the Universities: to attract and retain the creative class. Between 
1980 and 2016, the U.S. economy added more than 25 million jobs in creative 
fields creating $2 trillion in wages and salaries.  The creative class now ac-
counts for over 75 percent of domestic purchasing power and is comprised of 
professionals in more fields than what many may think of as typical “creative” 
industries including “academics, media, communications, design, real estate de-
velopment, planning, and architecture; high-tech industries like software de-
sign, development, and engineering; professional and financial services like 
law, banking, and e-commerce; and biotechnology, medical devices, and other 
STEM-related fields.”   More importantly, by their very presence, members of 113
the creative class are deciding the fates of cities and regions by demanding “a 
quality of life and a quality of place that people want to be near.”  This as-
serts that it will not be specific companies or industries that make or break 
cities, but rather a talented, mobile workforce that will stay or vote with 
their feet.  Economic development at the local and state levels are now shift-
ing from place-based strategies to entice companies through special tax breaks 
or incentives, to people-based strategies based on becoming “irresistible to 
creative, talented people and building neighborhoods where they can simultane-
  Ibid.113
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ously live, work, dine, drink, play, and experience a high level of interaction 
with each other.”  114
 Ibid.114
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CHAPTER 8   
MARKET DEMAND AND COMPETITIVE SUPPLY
After analyzing the market data while also taking parking requirements 
and other zoning regulations into consideration, several property types were 
ruled out as suitable uses for the site, including hospitality and healthcare.  
The following sections provide an overview of property types selected for their 
financial viability and physical feasibility. 
Housing
The Western Upstate housing market is among the hottest in South Caroli-
na, according to recent articles in the Anderson Independent Mail, with mid-
range homes hard to come by in the tri-county area comprised of Anderson, 
Oconee, and Pickens Counties.  An article published January 30, 2018, quoted 
seasoned Anderson Realtor and 2017 President of the South Carolina Association 
of Realtors, David Phillips, as saying ”It's hard to keep anything under 
$250,000 on the market for more than two or three days.”   The association of 115
South Carolina Realtors (SCR)  annual report for 2017 lends credence to his 
claim.  According to the report, listings in the Western Upstate region re-
mained on the market an average of just 70 days last year, the third-lowest 
number in the state, surpassed only by the Charleston Trident and Greenville 
 A. Hardesty, “Anderson area sees $14,000 jump in home prices,” Anderson Inde  115
pendent Mail, January 30, 2018,  https://www.independentmail.com/story/news/local/
2018/01/30/anderson-area-sees-14-000-jump-home-prices/1078017001/, 1.
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markets, averaging 55 and 53 days respectively.    Overall, many members of 116
the local real estate community believe that the low inventory continues to 
fuel the pace.  “Inventory has been low for more than a year, and the builders 
just can’t keep up with the demand right now,” claims Phillips, “They’re sell-
ing some as fast as they can build them, especially in the under $250,000 price 
range.”   Area realtor Bill Brissey offered similar insight in an Independent 117
Mail article from the previous year stating, "mid-range homes hard to come by 
in Anderson, Pickens, and Oconee counties - there’s definitely a shortage of 
homes in the area, and that definitely influences decisions.”   This shortage, 118
which has grown more apparent in the past two years, is perhaps why sellers re-
ceived 96.3 percent of their asking price in 2017.  As the slowest to become 
available and the fastest to sell, many local realtors cite the marketing of 
homes in the mid-range category as the primary reason that Western Upstate in-
ventory has dropped.  The SCR findings for 2017 reveal that the total inventory 
of homes for sale in the Western Upstate market at year-end was down 16.4 per-
cent from the close of the previous year.   Market-wide, inventory levels were 
down 3.3 percent for the year.  Notably, the property type that gained the most 
inventory was the Condos segment, where it increased 16.0 percent.   That 119
amounts to 4.8 months supply for Single- Family homes and 4.5 months supply for 
Condos.   The most recent housing supply overview published by the Western Up-
state Association of Realtors, however, predicts that despite the likelihood 
housing supply will remain low for the duration of 2018, there are signs that 
 South Carolina Realtors, Annual Report on the South Carolina Housing Market,  116
(Columbia, SC: Multiple Listing Services of South Carolina, 2018), 9.
 Hardesty, “Anderson area sees $14,000 jump in home prices,” 2.117
 A. Hardesty, “Mid-range homes hard to come by in Anderson, Pickens, Oconee 118
Counties,” Anderson Independent Mail, January 23, 2017, https://www.independentmail.com/
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96795144/.
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the inventory numbers are likely to improve over the ensuing months.   Accord120 -
ing to the report, “sellers are beginning to come out of hibernation while new 
build projects are taking shape with more regularity.”   121
While the number of homes sold during the year was up 5.1 percent for a 
total of 5,129 closings in 2017, low inventory could explain why home sales in 
the area continue to remain low overall.   According to the Western Upstate As-
sociation of Realtors (WUAR), however, whether the low figure for home sales is 
related to low inventory, prices rising too high, or less buyer interest re-
mains to be seen.   The Western Upstate region had the state's second highest 122
jump in average price of home sales and the third highest jump in median price 
of home sales in 2017.  According to the SCAR annual report, the average price 
of home sales was up 10.8 percent in 2017, second only to the booming Beaufort 
market, up 12.7 percent for the year.   The median price of homes sold in the 123
tri-county area was up 9.3 percent to $165,000 at year-end; however the most 
recent housing overview released by WUAR states that for the twelve-month peri-
od spanning May 2017 through April 2018, the overall median sales price was up 
7.0 percent to $168,000 with the condos segment seeing the largest price gain 
as condo prices increased 11.7 percent to $124,000.   As was the case in pre124 -
vious years, the demand for homes in the Western Upstate remained strongest in 
homes priced between $150,000 and $200,000; however, according to WUAR, the 
price range with the largest gain in sales last year was the '$300,001 and 
Above’ range, where they increased by 12.7 percent.   Correspondingly, the 125
price range that tended to sell the quickest was the $100,001 to $150,000 
 Western Upstate Association of Realtors, “Housing Supply Overview - April 120
2018,” (Anderson, SC: Western Upstate Multiple Listing Service, 2018), 1. 
 Ibid.121
 Ibid.122
 South Carolina Realtors, “Annual Report on the South Carolina  123
Housing Market,” 9.
 Western Upstate Association of Realtors, “Housing Supply Overview,” 2.124
 Ibid., 4.125
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range at 54 days, while the price range that tended to sell the slowest was 
the $300,001 and Above range at 104 days.  
The Western Upstate market ranked 8th in the state for condo sales in 
2017 with condos representing 7.4 percent of the market share for the year.  
According to the Jason Armstrong, President of the nearby Patrick Square devel-
opment, sales for the Traditional Neighborhood Design (TND) development’s twen-
ty-two town homes remained flat until construction was completed on the first 
unit, after which sales for the town homes rapidly accelerated and 100 percent 
of the units were absorbed into the market within one year.  The most popular 
models were the largest, 1,455 sf to 1,748 sf three-bedroom, two-bathroom floor 
plans with prices starting around $330,000.  The smallest town homes at Patrick 
Square sold for prices starting around $270,000.  Notably, buyers expressed 
preference for the layout of the three-bedroom unit with an unusually wide 
floor plan over the traditionally narrow layouts.  Sales data for Patrick 
Square also revealed that 36 percent of town home purchasers were single-person 
households, 18 percent were retirees, 18 percent were young families with small 
children, and 32 percent of purchases were for second-home buyers.  A signifi-
cant portion of the 32 percent buying second-homes cited Clemson football game 
days as the basis for their purchase.  Another illuminating statistic on town 
home sales at Patrick Square is that 77 percent of purchasers originated from 
outside of Pickens County, while just 23 percent were buyers from the Clemson 
area.  18 percent of town home buyers at Patrick Square were employed by the 
University.
Retail
Downtown Greenville’s booming downtown scene continues to remain in the 
limelight for the retail sector in the Upstate.  The competition between 
restaurants and retail shops for prime retail space in urban core areas of the 
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larger Upstate cities will continue to increase.  As retail space within the 
CBD and  core shopping centers tightens towards full capacity and rental rates 
continue to soar, some restaurants and other retail operators have already be-
gun to look at alternative options.  According to Colliers, Clemson Boulevard 
is the primary retail corridor in the Anderson market.   The reported market 126
vacancy rate of 6.82 percent for the first quarter of 2018 was up slightly from 
the previous quarter and there are currently 17,580 square feet of shop space 
remaining within this submarket.  The average triple net rental rates in the 
Clemson Boulevard shop space are down considerably from last quarter to $14.95 
per square foot; however, rent remains at an average of $11.02 per square foot 
for non-core spaces.  A non-core retail center is a shopping destination that 
is located at the edge of a submarket and is generally designed with a single 
retail anchor and attracts shoppers from the surrounding neighborhoods only.  
Retail properties in the Pendleton area are classified as non-core.  In the 
Pendleton area, there was approximately 380,437 square feet of non-core retail 
inventory reported in the first quarter of 2018.  The vacancy rate for shopping 
centers anchor space averaged around 10.35 percent with 34,928 square feet of 
anchor space available during the quarter.  An important fact to remember when 
analyzing data for submarkets in the Upstate is that rental rates for shop 
space, which includes units less than 10,000 square feet, are generally higher 
than those for non-core shopping center locations.   The average asking rent or 
shop space with a triple net lease in the Pendleton market was $17.000 in the 
first quarter of this year and there was approximately 4,440 square feet of va-
cant shop space.  The available retail units located on the second floor in the 
Patrick Square mixed-use building average from 280 to 2,282 square feet in 
size, and the asking rate ranges from $24.80 and $29.57 per square foot annual-
ly.  The Upstate market can expect retail expansion through 2018.  According to 
 Crystal Baker, ” Greenville-Spartanburg-Anderson Retail Q1 2018”, Colliers In126 -
ternational Research and For ecast Report, May 2018, https://www2.colliers.com/en/Re-
search/Greenville/2018-Q1-Retail-Greenville-Spartanburg-Anderson-Report, 1.
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the market research firm CoStar, there are currently 395,139 square feet of re-
tail shops under construction and another 195,029 proposed retail projects 
within the Greenville-Spartanburg-Anderson submarket.  As new businesses and 
investors are drawn to the region, new construction is delivered to the market, 
and the workforce growth continues, vacant retail spaces will be absorbed, es-
pecially within the remaining core shopping center spaces.  
Recent transactions for retail real estate in the Western Upstate include 
the $215,000 purchase of a 14,080 square foot freestanding retail building in 
Anderson and a 10,572 square foot freestanding Rite Aid, also in Anderson, 
which sold for $852,000.  Rates are projected to rise gradually throughout the 
year as the market moves towards full capacity.  According to Colliers In-
ternational, “while the nature of retail evolves, so will the type of retail 
space being added to the market.”  According to their most recent retail market 
forecast, Colliers predicts that this year will see the launch of added experi-
ence-driven shops in the Upstate where new consumers will be drawn by customer-
geared service elements.127
Food Trucks
While the food truck market may have a lower barrier to entry than than 
launching a traditional restaurant, the food truck business is still a major 
endeavor.  The regulatory process is often long and the average cost of start-
ing a high quality food truck business ranges from approximately $50,000 to 
$150,000.   According to the National Food Truck Association website, the big128 -
gest cost is the truck itself.  The owner of a national food truck manufactur-
ing and rental company, Josh Hiller, recommends renting rather than purchasing 
a food truck, especially for beginners.  According to Hiller, “once people get 
a real understanding of what’s involved in owning a food truck such as the 
 Ibid. 127
 Alex Mayyasi, “Food Truck Economics,” Pricenomics, March, 2013, https://priceo128 -
nomics.com/post/45352687467/food-truck-economics.
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maintenance costs, dealing with mechanics, break-downs, dealing with the Health 
Department, commissary costs, etcetera, they generally prefer to stay as 
renters.”   Rental rates for food trucks generally vary depending on the loca129 -
tion and the term of the lease; however, according to Hiller, short-term 
rentals are more costly due to the risk of turn-over, while rates for leases 
with terms longer than 6 months average between $2,000 and $3,000 per month.   130
This figure does not including commissary costs, which are generally between 
$1,000 and $1,200 per month.  According to recent coverage by the Greenville 
Business Journal and Fox News Carolina, the food truck business is expanding 
rapidly, mirroring national trends as entrepreneurial food truck operators have 
entered the market to cater to changing consumer preferences in favor of 
gourmet offerings and unique food concepts.   As a result of these trends, in131 -
dustry revenue is expected to grow at an annualized rate of 7.3 percent over 
the five years.   A recent article in the Anderson Daily Mail highlights the 132
 Support Staff, “Food Trucks: Should You Rent or Buy?”, June 13, 2013, https://129
foodtruckempire.com/interviews/rent-or-buy/.
 Ibid.130
 US Market News and Research, “Food Truck US Market Report,” International Busi131 -
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burgeoning food truck industry in Anderson County and cites the success of An-
derson’s Foodie Fest, a truck festival which generated over 2,600 visitors in 
its inaugural year, as a strong indicator that demand is growing in the area.   133
According to town officials, Pendleton is in the process of approving a new 
zoning ordinance allowing food trucks in city limits thereby creating an oppor-
tunity for early investors to take advantage of providing a new and unique con-
cept within the town.  Nationally, the food truck park concept is well estab-
lished and has proven profitable for food truck operators as the ability for a 
number of food trucks to congregate and serve creates more of a destination 




Overall, while the local retail market moves through the expansion market 
cycle phase, retail cap rate movement in the Western Upstate has remained flat 
over the past two quarters, mirroring national trends.  According to Cushman 
and Wakefield’s national 2017 Cap Rate Survey, cap rates on average have in-
creased over the previous year by 40 basis points to 6.09 percent for Class A 
retail and by 51 basis points to 7.24 percent for Class B; however, for most 
every market surveyed, brokers expect cap rates for both Class A and B proper
ties to remain largely flat for some time.   According to Integra Realty Re134 -
sources, capitalization rates and discount rates for neighorhood retail in the 
Upstate are also forecast to remain steady over the next year, while annual 
value change is predicted within the range of 0.1 to 1.9 percent.  Due to the 
 Lillia Callum-Penso and Jake Grove, “Anderson hasn't embraced food trucks like 133
other cities, but some see growth down the road,” Anderson Daily Mail, July 26, 2018, 
https://www.independentmail.com/story/news/local/2018/07/26/food-trucks-anderson-still-
slow-growing-business/760209002/.
 David Bitner, Rob Miller, and Sandy Romero, “Capitalization Rates by Property 134
Type”, US Capital Market Reports, Cushman and Wakefield (New York: Cushman and Wakefield, 
2017), 26.
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superior returns they can provide, according to Cushman and Wakefield, value-
add and opportunistic strategies are the dominant investment approach by a sig-
nificant margin for all retail market tiers and class types.  Furthermore, 
while market tier and product class are both associated with substantial incre-
mental yield premium, yields vary considerably among secondary markets and can 
vary widely within markets given today’s retail environment.  Due to the 
scarcity of comparable sales in the area, to err on the side of caution, the 
financial forecasts contained within this report utilize a conservative rever-
sion capitalization rate of 8 percent.  The selected discount rate for finan-
cial forecasts contained at the end of this report is an equally conservative 
11 percent.
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TABLE 24 - RESIDENTIAL SALES COMPARISON GRID
Item Subject Comparable 1 Comparable 2 Comparable 3







103 Dogwood Dr.  
Clemson, SC
Distance N/A 3.8 Miles 3 Miles 4.7 Miles
Sale Price Median 280k $320,000 422,900 439,000
Size (Sq Ft) Avg. 1300 1,932 1,921 2,536
Configuration 2 or 3 BR 3 BR / 2 BA 3 BR / 3 BA 2 BR / 2.5 BA
Date Sold - 7/05/2018 Pre-Sales 5/03/2018
$ Per Sq Ft Avg, $190 $166 $220 $173
Date Built Conceptual 1962 2018 1935  (2015 Update)
Quality Excellent Fair Good Fair / Good
Design Excellent Ranch Traditional Craftsman
Garage No Yes Yes No
Amenity Access Trails, Village Green, No pool, tennis No






Several projects of diverse size are underway at various stages in the 
development process in the the vicinity of the site with the potential to im-
pact the Pendleton Oil Mil site.  Pendleton Grove is a planned 350-acre devel-
opment with approximately 250 acres of usable land.  To-date, only a Waffle 
House on U.S. 76 is completed; however, plans call for a subdivision with 
starter homes, an apartment complex, more restaurants, and retail stores.  
Three-bedroom single-family homes in the 1,500 to 2,000 square-foot range are 
expected to sell for between $160,000 and $200,000 at Pendleton Grove while 
plans for the apartment units have not been finalized.  Meanwhile, progress has  
moved slowly on the planned development for the Pacolet Miliken site, located 
on land extending north from the Miliken Finishing Plant on Eighteen Mile Creek 
to Stone Church Road on the south end of Clemson.  The Charlotte-based planning 
firm Stantec worked with residents and Pendleton officials throughout much of 
2015 to devise a mix of retail and residential development at the site along 
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FIGURE 42 - TRADITIONAL HOMES AT PATRICK SQUARE, LOCATED JUST 3 MILES FROM 
THE SITE
the U.S. 76 corridor; however, the consultants said several times during 
that planning phase that construction would not begin until 2018 at the earli-
est and may take up to 20 years to complete.  The final plan, which was ap-
proved by the Clemson City Council, includes over 1,400 homes, condominiums, 
and apartments, plus shops, offices, and possibly even a movie theater.  
Patrick Square is a 173-acre Traditional Neighborhood Design (TND) development 
located just to the north of Pendleton with plans for up to 300 homes featuring 
classic details, such as wide front porches and oversized trim, located on 
smaller lots with rear alleys.  Nearly 85 percent of the homes have been com-
pleted and sold.  The Patrick Square community offers a community center, a 
private lake with a lake house, a fitness facility, walking trails, and other 
amenities.  Prices start at $225,000 for Townhomes and $325,000 for Single Fam-
ily homes.  The Falls at Meehan is a 74-acre community located in Pendleton 
with plans for more than 200 production homes with prices starting at $160,000. 
Nearly half of the homes are completed or are under construction.  Amenities 
center around a restored farmhouse and include a pool, patio area, playground, 
event garden, and walking trails.  Pendleton Mill is a new multifamily develop-
ment planned for the adaptive use of the Pendleton Mill located directly to the 
south of the site.  The project has not yet broken ground; however, according 
to the State Historic Preservation Office, Part I of the project’s application 
for the 20 percent federal historic tax credit has been received.   
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PART III. DEVELOPMENT MANAGEMENT
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CHAPTER 9
PROJECT STAKEHOLDERS 
A successful local brownfields redevelopment effort will involve a vari-
ety of stakeholders, each of whom has specific interests and capabilities which 
can contribute to project and process achievements. The stakeholders in a 
brownfields context include bankers, elected officials, investors, developers, 
(both private and non-profit), private business owners, lawyers, environmental 
professionals, local agency staff and private practitioners in several areas 
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FIGURE 43 - THE SITE IS LOCATED IN DISTRICT 4.
(such as economic development, engineering, or technology services), insurance 
providers, state and federal government officials, community representatives, 
and university experts.  According to the Project Management Institute (PMI), 
the term project stakeholder refers to, "an individual, group, or organization, 
who may affect, be affected by, or perceive itself to be affected by a deci-
sion, activity, or outcome of a project”.  Essentially, stakeholders for the 
Pendleton Oil Mill project include anyone in the community, region, and state 
with an interest in reviving a distressed area – basically, anyone with an in-
terest in reviving a distressed area.   A stakeholder register should be cre135 -
ated and continually updated throughout the redevelopment process for optimal 
stakeholder and entitlement management and.
Regulatory Environment
The Town of Pendleton is led by a mayor-council government consisting of 
an elected mayor and 4 elected council members representing each of the 4 
wards.  Pendleton’s current mayor is Mr. Frank Crenshaw (2017 - 2021), Mr. 
Bruce Kalley represents Ward 1, Sandra Gantt represents Ward 2, Denise Jackson 
represents Ward 3, and Mr. Scott Ward represents Ward 4.  The Pendleton Oil 
Mill site is located in Ward 4.  The Town Administrator works closely with the 
Town Council, assisting them by providing information and insight into town op-
erations. The Town Administrator also serves as the link between the policy-
making activities of the Council and the service delivery work of the town em-
ployees.  In addition, Administration staff members also solicit grant funds 
for community improvement projects, manage the public information program, li-
cense businesses and coordinate special projects.  There are 7 members of the 
Pendleton Planning Commission who meet the second Thursday of every month at 
the Town Hall.  There is also a relatively newly established Design Review 
 Charles Bartsch, Promoting Brownfield Redevelopment: Role of Public Private 135
Partnerships, Northeast-Midwest Institute, 2006, http://www.nemw.org/wp-content/uploads/
2015/06/2006-Promoting-Brownfield-Redevelopment_Public-Private.pdf.
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Board for Pendleton; however the site is not located within a designated over-
lay, therefore, is outside the purview of the Pendleton DRB. 
Planning Policy
Pocket Neighborhoods are allowed to happen, or not, by the zoning codes 
that regulate development.  While many cities have planned unit development 
(PUD) permitting tracks that allow such development, cottage courtyard codes 
can address their particular issues, their fit within an existing neighborhood, 
and can be tools to incentivize finer-grain infill development.  At the turn of 
the century, "Cottage Housing" codes were developed to offer incentives for in-
creased housing diversity and affordability, primarily for smaller households 
and directed toward small infill sites.   Many towns and cities are now adopt136 -
ing these new codes to accommodate a wider choice of housing options.  While 
Pendleton’s Zoning Ordinance does not contain a cottage housing code, the 
planned development designation provides enough flexibility to allow for the 
development of a pocket neighborhoods contingent on approval by the Planning 
Commission.  Nevertheless, processing approval is subjective and according to 
the Pendleton Zoning Ordinance, “The guarantee of meeting the minimum require-
ments set forth herein does not per se create an indication that an applicant 
should be entitled to such an amendment, and notice is hereby given to that ef-
fect.”
Planned Development Districts, including PD-Residential, PD-Commercial, 
PD-Multifamily Housing, and PD-Mixed Use, are included in the Town of Pendle-
ton’s Zoning Ordinance and a project is approved by the Planning Commission and 
Town Council “upon presentation of certification from the owners, developers, 
or other parties of interest.”  According to the Town’s Land Development Regu-
lations, "The purpose of the planned development districts is to derive the 
benefits of efficiency, economy and flexibility by encouraging unified develop-
 Chapin, Pocket Neighborhoods, 115.136
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ment of large sites, while also obtaining the advantages of creative site de-
sign, improved appearance, compatibility with adjacent uses, increased func-
tionality of vehicular access and circulation, and optimal levels of service by 
community facilities and open space amenities.”
Environmental Regulatory Process 
Brownfield cleanup and redevelopment follow a unique set of processes 
that are not always linear.  There are a myriad of regulatory and legal consid-
erations at the federal, state, and local levels for land recycling and brown-
field redevelopment.  Because state and federal statues are administered by a 
number of different regulatory agencies, it is important to understand these 
regulatory bodies at project inception, and establishing a strong working rela-
tionship with regulators and maintaining open communication throughout the re-
development process is key for successful projects.  Each state that offers 
Brownfield credits has identified an appropriate state environmental agency to 
handle the program and issue property certifications to taxpayers.  Thee agen-
cies are also responsible for providing taxpayers a written statement as to 
whether the specific property meets the definition of "qualified contaminated 
site” and whether there has been a release, threat of release, or disposal of 
hazardous substances on the property.   It is highly beneficial to obtain ap137 -
propriate legal advice and guidance early in the planning process to develop an 
effective strategy for enhancing cost effectiveness and minimizing project 
risks. 
The state VCP program is administered by the South Carolina Department of 
Health and Environmental Control (SC DHEC). The Catawba Regional Council of 
Governments administers the Brownfield Cleanup Revolving Loan Fund (BCRLF) for 
 Jennifer Zimmerman, “The Transferability and Monetization of State Tax 137
Credits”, Journal of Multistate Taxation and Incentives, Volume 25, Number 1, March/April 
2015, 7.  
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the DHEC and were selected based on their extensive previous experience in man-
aging and financing redevelopment projects.  Though the revolving loan fund is 
administered at the regional level using funds previously awarded by the EPA, 
BCRLF funded projects still need to maintain strict compliance with applicable 
federal laws including the Endangered Species Act (ESA) and the National His-
toric Preservation Act (NHPA).  The following list of relevant and applicable 
statutes was obtained from Environmental Protection Agency’s website:
• Endangered Species Act (ESA): All projects funded by EPA grants must 
complete its ESA Section 7 consultation requirements before cleanup may 
begin.
• National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA): EPA must consider the effect 
of grant-funded cleanup activities on any historic properties included 
on or eligible for inclusion on the National Register of Historic 
places or “cultural resources.”  This process is commonly referred to 
as ‘Section 106’ in reference to the relevant section of the law.
• Davis-Bacon Act of 1931 - CERCLA § 104(g) requires that borrowers and 
sub-grantees comply with the prevailing wage rate requirements under 
the Davis-Bacon Act of 1931 for construction, repair or alteration con-
tracts “funded in whole or in part” with funds provided under the RLF 
agreement. The recipient must ensure that the borrower obtains recent 
and applicable wage rates from the U.S. Department of Labor and incor-
porate them into the construction, alteration or repair contract.
In South Carolina, the Brownfield contract that is offered to a prospec-
tive buyer is called a “Non-Responsible Party Voluntary Cleanup Contract” or 
NRP-VCC.  This term is often misunderstood because the buyer is typically not 
agreeing to perform an environmental cleanup.  The Brownfield contract is a le-
gal agreement between the State and the prospective buyer.  Although a current 
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owner may pay all costs associated with obtaining the contract, the contract 
can only be issued to the prospective buyer because it is an exclusive agree-
ment between them and the State. Upon future sale of the property, the contract 
is easily transferrable to qualified buyers.  Any buyer is eligible to receive 
Brownfield liability protection through a NRP-VCC provided they have not al-
ready taken ownership of the property, were not a previous owner, and have not 
had a current or historical financial or familial relationship with the entity 
that created any existing contamination on the property. 
To begin the process, the prospective buyer of a brownfield property sub-
mits an application to the SCDHEC.  The application must be accompanied by a 
current Phase I Environmental Site Assessment (ESA).  A Phase I ESA is a wide-
ly-used, industry-accepted approach for assessing environmentally challenged 
properties.  The Phase I ESA relies heavily on site visits, interviews with 
relevant parties, and historical documents and public records. The goal is to 
understand previous site use to help determine whether and what kind of contam-
ination may exist.  There is no application fee to enter into the VCP; however, 
the applicant is required to pay oversight costs.  All funds collected through 
reimbursement of oversight costs are held in an account for the exclusive use 
of VCP support.  After reviewing the application, the SCDHEC issues a nego-
tiable draft contract that typically includes detailed requirements for the as-
sessment of soil, groundwater, or indoor air.  The assessment is typically re-
quired to document the current presence or absence of a broad range of chemical 
contaminants on the property.  The time period between submittal of the appli-
cation and issuance of the draft contract by the SCDHEC is typically around 6 
weeks but varies.  After the draft contract is agreed to by both parties, it is 
subject to a 30-day public comment period.  The prospective buyer may take own-
ership of the property at any time after agreeing to the terms of the contract.  
Phase II Environmental Site Assessments (Phase II ESA) generally provide the 
necessary information needed to determine if cleanup activities are warranted 
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on the property.  Assessment costs are typically paid by the bona fide prospec-
tive purchaser (BFPP) acquiring the property.  As is the case with the Pendle-
ton Oil Mill, however, under certain circumstances, the EPA or DHEC may be able 
to conduct these assessments at no cost to the BFPP under their Targeted Brown-
fields Assessment Program.  Following completion of all environmental assess-
ments, the assigned staff determines an appropriate assessment or cleanup 
strategy for the property.  Cleanup may involve soil, groundwater removal, or 
safe encapsulation of contaminants on site.  Once all stakeholders have agreed 
upon an approved scope of work for a site investigation, remediation, or both, 
the non-responsible party enters into a Voluntary Cleanup Contract (NRP-VCC).  
Once this step is complete, work at a site begins.  Agency staff monitor the 
efforts at the site specified in the contract to ensure that activities are 
performed satisfactorily.  Only upon completion of the negotiated work in the 
voluntary cleanup contract does the non-responsible party receive the State Su-
perfund liability protection.  Environmental insurance is highly recommended 
throughout entire process.  After the requirements of the contract are ful-
filled and any required deed restrictions are recorded, the SCDHEC issues a 
Certificate of Completion to the buyer that provides liability protection for 
any contamination that exists at the time of purchase.  
State Historic Preservation Office
The property is located within an historic district listed on the Nation-
al Register of Historic Places.  Because of the involvement of the Environmen-
tal Protection Agency, a federal organization, the Section 106 Review process 
should be automatically triggered in order to review whether any federal funds 
or actions in relation to the project will have an adverse effect on historic 
resources.  There is a risk that this process could delay construction and sub-
sequently reduce the financial feasibility of the project.  Open lines of com-
munication between the development team and relevant agencies should be estab-
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lished and maintained from the very beginning of the project to facilitate the 
process as smoothly as possible.  Of note, the Town of Pendleton currently is 
not a Certified Local Government (CLG).
Public Opinion and Community Support
The size of the Pendleton community necessitates garnering community sup-
port early in the project.  The proposed development was designed to reflect 
the community’s vision and master plan, essential for positive stakeholder en-
gagement and public communications.   The fact that town officials engaged 138
Clemson University for input on the initial feasibility study is also encourag-
ing.  According to the local government website, many citizens have expressed 
safety concerns over the derelict site for many years, while others consider it 
to be a source of blight.  Irregardless, informal interviews with many of the 
village’s citizens during the research phase of this study revealed a strong 
connection to the site and a motivation to see the site redeveloped and put to 
a new use that behooves the property’s long-standing place in the Pendleton 
community.  That being said, because it is impossible for any development in 
the small community to go unnoticed and precisely because of the location’s 
prominent position in the town, both geographically and within the collective 
memory of it’s citizens, any movement towards redevelopment of the site will 
fall under intense scrutiny.  It is not uncommon for community stakeholders to 
strongly agree something should be done with a site yet fail to come to a con-
sensus on what should be done.  For this reason, and because of the attachment 
that many in the community feel to the site, it is advisable that the public be 
included in the planning process from an early point and most importantly there 
are several positive aspects to the project that their attention should be di-
rected to.  For instance, there are several ways that the design and develop-
ment team can engage the community to provide art and programming elements to 
 Miles et al, Real Estate Development: Principles and Process, p. 183.138
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the site design.  A strategic community focus point is the connectivity, open-
spaces, recreational opportunities, community garden, and passive parks that 
the development will provide.  As previously stated, the concept for the site 
design and programming hinges on authenticity and local art by area artisans is 
the preferred product.  Moving forward with the project, one idea for community 
engagement through art is to host a competition among local artists for the 
most creative repurposing of the site’s artifacts as artwork, such as sculp-
tures, to be permanently installed at the site at the close of the competition.  
Events hosted at the Site in connection to this type of community engagement 
can provide a multitude of public relations opportunities.  Starting a 
fundraising campaign for the proposed community garden is another beneficial 
avenue for public engagement that also establishes community ownership of cer-
tain aspects of the project.  Another example of community engagement is con-
tacting local bike clubs, bike enthusiasts, school groups, boy scouts, or youth 
sports groups to contribute to the design of the pump track.  The South Caroli-
na Native Plant Society is non-profit organization with a an active chapter in 
the Upstate interested in promoting the awareness and education of native plant 
species and their importance in the state’s landscape and history.  This orga-
nization has provided some programming for the Swamp Rabbit Trail in 
Greenville.  Given the site’s close proximity to the State Botanical Gardens 
and the Town’s strategy to position itself as a tourist destination, there is 
great potential to partner with groups like the SCNPS to promote bio-tourism at 
the site.  As a specific example, perhaps some of the old barn wood and other 
materials from the ruins of the mill could be repurposed into interesting and 
attractive bird houses or planters along the trail system.  Or perhaps the lo-
cal garden club may be interested in sponsoring a planting bed located in the 
community garden.  The community garden is also an excellent opportunity to en-
gage schoolchildren and Sunday school groups within the community.  While these 
small activities may seem unimportant or insignificant to some, cumulatively 
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they have the desired double effect of increased community support for the de-
velopment, as well as contributing to the authentic character of the site.  
Though very rarely is it possible for a site plan to please everyone, the con-
cept for the site is based on careful observation and consideration of the 
needs and opinions of many local organizations and members of the community.  
The introduction of recreational sports and outdoor adventures capitalizes on 
the area’s natural resources and supports the Lake Hartwell Country initiative 
to establish Pendleton as a outdoor travel destination in addition to the her-
itage tourism trade.  The blight will be removed from the neighborhood and the 
community will have a new passive park, connective trail system, community gar-
dens, and appealing outdoor spaces.  Best of all, the entire development will 
be low-impact and a model of sustainable design in the Western Upstate.  
Furthermore, initial impact studies indicate that the considerations made 
in this conceptual design will allay noise and traffic concerns.  The chosen 
design aesthetic is compatible to the site’s historic surroundings yet also 
provides a fresh perspective and modern appeal.  Beyond aesthetics, the pro-
posed development includes a viable economic solution that will transform the 
abandoned ruins of the mill to a thriving hub of creativity, sociability, and 
enterprise.  The proposed development intentionally avoided competing with the 
businesses located on the village green and is intended to enhance the downtown 
as a unique counterpoint to the traditional square by celebrating the aesthet-
ics of the site’s industrial past while celebrating both its previous role in 
the community as a hub of commerce and enterprise and championing the creative 
and entrepreneurial spirit of the railroad town then and now.  Finally, it is 
also recommended that the developers of the proposed Woodside Mill Lofts be 
consulted, as the amenities and connectivity that the proposed Pendleton Oil 
Mill redevelopment will provide directly benefit the Lofts and an alliance may 
prove beneficial to the interests of both parties.  Pedestrian-friendly rail-
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road crossings is just one example of shared interests between the two develop-
ments.
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CHAPTER 10
PLANNED DEVELOPMENT DESCRIPTIVE STATEMENT
The entitlement process is dictated by the town’s Zoning Ordinance which 
stipulates that all Planned Developments in Pendleton follow a six-step review 
process, which is modified from the major subdivision review process.  One of 
the early steps in the process is the submittal of a Descriptive Statement de-
scribing the economic feasibility, justification, impact, and phasing of a 
planned development.  The information contained within this chapter is intended 
to provide a foundation for the preparation of that essential document.
Experience, connectivity, and sustainability are the three most fundamen-
tal elements in the design and programming for the proposed development.  The 
design for each component intends to seamlessly blend the outdoors with interi-
or spaces.  The proposed site plan incorporates green infrastructure, green 
building materials, and energy saving solutions to achieve the goal of provid-
TABLE 25 - PLANNED DEVELOPMENT REVIEW PROCESS
Step Description Estimated Duration
1 Pre-Application Conference and Conceptual Plan Review 30 - 60 d
2 Final Site Development Plan  and Descriptive Statement Review 15 d
3 Preliminary Plat Technical Review 30 d
4 Preliminary Plat Planning Commission Review 60 d
5 Construction Plan Review for Grading Permit 45 d
6 Final Plat Review 15 - 60 d
ESTIMATED PROCESSING TIME 6 - 10 MONTHS
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ing affordable green living for the community and as effective methods to ad-
dress the existing environmental conditions at the site.  Various elements, 
structures, and areas within the former Pendleton Oil Mill complex will be re-
habilitated and adapted for new use, repurposed, or redeveloped to provide a 
unique experience.  
Proposed Development Boundaries
As previously stated, there are significant environmental concerns about 
the Pendleton Oil Mill site, yet it has also been established that a portion of 
the former Pendleton Oil Mil complex encroaches into the railroad easement.  
Even if the subject site went through the Voluntary Cleanup Program, it would 
still be surrounded by contaminated areas which would also seriously detract 
from the planned passive parks and trail system.  Given the site’s constraints, 
the amount of developable area to support investment is further restricted by 
the need to provide enough parking for the retail customers.  The proposed so-
lution is a long-term no cost or low-cost ground lease of the railroad lot ad-
jacent to the site’s southern boundary to serve as the retail parking area, as 
St. Paul’s Land
St. Paul’s visitors center on 








RR Lot, Leased 
for Parking








Northern parcel of proposed 
subdivision
Southern parcel of proposed 
subdivision.
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well as attaining a contractual agreement from the railroad permitting use of 
the portions of the former Pendleton Oil Mill complex located in the railroad 
easement north of East Main Street.  In exchange, the developer will assume the 
environmental cleanup costs for those areas.  The ground lease would have a 
minimum term requirement of 30 to 50 years.  The developer will apply for a 
variance to the Zoning Ordinance (903.2.1 Location of Off-Street Parking Areas) 
which stipulates parking be provided on the same lot as the principal use. The 
request is that the parking area at the leased railroad lot suffice to meet 
this requirement.  It can be demonstrated that should the ground lease for the 
parking area not be renewed, the ample courtyard and recreation areas can easi-
ly be converted into adequate parking for the site should the parking require-
ments remain extant.  Finally, another encroachment issue at the site is 
present at the northern border where a portion of the site curiously extends 
northward into the church lot.  GIS data indicates that the church visitor’s 
center is located on the Pendleton Oil Mill parcel, while a thin strip of land 
owned by the church extends west along Queen Street to prevent the subject site 
from actually reaching Queen Street by approximately thirty feet (See Table 26, 
Page 157).  The proposed site boundaries are based on a land exchange that 
would essentially re-distribute property rights for these lands in a more bene-
ficial and efficient manner for both parties. 
Development Plan
The cottage community will feature 18 for-sale residential units located 
on the northern portion of the lot.  The new retail complex will be located 
south of East Main Street and will feature two commercial units and four food 
former mill office cottage will be rehabilitated and leased as shop space.  A 
public pump track will provide a recreational draw for the retail complex, 
while a community garden will be located at the northern portion of the site, 
directly across from the municipal complex.  A series of interconnected trails 
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and walkways leading to the surrounding natural open spaces and the historic 
community of Pendleton will be the highlight of the entire development.  The 
Floor Area Ratio (FAR), indicated in Table 27, was calculated by totaling the 
square footage of all structures in the development, including the homes, the 
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TABLE 27 -PENDLETON STATION MIXED-USE PROJECT DEVELOPMENT PLAN
Purchased Land Area 5.93 258,311
Leased Land (railroad lot for retail parking) 0.94 41,114
Railroad Easement (north of East Main) 0.85 37,097
Total Development Area 6.87 299,425
Residential Units Sq. Ft.
Model A:  1 BR, 1 BA 2 850
Model B:  2 BR, 2 BA 2 1,000
Model C:  2 BR, 2 BA 6 1,166
Model D:  2 BR, 2 BA 2 1,300
Model E:  3 BR, 2 BA 6 2,472
Total Residential 18 28,128
Retail Units Sq. Ft.
Tenant A:  Social Hall 1 2,548
Tenant B:  Outdoor Adventure 1 7,475
Tenant C:  Historic Cottage 1 923
Airstream Food Trucks 4 221
Total Retail 7 11,830
Amenities Units Sq. Ft.
Community Building 1 900
Brick Masonry Shell 1 5,281
Bicycle Sheds 9 200
Detached Garage A 1 1,145
Detached Garage B 1 510
Water Tower 1 2,552
Pump Track 1 2,250
Total Amenities 14 12,188
Total Finished Area (Sq. Ft.) 47,123
Floor Area Ratio 0.16 Site Coverage 
Ratio
0.18
retail units exclusive of the airstream trailers, and including the community 
building, bicycle sheds, garages, as well as the shell of the brick masonry 
building, and dividing by the total development area, including the area leased 
from the railroad.  The calculation for the Site Coverage Ratio also includes 
railroad property.
!
FIGURE 44 - CONCEPTUAL SITE PLAN
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Parking, Access and Circulation
The maximum distance permitted between a fire access lane to all exterior 
portions of a home is 150 feet, the length of a standard fire hose. The portion 
of the lot located south of East Main Street is not as challenging in this re-
gard due to the dirt road traversing that portion of the lot, running from East 
Main Street to Cherry Street, that will be paved as part of the development 
plan; however, due to the depth and odd configuration of the northern half of 
the parcel, an access road must be provided for the residential neighborhood.  
Taking the power lines and other easements into consideration, the best oppor-
tunity to provide vehicular access to the cottage community is by utilizing on 
the narrow extension of the lot projecting eastward to Elm Street.  Similarly, 
pedestrian access is also a constraint for which there is an opportunity to 
N
FIGURE 45 - CONCEPTUAL RESIDENTIAL SITE PLAN
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correct by utilizing the underused projecting portions of the site.  Though the 
site is centrally located near the Village Green, in order to reach the site, 
pedestrians must walk down a low hill past multiple vacant lots and then over 
the railroad track.  In this instance, the narrow extension projecting north 
from the main body of the site is beneficial to the proposed development as it 
presents an opportunity to connect the site to the downtown area by construct-
ing a pedestrian path through the site with an entrance located at Queen 
Street, directly across from the Municipal Complex and adjacent to St. Paul’s, 
a popular tourist destination.  The route to the proposed pedestrian entrance 
is a pleasant walk east from the Village Green along level ground and crossing 
a bridge over the railroad which provides an additional point of interest.  
This will also be the main entrance to the community garden.   
"
N
FIGURE 46 - CONCEPTUAL RETAIL SITE PLAN
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The cottage neighborhood will provide approximately 250 feet of frontage on 
East Main Street where the setback lines have been drawn 35 feet from each side 
of the state road to allow adequate room for on-street parking (10 feet), a 
planting strip (6 feet), and a pedestrian and frontage zone with sidewalks (19 
feet).  Off-street parking for the cottage neighborhood, including a limited 
number of detached garages and bicycle sheds available for lease through the 
Home Owner’s Association, will be consolidated and discreetly tucked away be-
hind the neighborhood with a single entrance to the parking area located on Elm 
Street.  Several of the homes have garages attached.  Locating the entrance for 
the residential drive on Elm Street is preferable due to the presence of an al-
ready complex intersection on Queen Street at the site’s northern border, as 
well as the risk of traffic impacts and pedestrian safety concerns on East Main 
Street due to the site’s proximity to the railway line.  The primary entrance 
for the retail complex will be located on the south side of East Main Street at 
the pre-existing entrance to the dirt drive that traverses southward through 
the southern half of the site is located.  The existing dirt drive will be 
paved and used for vehicular circulation through the site, including access for 
fire trucks.  The secondary entrance will be located at Cherry Street.
The retail complex requires roughly 135 parking spaces.  The number of 
required parking spaces was estimated by combining the required number of spa-
ces for the two traditional retail units, the outdoor adventure business and 
the mercantile in the historic cottage, and combining that number with an esti-
mate for the required number of spaces for each table of four as per the zoning 
regulations for sit-down restaurants.  The estimate for the number of four-top 
tables for the hospitality retail unit was reached by dividing the total 
rentable square footage for the unit and the airstream trucks plus the square 
footage for the first floor patio area by the restaurant industry standard es-
timate for projected square feet per person, which is 14 square feet per pa-
tron.
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The proposed site design specifies sidewalks and on-street parking on 
both sides of East Main Street with standard curb and gutter, rather than a 
rolled curb.  Pendleton land use regulations require a minimum width for the 
distance between a curb and sidewalk of 2 feet. The Pendleton Oil Mill plan 
proposes a nature strip 6 feet in width.  A nature strip this wide provides am-
ple storage room for many utilities while also providing an essential buffer 
between an out-of-control motorist and a pedestrian, improved sight distances 
at driveways, and adequate width for richly textured landscaping and preferred 
trees.  Because East Main Street is a state road, the curb cut regulations of 
the South Carolina Department of Highways and Public Transportation take prece-
dence over the Pendleton Zoning Ordinance.  Three curb cuts will be located on 
either side of East Main Street at appropriate intervals, including curb cuts 
on either side of the street at the point the public path meets the sidewalk 
between the residential neighborhood and the historic brick mill building near 
the railroad tracks.  Another pair of curb cuts for a pedestrian crossing will 
be located near the front entrance of the historic cottage, while a third will 
be located at the site’s eastern border.  
The proposed material for all parking areas at the development is a por-
ous pavement system featuring thin-walled HDPE plastic rings connected by an 
interlocking geo-grid structure installed on a porous base course that is ideal 
for commercial applications.  Rings transfer loads from the surface to the grid 
structure to an engineered course base.  The porous pavement system is in-
TABLE 28 - COMPARISON OF  POROUS VS NON-POROUS PAVING SYSTEMS
Construction Cost Maintenance Cost Component Lifespan
Component Range Cost Range Cost Range Life
Porous Pavement, Gravel Mid $4.32/ sf Mid $.0.20/ sf Mid 25 yrs
Asphalt Parking Lot Low $2.83 / sf Low $0.08 / sf Long 30 yrs
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stalled by rolling it out on an existing prepared base, then covering with dec-
orative gravel fill. Porous gravel paving systems can be used in a number of 
categories that contribute points to LEED certification including 5.0 Sustain-
able Sites and 4.0 Materials and Resources.  The cost estimate for the parking 
areas included in Chapter  includes estimates for the maintenance and installa-
tion of the porous paving system, including the cost of equipment.  As a refer-
ence, a price comparison between non-porous paving systems and conventional as-
phalt paving materials is also included.  Additionally, using a non-porous 
paving system for the commercial parking area located on the lot leased from 
Norfolk-Southern makes sense from an ownership standpoint as the installation 
is more easily reversible than traditional asphalt.  The two drives included in 
the site design, one located off Elm Street behind the pocket neighborhood and 
the other running through the retail lot from East Main Street to Cherry 
Street, will each be paved using traditional asphalt.
#
FIGURE 47 - REPURPOSED METAL MACHINERY USED DECORATIVELY  IN A TENNESSEE 
GARDEN BELONGING TO THE AUTHOR’S MOTHER.
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Open Space and Amenities Plan
Historic materials from the Pendleton Oil Mill complex will be salvaged 
and repurposed for use as site furnishings, such as benches and picnic tables, 
public art installations, decorative flourishes to the landscape design, as 
well as selectively used for interior and exterior finishes and fixtures.  
These characteristics, paired with thoughtful space planning, will enhance the 
living environment within the neighborhoods and ensure a uniquely textured 
lifestyle.  In order to reduce liability risk and increase the usable area of 
the site, the proposed site plan specifies that the water tower be disassem-
bled, repaired, and then reassembled on a new structurally sound base at a low-
er height.  The proposed material for the trestle base is wood, selected for 
its aesthetic appeal.  The water tower will be relocated and installed over a 
water feature showcasing beneficial native water plants and other natural land-
scaping for water quality, stormwater management, and visual appeal. The water 
tower will be relocated to a higher point on the site which will command 
greater visibility for the proposed development and, similar to the tower shown 
in Figure 47, will provide signage for the development. 
FIGURE 48 - WATER TOWER ON WOOD TRUSS USED AS SIGNAGE IN SANDESTIN, FL
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Landscape Plan
Throughout the entire development, landscaping will be used not only as a 
powerful tool to improve site conditions and address environmental concerns, 
but as a proven method to promote the health and well-being of the site’s end 
users.  Biophilia is the term used by theorists, research scientists, and de-
sign practitioners to describe humankind’s innate biological connection with 
nature.  Research has proven that biophilic design can reduce stress, enhance 
creativity and clarity of thought, improve our well-being, and expedite heal-
ing.  Not only does a strong connection with nature reinforce the site plan’s 
focus on providing opportunities for sports and recreation, but the landscaping 
plan is also an intuitive platform for interpreting the site’s past as a main-
stay of the local agricultural community while also providing a means to pro-
mote agricultural tourism in the area.  Finally, as an additional method of in-
creasing the sustainability of the site, the grounds will be xeriscaped using 
FIGURE 49 - THIS PHOTO WITH RHODEDENDRON IN FULL-BLOOM PROVIDED INSPIRA-
TION FOR THE PROPOSED ENTRANCE TO THE TRAIL SYSTEM LOCATED ACROSS 
FROM THE MUNICIPAL COMPLEX.  USING THIS PHOTO AS CONTEXT, THE RAILROAD 
WOULD BE JUST TO THE RIGHT AND THE WATER TOWER WOULD BE VISIBLE JUST OUT 
OF THE FRAME AT TOP LEFT. 
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native plants, an affordable and environmentally-friendly method for creating 
an attractive and relaxing natural environment.  Successful landscaping does 
not necessitate elaborate formal gardens, and the proposed site plan provides 
evidence that simple design and organic form can be the most effective solu-
tions in terms of aesthetics and economy.
The proposed design for the planned development includes buffer strips at 
the prescriptive widths at all borders of the planned development, except along 
the railroad easement at the western boundary of the parcel half located north 
of East Main Street. In this instance, a variance application will be submitted 
requesting that officials allow the railroad property and the railway line to 
constitute an adequate buffer between the Planned Development and the lots lo-
cated on the opposite side of the tracks which are zoned Neighborhood Commer-
cial (NC).  The Pendleton Zoning Ordinance requires that a buffer strip of nat-
ural or landscaped vegetation with a minimum width of 25 feet be maintained 
along all external lot lines of any planned development. In this sole instance, 
the setback line for the proposed site plan has been drawn at 10 feet from the 
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FIGURE 50 - METER BANKS INSTALLED ON BICYCLE SHEDS AT BLACK APPLE COMMU-
NITY IN BENTONVILLE, ARKANSAS
property line, while a 40 foot buffer strip was included in the proposed site 
plan along all other boundaries.  The cottage neighborhood will provide approx-
imately 200 feet of frontage on East Main Street.  For the frontage on either 
side of East Main Street, the setback lines have been drawn 35 feet from the 
state road to allow adequate room for on-street parking (10 feet), a planting 
strip (6 feet), and a pedestrian and frontage zone with sidewalks (19 feet). 
Pedestrian Plan
An entrance to the passive park and trail system will be located at the 
site’s northern boundary at the location of the proposed community garden area, 
directly across from the municipal complex on Queen Street.  This entrance will 
take advantage of the site’s high ground to entice visitors to discover desti-
nations in the lower areas that are not visible from Queen Street.  The pro-
posed pedestrian path will traverse the site running north-south along the 
site’s western boundary and will incorporate a series of greenways and passive 
parks.  The former Pendleton Oil Mill brick structure located on the railroad 
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FIGURE 51 - REPURPOSED MACHINERY USED AS A RAIN CHAIN ON A HOUSE EXTERIOR  
IN SEASIDE, FLORIDA.
property will be a particular focal point.  Way-finding and signage will be in-
tegral to the site’s functionality.  Not only will appropriate signage provide 
orientation and direction for visitors exploring the connected series of out-
door “rooms”, shared paths, and trail systems, way-finding can also serve as a 
valuable method for providing information on the site’s heritage, as well as 
identifying various proposed sustainable design and landscaping elements of in-
terest.  Lighting for the site will be provided by traditional post street 
lights powered by photovoltaic solar panels mounted on the lighting structure.
Proposed Drainage System and Utilities
The design strategy to reduce runoff volume for the proposed development 
is to replicate the natural hydrology and water balance of the site.  In addi-
tion to the storm sewers, manholes, catch basins, culverts, and other facili-
ties required by design criteria on file with the Pendleton Office of Public 
Works, sustainable strategies for the management of stormwater at the site will 
be also be implemented, including the installation of rain gardens, vegetated 
filter strips, bio swales, tree box filters, and the installation of a pond 
showcasing natural landscaping for water quality and aesthetic appeal at the 
new site of the water tower.  Utility easements approximately 8 feet in width 
for providing water and sewer to the residences are specified in the proposed 
site design running along the east and west property line for the northern por-
tion of the site and parallel to the railroad easement for the southern portion 
of the site.  Laterals will run to each residence from the utility lines in-
stalled within these easements on either side of the pocket development.  Elec-
tricity will be provided to the pocket neighborhood by running underground con-
duit to meter banks installed on the rear elevations of the communal bicycle 
sheds located along the sidewalks behind the residences.
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Horizontal Property Regime
Ownership of the proposed residential units within the development 
will be conveyed as apartments within a horizontal property regime.  As opposed 
to condominiums, each owner will be responsible for their individual unit’s ex-
terior and interior upkeep and maintenance.  A legal declaration establishing 
the ownership association, or HOA, will be submitted to the Planning Commission 
for approval before commencing the project.  A sample HOA contract for a pocket 
community is included within the appendices of this report.  The retail units 
will be also be incorporated within an owners association; however the retail 
units will be held as condominiums by the developer until such time that they 
may be sold together or separately.  Each owners association will be entirely 
independent and there will be no sub-associations; however, the legal documents 
pertaining to each separate association will contain special covenants re-
stricting any use or action that might adversely affect the other.  Because the 
ownership of the commercial and residential developments will be entirely sepa-
rate, one recommendation for further investigation is incorporating the HOA for 
FIGURE 52 - SITE PLAN OF THE DEVELOPMENT WHICH INSPIRED THE RESIDENTIAL 
COMPONENT, CONNOVER COMMONS IN REDMOND, WASHINGTON.
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the cottage neighborhood as a Section 501(c)(4) social welfare non-profit orga-
nization.  Recent legal determinations have declared that a membership organi-
zation formed by a real estate developer to own and maintain common green ar-
eas, streets, and sidewalks, as well as to enforce covenants that will preserve 
the appearance of the development may be exempt as a social welfare organiza-
tion if it is operated for the benefit of all the residents of the greater com-
munity, just as the trail systems, community gardens, and other recreational 
areas at the proposed development are intended to benefit the surrounding com-
munity of Pendleton.  According to IRS publications, an association should in-
clude with its exemption application evidence that areas such as roadways and 
park land that it owns and maintains are open to the general public and not 
just its own members.  It also must show that it does not engage in exterior 
maintenance of private homes, a requirement which partly influenced the deter-
mination to convey the residential units at the proposed development as apart-
ments rather than condominiums.  While homeowner’s associations are non-profit 
by definition, the benefit of applying for 501 (c) (4) status is that the IRS 
generally sees “Social Welfare Organizations" as similar to charities under 
sub-section 501(c)(3), with the difference being that private support is al-
lowed.  The ability to receive private support is useful for the feasibility of 
ongoing maintenance and operation of the community garden, trails, and other 
public areas.  Furthermore, numerous homeowners associations have successfully 
qualified as a Social Welfare Organization in order to achieve major tax sav-
ings, which provides another dimension to the marketability of the development 
to potential homeowners.  In addition to the future tax savings, other reasons 
that homeowners associations become tax exempt under sub-section 501(c)(4) in-
clude the right to claim refunds of state taxes paid within the relevant period 
of limitations and permanent negligence tort liability relief under state law, 
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which will further reduce the risks associated with the development.   It is 139
important to note that limited non-public access areas, such as the community 
building, are generally acceptable.
"
Architectural Theme
FIGURE 53 - A MODERN FARMHOUSE OUTSIDE OF DENVER, DESIGNED BY CARLOS 
ALVAREZ.
 John C. Knobelsdorf II, “Tax Exemption for Homeowners Association”, Avvo Legal 139
Guide, 2013, https://www.avvo.com/legal-guides/ugc/tax-exemption-for-homeowners-associa-
tions.
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FIGURE 54 - HISTORIC WOOD MATERIAL IN EXISTING STRUCTURES, SUCH AS THE 
WOOD IN STRUCTURE 9 SHOWN ABOVE, MAY BE REPURPOSED FOR USE AS RUSTIC 
FINISHES.
The modern farmhouse style of architecture was selected as the 
overall style for improvements on the site.  The modern farmhouse style is par-
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FIGURE 55 - BLACK APPLE COTTAGE COMMUNITY IN BENTONVILLE, ARKANSAS.
FIGURE 56 - GARDEN GATE AT CONNOVER COMMONS IN REDMOND, WASHINGTON.
ticularly suited to the location given the site’s context as a former agricul-
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FIGURE 57 - THE ICONIC SILO WILL PROVIDE SIGNAGE FOR THE RETAIL DEVELOP-
MENT.
FIGURE 58 - COMMON AREA GARDENS AT CONNOVER COMMONS, REDMOND, WASH-
INGTON.
tural industrial site.  Employing the a modern industrial-farmhouse style is a 
natural choice because it not only allows for the interpretation of the site’s 
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FIGURE 59 - FRONT ELEVATION OF THE PLANT AT KYLE, IN KYLE, TEXAS.
FIGURE 60 - 850 SQUARE FOOT HOME AT CONNOVER COMMONS, REDMOND, WASH-
INGTON.
past as the Pendleton Oil Mill, but it provides a modern edge that will attract 
the target market of young creative professionals.  The farmhouse style is also 
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FIGURE 61 - PORCH VIEW AT CONNOVER COMMONS, REDMOND, WASHINGTON.
FIGURE 62 - KITCHEN INTERIOR, CONNOVER COMMONS, REDMOND, WASHINGTON.
rooted in tradition, therefore, compatible with the beautiful traditional ar-
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FIGURE 63 - JACOBS COTTAGES, VILLAGE OF CHESHIRE, BLACK MOUNTAIN, NORTH. 
CAROLINA.
FIGURE 64 - COMMON AREA AT CONNOVER COMMONS, REDMOND, WASHINGTON.
chitectural styles in the surrounding historic neighborhoods.  Given the site’s 
context, including its history and proximity to the railroad, the industrial 
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FIGURE 65 - A COTTAGE DESIGNED BY ROSS CHAPIN ARCHITECTS.
FIGURE 66 - A BACK PATIO AT CONNOVER COMMONS, REDMOND, WASHINGTON.
farmhouse style plays to the location’s strengths by introducing a contemporary 
aesthetic that can provide a smooth transition from the industrial area along 
the railroad to the surrounding neighborhoods.   Each Energy Star Certified 
home will include artful design details such as third-level lofts and towers 
for a mini-getaway space.  While high-performance buildings often have a mod-
ern, industrial aesthetic, the rustic elements and colors selected for the cot-
tage neighborhood will provide warmth to the materials palette.  Inside, cut-
ting-edge technologies such as ductless HVAC systems will be paired with wood 
and metal finishes, such as butcher-block surfaces and sliding barn doors. If 
executed well, the aesthetics of the modern farmhouse style and industrial de-
tails will reveal themselves with stunning results for surprisingly less in-
vestment.  The architectural design for the retail complex is a direct play on 
the site’s previous use.  A large pre-engineered silo will feature prominently 
at the corner of the site adjacent to the railroad tracks.  The silo will be an 
identifiable and iconic landmark for the site and the signage for the develop-
ment will be featured directly on the silo.  The remainder of the retail com-
plex will also showcase the modern farmhouse style of architecture.  The mate-
rials palette for the retail complex will be warm and refined to counterbalance 
the silo and other industrial elements.
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Preservation Design
As previously stated, a cursory conditions assessment indicates that the 
only building located at the site that is a candidate for rehabilitation is the 
historic cottage formerly used for the mill office.  The original bones of the 
structure appear to be intact and the interior space also retains much of its 
original fabric, including heart of pine paneling on the walls and ceiling.  
The exterior of the building has been recovered with vinyl siding which will be 
removed and replaced with either real wood or Hardie siding and trim.  The 
mostly open floor plan of the structure will remain as is for use as a retail 
space.  The original windows will be repaired and the contemporary replacement 
windows will be removed and replaced with compatible windows consistent with 
the windows visible in historic photos of the structure.  The secretary of the 
interior standards will be adhered to in every instance.  For the remainder of 
FIGURE 67 - WEST ELEVATION OF HISTORIC COTTAGE, FORMERLY THE OIL MILL OF-
FICE.
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the site, historic materials will be repurposed for finishes and decorative ar-
chitectural detail wherever feasible.
In his seminal 1994 book How Buildings Learn: What Happens After They are 
Built, Stewart Brandt expounded the concept of “Shearing Layers”, which views 
buildings as a set of components that develop in different timescales.  Due to 
the irreparable condition of the majority of the site’s miscellaneous collec-
tion of structures, which have been continuously updated over the years to the 
extent that much of the sites original fabric has been replaced by modern mate-
rials, it is recommended that this concept of multiple contributing layers, in-
cluding surfaces, services, space plan, and “stuff,” be used as a method of in-
terpreting the site.  In this way, using relics representing the site’s func-
tion may prove more informative as a way of understanding the site’s heritage 
than focusing on the site’s present dilapidated physical form.
"
Sustainability
FIGURE 68 - HISTORIC WOOD FROM A FORMER FACTORY AT THE LOCATION WAS RE-
PURPOSED FOR FINISHES, FURNITURE, AND FIXTURES DURING THE RENOVATION OF 
THE GREEN BUILDING IN LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY.  (SOURCE: QUADRANT STUDIOS)
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The homes located in the pocket community will be constructed using pre-
insulated concrete foundations, steel framing, and structurally insulated pan-
els (SIPs) sheathed with magnesium oxide board to achieve better building per-
formance.  This sustainable design strategy was implemented by GreenSpur Archi-
tects for their design of the Black Apple Pocket Community in Bentonville, Ar-
kansas, and based on the energy use of of that development, the residences at 
Pendleton Station are projected to be 85 percent more energy efficient than a 
typical home of comparable size.  The retail building features a prefabricated 
silo and a steel truss barn, each of which will be manufactured offsite and 
then installed at the site by the manufacturing company, an arrangement which 
is both economical and sustainable.  Energy Star certification for the residen-




FIGURE 69 - BLACK APPLE COMMUNITY UNDER CONSTRUCTION.  INNOVATIVE SUS-
TAINABLE BUILDING TECHNOLOGY ALLOWED THE HOMES AT BLACK APPLE IN BEN-
TONVILLE, ARKANSAS, TO BE CONSTRUCTED AT ONCE.  
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Homebuilders often eschew many sustainable building methods because the 
energy savings resulting from the initial cost investment are captured by the 
buyer and not the seller.  In the case of pocket neighborhoods, however, green 
building materials such as the pre-insulated concrete foundations, steel fram-
ing, and structurally insulated panels (SIPs) lead to a shorter build time al-
lowing the homes to be constructed mostly at once.  The faster the homes are 
built, the faster the homes reach the market.  According to Jason Armstrong, 
CEO at the neighboring Patrick Square Development, townhome sales stalled until 
the first model was built after which they sold out rapidly.  The modern farm-
house style also has added economic benefits, as many of the materials used are 
rustic, including repurposed materials, metals, and other cost-efficient build-
ing materials that are often cheaper than their traditional wooden counter-
parts.  The floorpans for the cottages will be purchased from Ross Chapin Ar-
chitects, providing further value and design quality guarantee. 
"
FIGURE 70 - THIRD STREET COTTAGES BY ROSS CHAPIN ARCHITECTS.
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CHAPTER 11
PROJECT BASELINES
Many of the cost-saving and energy efficient building systems selected 
for the design of the residential and retail developments also provide the 
added benefit of expediting construction time.  The development plan antici-
pates that construction will be complete for both areas within 18 months after 
the completion of an integrated site remediation and land development phase.  
The building technologies used, as well as the efficient layout of the cottage 
neighborhood, will allow for 6 homes to be constructed simultaneously and com-
pleted every 4 month period.  The greatest scheduling risk is associated with 
the pre-development phase, particularly given the various legal issues issues 
concerning encroachment, property title, as well as the environmental and Sec-
tion 106 regulatory procedures.  Local government and community support will be 
instrumental in maintaining financial feasibility during the pre-development 
stage by facilitating smooth entitlement, lending, and regulatory processes. 
Environmental Cleanup Costs
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One of the first and most important tasks when examining the financial 
feasibility of a project is to determine project costs.  Without complete envi-
ronmental assessment data, it is impossible to accurately estimate the cost of 
site remediation.  The costs of remediating a site will vary depending on the 
concentration and distribution of the contamination, the size and layout of the 
site, and the remedial actions implemented.   Table 29 presents cost estimates 140
released by the New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection’s Historic 
Pesticide Contamination Task Force that are associated with 6 different possi-
ble remedial actions for 1 acre of contamination that is assumed to be 1 foot 
deep (1 acre-foot).  According to a report published by the task force, the 
costs of remediation are likely to decrease as the size of the property being 
remediated increases; however, costs will increase if the contamination is 
found to be greater than 1 foot in depth. 
 
According to the same report, there are also secondary costs associated with 
remedies that result in contaminated soil being left on-site because “the owner 
of the site must file a deed notice with the applicable county recording office 
that describes site conditions and any use restrictions that are placed on the 
TABLE 29 - ESTIMATED ENVIRONMENTAL CLEANUP COSTS FOR REMEDIAL OPTIONS
Remedial Option Cost per acre-foot
Consolidation and covering contaminated soil on-site $1,000 - $2,000
Cap contaminated soil with clean soil $7,000 - $12,000
Blending with clean soil from on-site $1,000 - $2,000
Blending with clean soil from off-site $8,000 - $15,000
Excavation and removal of contaminated soil $32,000 - $80,000
Proven and innovative soil treatment technologies $50,000 - $100,000
 Historic Pesticide Task Force, “Findings and Recommendations for the Remedia140 -
tion of Historic Pesticide Contamination”, New Jersey Department of Environmental Protec-
tion, March, 1999, https://www.nj.gov/dep/special/hpctf/final/costs.htm. 
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property.”   According to the Catawba Regional Council of Governments, which 141
administers the South Carolina Brownfields Cleanup Revolving Loan Fund, “in 
cases where the cleanup does not remove all of the contamination at the proper-
ty to meet the most stringent of standards (e.g., for residential or unre-
stricted use), Institutional Controls (ICs) may be required as part of the 
cleanup.”  According to the council, “ICs are legally enforceable restrictions, 
conditions, or controls that limit or prevent the use of the property, ground-
water, or surface water so that future exposure to contamination can be pre-
vented or minimized” and are “intended to reside in the property chain of title 
records so that they will be disclosed when property ownership changes.”  Some 
examples of ICs include “easements, activity and use limitations, restrictive 
covenants, well drilling prohibitions, deed restrictions, zoning restrictions, 
special building permit requirements, and areas restricted by fencing or priva-
cy.”  If the site is safe for reuse but has a deed restriction, developers and 
occupants will need to be made aware that in certain areas, some uses are ei-
ther prohibited or require special consideration, such as soil management plans 
for all excavation below 6 feet.  If the property is subdivided, the applicable 
portions of the deed notice must be attached to the deeds of the parcels that 
are sold and properties with environmental deed notices could have lower market 
value than those without such restrictions.   As the council explains, “devel142 -
opers will need this information to formulate the best plan for reuse of the 
property,” while “potential owners or occupants need this information so that 
they can safely use the property and so they can fulfill any ongoing obliga-
tions associated with the deed restriction.”  These obligations are site-spe-
cific and may include ongoing expenses associated with “periodic reviews and 
 Ibid.141
 Ibid.142
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reporting of site conditions, operation of a remediation system, or payment of 
an annual fee.”143
For the purposes of this preliminary feasibility study, therefore, it is 
assumed that the proscribed cleanup plan included in the VCC will apply to the 
portion of the site approximately 4 acres in size where the operations of the 
Pendleton Oil Mill occurred, the majority of which will constitute the excava-
tion, removal, and disposal of contaminated soils for the majority of the site.  
The cost estimate for the cleanup of the portion of the lot owned by the rail-
road company that will be used as a parking area is based on cleanup costs for 
blending the contaminated soil with clean soil from off-site for an area ap-
proximately 0.5 acres in size.  To err on the side of caution and in order to 
adjust for inflation, the highest cost from the price range included in Table 
29 was used.
Cost Baseline 
According to cost data released by the National Association of Home 
Builders in 2017, the average direct cost of building a home, exclusive of site 
work and soft costs, is $72.00 per square foot.   The direct cost per square 144
foot for the proposed residential units, exclusive of site work, was raised by 
an additional $18 per square foot to allow for luxury finishes and energy effi-
cient upgrades.  The cost per square foot to construct the commercial unit was 
adjusted according to Tenant Improvement allowances, the modern industrial barn 
style, as well as the fact that the design for the retail complex makes use of 
multiple cost-saving modular and pre-engineered building components.  The capi-
talized interest included in the budget is based on the estimated construction 
and absorption period and assumes an interest only construction loan based on a 
Loan to Cost (LTC) ratio of 60 percent, as well as funding provided for the en-
vironmental cleanup activities provided through the Brownfield Cleanup Revolv-
 Ibid. 143
 Carmel Ford, “Cost of Constructing a Home”, NAHB Economics and Housing Policy 144
Group, December, 2017, http://www.nahbclassic.org/generic.aspx?genericContentID=260013.
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ing Loan Fund at a below-market rate.  Information concerning the timing of the 
construction draws and repayments are included in a draw and release schedule 
found in Chapter 14 of this report.  A hypothetical baseline value of $68,000 
was used for the acquisition cost based on informal statements by local offi-
cials.  Developer overhead and marketing for the residential homes are excluded 
from the development budget and included as a cost of residential sales in the 
cash flow statement found in the final chapter of this report.







Railroad Easement North of E. Main St. 0.96 41,989





1410 0110 LAND AND LAND DEVELOPMENT 
COSTS
COST $ SF % DIRECT
Purchase Price 68,000 1.70 1.4%
Appraisal 7,000 0.18 0.1%
Closing Costs 2,040 0.05 0.0%
TOTAL LAND ACQUISITION COSTS 77,040 1.93 1.6%
DIRECT PROJECT COSTS
1410 0110 LAND AND LAND DEVELOPMENT 
COSTS
COST $ SF % DIRECT
Demolition and Remediation 642,797 16 13.7%
Parking and Driveways 98,500 5.00 2.1%
Grading and Other Earthwork 22,000 0.55 0.5%
Sidewalks, Paths, and Nature Trails 46,000 1.15 1.0%
Landscaping 98,000 2.45 2.1%
Utilities 48,000 1.20 1.0%
Signage 4,000 0.10 0.1%
Amenities:
Brick masonry shell 11,935 0.30 0.3%
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Water tower and garden 7,000 0.18 0.1%








SQ FT COST $ SF % DIRECT
Model A:  1 BR, 1 BA 2 850 153,000 90 3.3%
Model B:  2 BR, 2 BA 2 1,000 180,000 90 3.8%
Model C:  2 BR, 2 BA 6 1,166 629,640 90 13.4%
Model D:  2 BR, 2 BA 2 1,300 234,000 90 5.0%
Model E:  3 BR, 2 BA 6 2,472 1,334,880 90 28.5%
Subtotal 18 28,128 $2,531,520 $90 54.0%
190 AMENITIES, RESIDENTIAL UNI
TS
SQ FT COST $ SF % DIRECT
Community Building 1 750 43,500 58 0.9%
Furniture and Fixtures 18,000 24 0.4%
Detached Garage A 1 1145 45,800 40 1.0%
Detached Garage B 1 510 20,400 40 0.4%
Bicycle Sheds 7 200 28,000 20 0.6%
Subtotal, Residential Amenities 10 2,605 $155,700 3.3%
1430
.




SQ FT COST $ SF % DIRECT
Tenant A:  Social Hall 1 2548 95,550 37.50 2.0%
Tenant B:  Outdoor Adventure 1 7475 280,312.5 37.50 6.0%
Tenant C:  Historic Cottage Rehab 1 931 21,987 23 0.5%
Airstream Food Trucks 4 221 240,000 271 5.1%
Tenant Improvements 10,954 230,034 21 4.9%
Subtotal 7 11,838 $867,884 18.5%
0190 AMENITIES RETAIL COST $ SF % DIRECT
Pump Track 2,600 1.25 0.1%
Outdoor Plaza 7,500 0.60 0.2%
Subtotal $10,100 $1.25 0.2%
1430 DIRECT COSTS, GENERAL CONDITIONS COST $ SF % DIRECT
Standard Liablity 58551.702 58,552 1 1.2%
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Contractor Overhead 73,048 2 1.6%
Development Overhead 8,939 0.22 0.2%
Subtotal $140,539 $4 3.0%




0120 LAND PLANNING AND DESIGN COST $ SF % DIRECT
Architecture and Design 111,006 2.78 2.4%
Energy Star & LEED Certification 4,675 0.12 0.1%
Development Fees and Permits 5,000 0.13 0.1%
Real Estate Taxes 0 0.00 0.0%
Accounting 1,407 0.04 0.0%
Insurance Policies 29,000 0.73 0.6%
Subtotal $151,088 $4 3.2%
141
0
0130 ENGINEERING Total 
Cost ($)
$ SF % DIRECT
Civil Engineering 75,042 1.88 1.6%
MEP Engineering 46,901 1.17 1.0%
Structural Engineer 22,044 0.55 0.5%
Environmental Engineer 5,426 0.14 0.1%
A&E Reimbursable 5,000 0.13 0.1%
Subtotal $154,413 $4 3.3%
Contingency on Indirects 234,507 5.87 5%




0116 INTEREST AND FEES COST $ SF % DIRECT
Capitalized Interest 101 77,916 1.95 1.7%
Legal and Financing Fees 139,951 3.50 3.0%
Lease-Up Reserve 72,488 1.81 1.5%
Subtotal 290,356 7.27 6.2%
DEVELOPMENT CONTINGENCY 375,210 9.39 8.0%
TOTAL DEVELOPMENT COSTS $5,972,745 $149 127.3%
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TABLE 31 - PENDLETON STATION MIXED-USE PROJECT: BASE COST ESTIMATE PER 






Purchased Land 28% 1.64 71,421 72% 4.29 186,890
Railroad Land 49% 0.94 41,114 51% 0.96 41,989
TOTAL AREA 33% 2.58 112,535 67% 5.25 228,879




LAND PURCHASE AND CLOSING COSTS COST COST
Purchase Price48,801.4757404834 18,801 30,000.0
Appraisal 6,935 1,935 5,000
Closing Costs 2,040 564 1,476
TOTAL LAND AND ACQUISITION COSTS$21,301 $36,476
COMBINED TOTAL ACQUISITION COSTS $57,777
DIRECT COSTS
BUILDING CONSTRUCTION SQ FT COST UNITS SQ FT COST
Historic Cottage 931 21,987 Model A:  1 BR, 1 BA 2 850 153,000
Outdoor adventure 7,475 280,313 Model B:  2 BR, 2 BA 2 1,000 180,000
Social Hall 2548 95,550 Model C:  2 BR, 2 BA 6 1,166 629,640
Tenant Improvements 10,954 230,034 Model D:  2 BR, 2 BA 2 1,300 234,000
Equipment: Airstream Trucks 8,848 240,000 Model E:  3 BR, 2 BA 6 2,472 1,334,880
Subtotal                              21% 19,802 $867,884 Subtotal 79% 28,128$2,531,520
COMBINED BUILDING CONSTRUCTION COSTS $3,399,404
LAND DEVELOPMENT AND OFFSITES COST COST
Demo & Remediation 642,797 137,636 505,161
Parking and Driveways 98,500 21,091 77,409
Grading and Other 
Earthwork
22,000 4,711 17,289
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Sidewalks, Paths, and 
Nature Trails
46,000 9,850 36,150
Landscaping 98,000 31,690 66,310
Utilities 48,000 10,278 37,722
Signage 4,000 1,713 2,287
Amenities 165,800 10,100 155,700
General Conditions 86,547 53,993
Subtotal $1,265,636 $313,615 Subtotal $952,021




LAND PLANNING AND 
DESIGN
COST COST
Architecture and Design 111,006 34,186 76,820
Energy Star & LEED Certification 4675 4,675 -
Development Fees and Permits 2,500 2,500
Real Estate Taxes - - -
Accounting 1,597 342 1,255
Insurance Policies 29,000 6,210 22,790
Subtotal $151,278 $47,913 Subtotal $103,366
ENGINEERING COST COST
Civil Engineering 18,233 66,918
MEP Engineering 11,396 41,824
Structural Engineer 5,356 19,657
Environmental Engineer 1,318 4,839
A&E Reimbursable 1,071 3,929
Subtotal $174,541 $37,373 Subtotal $137,168
Contingency on Indirects 48,878 217,220
TOTAL RETAIL SOFT COSTS $134,164 TOTAL RESIDENTIAL 
SOFT COSTS
$457,754
COMBINED SOFT COSTS & INFRASTRUCTURE $1,857,554
FINANCING COSTS
INTEREST AND FINANCIAL FEES COST COST
Capitalized Interest 32,557 45,359
Legal and Other Fees 35,445 104,506
BCRLF Annual Debt Service, Year 1 9,517
Lease-Up Reserve 72,488 -
TOTAL RETAIL 
FINANCING COSTS
$150,007 TOTAL RESIDENTIAL FINANCING 
COSTS
$149,866
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Insurance
Requisite insurance policies during the construction phase include both 
Owner’s Liability Insurance and Builder’s Risk, as well as a third specialized 
policy known as Railroad Protective Liability.  Railroad Protective Liability 
is required by railroads in most instances for contractors who perform work on 
or around railroad tracks, railroad right-of-ways, or any property owned by a 
railroad company.  Most real estate developers maintain an ongoing blanket lia-
bility insurance policy to which they may add or remove coverage as needed and 
the minimum premium is generally estimated at $5,000 in 2018.  Liability insur-
ance premiums are based on sales volume, while builder’s risk policies are cal-
culated by applying a rate towards replacement cost for each unit covered under 
the policy.  It is important to note when estimating annual Builder’s Risk in-
surance premium costs that the quoted rate is applicable to each 100th of the 
total sale or replacement cost (ie. 35 percent X 500,000 = 175,000 / 100 = 
$1,750 per annum).  In 2018, the average rate for Builder’s Risk policies for 
new construction is 35 percent, while renovations carry a much higher perceived 
risk for which the average rate is 70 percent.  Because the vast majority of 
existing structures at the site will be demolished and cleared, the rate for 
builder’s risk applicable to the project will be assessed as new construction.  
Once the residential portion of the site deeded to the home owner’s associa-
tion, the homeowner’s association will then be required to maintain a separate 
insurance policy for the common areas.  In accordance with the horizontal prop-
erty regime for the proposed pocket communities, each owner of the individual 
TOTAL RETAIL COSTS $1,581,489 TOTAL RESIDENTIAL COSTS $4,406,320
COMBINED TOTAL DEVELOPMENT COSTS $5,987,808
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units will also be required to maintain separate insurance policies for their 
units.  Upon completion of construction for the total development, only the li-
ability insurance policy will remain in place.  This annual cost, included in 
the cash flow projection, will be passed-through to all tenants with binding 
triple-net leases.
A major challenge faced when approaching a redevelopment project on envi-
ronmentally impaired sites is unknown risk.  Environmental insurance assists 
sellers, buyers, developers, and lenders in defining the costs associated with 
known and unknown contamination at a site. It can also serve as a powerful risk 
transfer technique.   According to the EPA, “Recent changes in legislation and 145
technology have caused substantial growth in the environmental insurance market 
as underwriters are better able to calculate risks” and “increased competition 
has led to lower prices and more flexible policies.”   There are two basic 146
types of environmental insurance policies available, Cost Overrun Insurance and 
Cleanup Liability Insurance, which span the range from two thousand to several 
million dollars.  Cost Overrun Insurance covers cleanup projects that overrun 
their budgets, and Cleanup Liability Insurance covers liability associated with 
cleanup.  Environmental insurance is an effective tool bridging the risk gap on 
complicated brownfield redevelopment projects and is generally recommended for 
all brownfields redevelopment.
TABLE 32- INSURANCE ESTIMATE FOR CONSTRUCTION PHASE
Policy Rate Term (Yr) Annual Premium Gross
Liability Insurance 10% 2 $5,000 $10,000
Environmental Insurance 10% 1 5,000 $5,000
Builder’s Risk 35% 2 $7,000 $14,000
 Environmental Protection Agency, “Financing Brownfields Redevelopment Projects 145
A Guide for Developers,” 25. 
 Ibid. 146
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Continuing Obligations
Finally, it is important to note that after acquiring a property through 
the state Voluntary Cleanup Program (VCP), landowner must comply with “continu-
ing obligations” during property ownership to maintain liability protections.  
According to EPA documents, continuing obligations include:
• Provide all legally required notices with respect to the discovery or 
release of a hazardous substance.
Railroad Protective Liability 10% 1 $5,000 $5,000
TOTAL 22,000 $34,000
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FIGURE 71 - SMALL HOUSE FLOOR PLAN, BLACK APPLE COMMUNITY, BENTONVILLE, AR-
KANSAS
• Exercise appropriate care with respect to the hazardous substances by 
taking reasonable steps to stop or prevent continuing or threatened fu-
ture releases and exposures, and prevent or limit human and environmental 
exposure to previous releases.
• Provide full cooperation, assistance, and access to persons authorized to 
conduct response actions or natural resource restoration.
• Comply with land use restrictions and not impede the effectiveness of 
institutional controls.
• Comply with information requests and subpoenas.
Strategic Planning for Long-term Success
Treating real estate as an ongoing business is an important consideration 
within a feasibility study, irregardless of wether a long-term hold is the pro-
posed strategy.  The development concept must be proven to be economically vi-
able in the future in order to justify lending or investment at any stage.  An-
alyzation of the life cycles for the proposed development from beginning to end 
is also useful since design, engineering, and sustainability issues at any 
stage will always influence value at another.  For instance, no matter how sus-
tainable a building may have been during the design and construction stages, it 
can only remain so if it is operated responsibly and maintained properly. The 
operations and maintenance (O&M) of real estate includes a broad spectrum of 
services required to assure the built environment is available to perform the 
functions for which it was designed and constructed.  During the pre-develop-
ment and development phases, it is important to also analyze how the site and 
its improvements will perform after project closeout.  Consulting industry pro-
fessionals involved in all aspects of the project and diligently maintaining 
records of their recommendations to ensure that the O&M practices are optimized 
is one beneficial process to ensure that long-term goals of economy, energy ef-
ficiency, resource conservation, and pollution prevention can be achieved while 
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still meeting the comfort, health, and safety requirements of the tenants and 
residents. 
TABLE 33 - SUMMARY OF MONTHLY CONSTRUCTION DRAWS AND SALES REVENUE
MONTH CONSTRUCTION DRAW SALES REVENUE






























TABLE 33 - SUMMARY OF MONTHLY CONSTRUCTION DRAWS AND SALES REVENUE
CONSTRUCTION DRAW SALES REVENUEMONTH
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PART IV. INITIATING THE PROJECT AND FINANCING STRATEGY
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CHAPTER 12
SOURCES OF FUNDS
Obtaining capital for the acquisition of development property is a sig-
nificant challenge, particularly for redevelopment projects in rural areas, and 
even more so for brownfield sites.  In general, lenders and other sources of 
debt capital underwrite urban redevelopment projects more conservatively than 
more robust projects and commit less debt capital to them.   Additionally, for 147
most development projects, banks now require the developer to fund an “interest 
reserve” upfront on loans.  Furthermore, underwriting standards within the com-
mercial construction loan space have undergone considerable tightening in re-
cent years.  Lenders have not forgotten losses associated with the recession 
and, according to one expert, “one of the main drivers of this tightening is 
increased bank regulation.”   More specifically, “the implementation of HVCRE 148
(High Velocity Commercial Real Estate) rules that went into effect for the 
banks at the beginning of 2016 have made a large impact in the space.”  The 
HVRE rules require banks to hold more capital reserves against construction 
loans and also include restrictions on how loans are structured, including 
whether or not developers are permitted to take out any equity.  The new regu-
lations require acquisition, development, and construction (AD&C) loans to be 
 Mazilia, SynergiCiti, 28. 147
 Beth Mattsen-Tieg, “Big Banks Remain Conservative on Construction Loans”, Na148 -
tional Real Estate Investor, February 2018, https://www.nreionline.com/lending/big-banks-
remain-conservative-construction-loans, 1. 
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reported separately from other commercial real estate loans loans, therefore, 
they are assigned a higher risk weighting by the banks, with the typical end 
result being that a borrower must now infuse more cash equity into a project.  
According to Kim Liautaud, managing director and head of U.S. Commercial Real 
Estate at BMO Harris Bank, “there was a definite retreat on LTCs (loan-to-cost) 
and advance rates during 2017.”   While typical LTC requirements for pre-149
leased retail properties can vary widely depending on the quality of the pre-
leasing tenants, generally speaking, banks will lend between 60 to 65 percent 
Loan-to-Cost (LTC) under current market conditions.  According to a recent ar-
ticle in the National Real Estate Investor, however, while “big banks don’t ap-
pear to be loosening the purse strings for commercial construction loans, that 
conservative streak is creating opportunities for regional banks and bridge 
lenders to pick up the slack.”  
According to the article, “mid-level banks have willingly stepped into 
the gap created by the big banks,” and as Liautaud points out, “smaller local 
and regional banks continue to be very active, very competitive, and more ag-
gressive than the large national banks.”   Furthermore, Congress passed a law 150
in May easing oversight of smaller banks.  Though rates can vary based on the 
location, property type, and experience of the developer, rates for construc-
tion loans from local or regional banks are usually higher than those for tra-
ditional banks and range between 5.5 to 7 percent on average in 2018.  Typical 
repayment terms for construction loans from smaller banks are  9 to 18 months.
Finally, bridge loans, sometimes referred to as hard money loans, are 
loans from private lending sources intended to provide short term financing for 
commercial projects until an exit strategy, like a refinance or sale, can be 
executed.  This type of loan is favorable to developers without established 
credit or verifiable income on tax returns; however, these loans still require 
 Ibid.149
 Ibid.150
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experience with similar size projects from the developer, general contractor 
and often the investors.  Current interest rates for bridge loans range between 
9 to 12 percent on average with a typical Loan-to-Value between 50 to 60 per-
cent and repayment terms between 6 months and 3 years, after which the property 
is either sold or refinanced with permanent financing.  While these conditions 
may seem prohibitive at first glance, bridge loans do have some advantages for 
financing redevelopment projects particularly when a significant amount of work 
must be completed before a project will qualify for permanent financing. They 
feature quick closings and the loan amounts are based on the fully improved 
value of the property, rather than its “as-is” value. In this way, commercial 
mortgage bridge loans provide the capital that a real estate investor needs in 
order to close on opportunities quickly, complete the necessary work on the 
site, and either sell or refinance into permanent financing with affordable 
monthly payments.  Commercial bridge loans can be used for the purchase or re-
finance of office buildings, hotels, retail property, multifamily housing in-
cluding apartment complexes, and even for raw land that will be developed for 
commercial purposes. 
Meanwhile in the residential sector, home builders and developers re-
sponding to the National Association of Home Builder’s Acquisition Development 
and Construction Financing Survey continue to report easing credit conditions 
for land acquisition, development, and single-family construction loans.  Ac-
cording to the survey report, when asked about the availability of new credit 
for land acquisition in the first quarter of 2018, 10 percent of respondents 
said it was “better” and 3 percent said it had gotten “worse”.  22 percent re-
ported “better” credit conditions for land development, while just 7 percent 
said it was “worse”.  Painting an even more optimistic picture, in regards to  
new single-family construction loans, 17 percent said availability was “better” 
in the first quarter of 2018, while 4 percent said it was worse. Significantly, 
approximately 60 percent of respondents sought credit in the first quarter of 
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2018 for single-family construction, compared to under a third for either land 
acquisition or land development.  Builders and developers were also asked to 
compare the availability of new loans for single-family speculative versus pre-
sold construction and 43 percent said the availability of speculative loans is 
the same as for pre-sold, or custom-build, loans, while 36 percent indicated 
availability of spec loans is somewhat worse than for pre-sold loans, and the 
remaining 21 percent said the availability of spec loans is significantly worse 
than for pre-sold loans. These percentages have been relatively stable over the 
past three quarters.  A new question was included in the first quarter survey 
requesting information about a typical loan structure. Results show that the 
median term for a typical land acquisition or development loan is 24 months, 
while the repayment term for single-family construction, pre-sold or spec, is 
12 months. The current average loan-to-value ratio is 70 percent for acquisi-
tion and development loans, compared to 80 percent for single-family loans. In 
addition, the typical loan for any of the four activities carries a 5 or 6 per-
cent interest rate, plus an additional one point.
Brownfields Cleanup Revolving Loan Fund
A Brownfields Cleanup Revolving Loan Fund (BCRLF), totaling $4.25 mil-
lion, is available to finance environmental cleanup and removal activities at 
Brownfields sites across South Carolina.  The BCRLF is funded by a grant from 
the United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) to SC DHEC, and the 
Catawba Regional Council of Governments (Catawba COG) is the fund manager for 
the program.  According to the Catawba COG website, “local governments, busi-
nesses, non-profit organizations, as well as public and private parties are all 
eligible to apply for funding up to $900,000, as long as they are a non-respon-
sible party performing a removal action under the state’s VCP.”  For non-profit 
and governmental borrowers, up to 30 percent of a loan capped at $200,000 may 
be forgiven.  Private developers are not eligible to receive grant funding; 
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however, for-profit borrows may be eligible to receive a loan at below-market 
rate. Additionally, there are also Brownfields grants that may be available for 
non-profit or government entities.  These grants may be used either alone or in 
conjunction with a BCRLF loan.  The grant must meet the need of a community 
that is unable to draw on other resources for cleanup and subsequent redevelop-
ment.  The property must be owned by the entity receiving the grant, which pre-
cludes private developers as owners. Among considerations in making a decision 
on awarding sub-grant funds is whether the funds will help in creating jobs or 
in providing community benefits, such as parks or green space, for nonprofit 
purposes. The grant also must facilitate the reuse of existing infrastructure. 
Sub-grantees are required to pay 20 percent of the cleanup costs out of their 
own funds, or provide in-kind services equal to at least 20 percent.
It is significant that Brownfield revolving loan funding must only be 
used for eligible activities and eligible costs.  The list of eligible expenses 
is available for viewing at the Catawba Regional Council of Governments web-
site.  While many of the eligible expenses seem straightforward at first 
glance, it is highly recommended to consult with multiple experts, including 
architects, civil engineers, EPA officials, and DHEC staff as soon as the final 
scope of the redevelopment plan is established by the development team prior to 
the entitlement process and securing project funding.  Each itemized work pack-
age included in the final redevelopment plan should be analyzed for a determi-
nation of eligibility. For instance, the EPA prohibits the use of Brownfields 
funding for demolition activities that are not directly involved with the envi-
ronmental cleanup efforts and this rule applies to funding provided by both 
Brownfields grants, as well as funds received through the Brownfields Cleanup 
Revolving Loan Fund (BCRLF).  Given the current conditions of the buildings and 
various other structures at the Pendleton Oil Mill site, it is hard to envision 
any environmental cleanup efforts taking place in a safe and effective manner 
without prior demolition, debris removal, and clearing of the site; however, it 
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is highly recommended to seek clarification on the amount of demolition at the 
site that will qualify as an eligible use of funding prior to committing to the 
project as the demolition expenses for the site are considerable.  For the pur-
poses of this study, it is assumed that demolition expenses will qualify as el-
igible cleanup activities.  Furthermore, while it is usually recommended that 
cleanup and construction activities are integrated for increased efficiency, 
this strategy adds an additional layer of complexity to determining eligible 
uses of Brownfields funding.  For instance, if soil is being replaced at the 
site at the location at the proposed pump track, or even at the location of 
utility trenches, it makes little sense from a time-cost management perspective 
to replace the dirt only to re-excavate, or move the dirt a second time, in 
which case, the determination of how much of the fill and excavation activities 
are eligible expenses requires early planning.  Worthy of note, while certain 
demolition expenses may not be an eligible use of EPA grant funding, demolition 
is a qualified rehabilitation expense for the South Carolina Abandoned Build-
ings Tax Credit, therefore, a cost-benefit analysis of every redevelopment 
strategy should be completed prior to work commencing. 
Tax Credit Incentives
As previously stated in the preceding chapters, a preliminary conditions 
assessment indicates that the former office building is the only surviving 
structure at the Pendleton Oil Mill complex that is a possible candidate for 
rehabilitation.  In these situations, it is important to learn how the National 
Park Service views the structures at Pendleton Oil Mill complex in terms of 
functional relatedness. If the complex were already listed on the National Reg-
ister of Historic Places, that document would help frame the question; however, 
the Section 106 review process mandated by the Environmental Protection 
Agency’s involvement with the site should provide some future insight. Since 
the complex is not individually listed on the National Register, there is an 
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opportunity to help define the nature of functional-relatedness, but also the 
risk that the Park Service will determine that buildings outside of the devel-
oper’s control are integral to the project.   In the event that the State His151 -
toric Preservation Office and the Park Service determine that the buildings 
within the Pendleton Oil Mill complex are functionally related, the tax credits 
for the rehabilitation of the office building may be at risk, as this determi-
nation is blind to current property configurations and buildings located on 
separate parcels may be considered one project.   While an applicant is only 152
responsible for the work undertaken on their own specific property under normal 
circumstances, within a functionally-related complex, work that other owners 
undertake may preclude the eligibility of an individual building within a com-
plex to receive historic tax credits.   For the purposes of this study, it is 153
assumed that the the rehabilitation of the historic office building will be de-
termined as an eligible project to receive the 20 percent federal Historic Tax 
Credit (HTC).  In South Carolina, projects receiving the 20 percent federal tax 
credit are ineligible to receive the full 20 percent state historic tax credit, 
therefore, the applicable rate for the state rehabilitation credit is 10 per-
cent.  Eligible expenses for historic tax credits include any costs associated 
with the repair or rehabilitation of structural and architectural features of 
an historic building, as well as many soft costs, including “construction peri-
od interest and taxes, architect fees, engineering fees, construction manage-
ment costs, reasonable developer fees, and any other fees paid that would nor-
mally be charged to a capital account.”   154
The South Carolina Abandoned Buildings Revitalization Act provides a 25 
 John Tess, “Condominium Conundrum”, Novogradac Journal of Tax Credits, August 151




 National Park Service, “Qualified Expenses”, Technical Preservation Series, 154
Department of the Interior, https://www.nps.gov/tps/tax-incentives/before-apply/quali-
fied-expenses.htm. 
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percent credit for eligible rehabilitation expenses at a location deemed to be 
at least 66 percent abandoned for a minimum of five years.  The Abandoned 
Buildings Tax Credit also pertains only to income-producing properties. The 
list of eligible expenses is extensive and includes “the expenses or capital 
expenditures incurred in the rehabilitation, demolition, renovation, or rede-
velopment of the building site, including without limitations, the renovation 
or redevelopment of existing buildings, environmental remediation, site im-
provements, and the construction of new buildings and other improvements on the 
building site, but excluding the cost of acquiring the building site or the 
cost of personal property located at the building site.”   This veritable 155
smorgasbord of eligible items is somewhat tempered by the fact that there is a 
$500,000 cap placed on the amount of credits that can be taken for any one 
unit; however, this caveat is not as restrictive as it first appears given that 
the Act allows for sites to be divided up into multiple units, even units with 
separate owners.  The credit is taken in equal installments over 3 years with 
an allowable carry-forward period of f years for each installment.  While many 
lawmakers, economic groups, and preservationists are hopeful that the Act will 
be renewed, the Act is currently scheduled to sunset in 2019 and Notices for 
the Intent to Rehabilitate must be filed in advance of that date in order to 
take advantage of the tax credit.  According to the Department of Revenue web-
site, “any credit carry-forward under Code Section 12-67-140(C) will continue 
to be allowed until the 5 year time period is completed.”  
Brownfields Voluntary Cleanup Credit
South Carolina law also allows a credit against taxes due for costs of 
voluntary cleanup activity by a non-responsible party taking part in the 
state’s Voluntary Cleanup Program.  The “basic” credit amount is equal to 50 
 Municipal Association of South Carolina, Economic Development Tools: Abandoned 155
Buildings”, http://www.masc.sc/Pages/Economic-development-tools-abandoned-buildings-cred-
its.aspx.
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percent of the cleanup expenses paid or accrued, or cash contributions for site 
cleanup conducted during the tax year the tax credit application is submitted, 
not to exceed $50,000 in a tax year.  Any unused credit, up to $100,000, may be 
carried forward 5 years.  An “additional” credit equal to 10 percent of the to-
tal cleanup costs, but not to exceed $50,000, is allowed in the final year of 
cleanup, which is the year that the South Carolina Department of Health and En-
vironmental Control (DHEC) issues a certificate of completion for the site.  
Multiple taxpayers working jointly to clean up a single site are allowed the 
credit in the same proportion as their contribution to the payment of cleanup 
costs.  In this regard, the Brownfields Voluntary Cleanup Credit (BVCC).  Ac-
cording to the DHEC website, in order to receive the credit, a taxpayer must 
have entered into an Non Responsible Party - Voluntary Cleanup Contract (NRP-
VCC) with DHEC and the taxpayer must file a tax credit certificate application 
annually.
Utilizing the Tax Credits to Attract Equity Capital
Unlike some tax credits for low-income housing, historic tax credits and 
South Carolina abandoned buildings tax credits are not bought and sold on the 
open market, but are transferred from developers to investors through a syndi-
cation process.  This process usually involves the creation of a limited part-
nership between the two parties in which the developer serves as the general 
partner and the investor serves as the limited partner. For projects receiving 
tax credits but lacking an equity partner to purchase the credits, there are 
numerous tax syndicates and brokerages specializing in the monetization of tax 
credits.  In recent years, online exchanges have emerged as a new option for   
for easy transactions; however, the convenience often comes with a considerable 
markup.  Also of note, reductions in corporate tax liability and the imposition 
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of the Base Erosion and Anti-Abuse Tax included in the tax reform legislation 
have also reduced the value of the federal and state tax credits.  156
The ownership or partnership structure agreement for projects receiving 
direct investment in exchange for federal historic tax credits is extremely im-
portant.  In a direct investment structure, an investor purchases a 99 percent 
ownership interest in the entity which owns the property, or project, receiving 
the tax credits.  Significantly, as a result of the recent tax reform legisla-
tion, federal historic tax credits must now be claimed ratably over a five year 
period, which effects the timing of cash infusions for rehabilitation projects.  
Federal historic tax credits are subject to a five-year recapture period in 
which the tax credits may be recaptured, either fully or partially, depending 
on the timing of one of the following events: ownership of the property 
changes, the property ceases to be a certified rehabilitated building, an in-
vestor partner sells its partnership interest, or partners reduce their inter-
est to less than 2/3 of their original ownership interest in the partnership.   157
The recapture amount is 100 percent of the federal historic tax credit claimed 
if the trigger event occurs before the first anniversary of the building being 
placed in service, and the amount is reduced by 20 percent for each subsequent 
anniversary.   In regards to the state abandoned buildings credit, a partner158 -
ship or limited liability company taxed as a partnership may pass the credit 
earned to each partner or member in any manner agreed to by the partners or 
members and the credit may be allocated in any manner chosen by the entity; 
however, an S corporation must first use the credit against its own income tax 
liability, if any, before passing the credit through to its shareholders based 
on their percentage of stock ownership. 
Jed A. Roher, “Impact of final Tax Reform Legislation on the Historic Tax Cred156 -
it, New Markets Tax Credit, Low-Income Housing Tax Credit and Renewable Energy Tax Cred-
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Table 36 provides a base estimate of qualified expenses for the proposed 
development, as well as the projected potential equity investment.  As indicat-
ed, the historic office cottage is a relatively minor component of the Pendle-
ton Oil Mill project, therefore, the potential cash flow in the form of equity 
received in exchange for historic tax credits is equally minor in relation to 
the potential for direct investment that the abandoned buildings tax credit 
provides.  While taking the restrictions on profit and loss sharing during the 
recapture period for the federal HTC into consideration, the potential cost 
benefit of seeking the historic tax credit must also be weighed against the 
time investment involved in the process for the developer. Furthermore, because 
the proposal for the Pendleton Oil Mill is a mixed-use project involving resi-
dential housing with the entirety of sales occurring at the beginning of the 
holding period for the income property, retaining all of the tax credits to 
counterbalance the significant capital gains tax incurred at the residential 
portion of the development is perceivably the optimal use of the tax credits.  
Though direct investment in exchange for tax credits is not the proposed strat-
egy, the potential tax savings the credits will provide equity are nevertheless 
significant enough to be of interest to potential investor partners.
TABLE 35 - TAX CREDIT ESTIMATE
TAX INCENTIVE QRE RATE CREDIT
Federal Historic Tax Credit $79,811 20% $15,962
State Historic Tax Credit $79,811 10% $7,981
SC Abandoned Buildings Revitalization Credit* $1,771,835 25% $442,959
POTENTIAL TAX CREDIT $466,902
TAX INCENTIVE CREDIT PRICE VALUE
Federal Historic Tax Credit $15,962 $0.70 $11,174
State Historic Tax Credit $7,981 $0.65 $5,188
SC Abandoned Buildings Revitalization Credit* $442,959 $0.65 $287,923
POTENTIAL EQUITY $304,284
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Purchased Land 1.64 71,421
Railroad Land 0.94 41,114
TOTAL AREA 2.58 112,535
ACQUISITION COSTS








SQ FT COST HTC STATE 
HTC
AB. BLDG.
Historic Cottage 8% 931 21,987 21,987 21,987 21,987
Outdoor adventure 68% 7,475 280,313 - - 280,313
Social Hall 23% 2548 95,550 - - 95,550
Tenant Improvements 10,954 230,034 19,551 19,551 230,034
Equipment: Airstream Trucks 8,848 240,000 - - -
Subtotal                              $0 $19,802.00 $867,884 $41,538 $41,538 $627,884
LAND DEVELOPMENT AND 
OFFSITES
COST
Demolition and Remediation 115,703 - - 115,703
Parking and Driveways 17,730 - - 17,730
Grading and Other Earthwork 3,960 - - 3,960
Sidewalks, Paths, and Nature 
Trails
8,280 - - 8,280
Landscaping 26,640 - - 26,640
Utilities 8,640 - - 8,640
Signage 1,440 - - 1,440
Amenities 10,100 - - 10,100
General Conditions 25,297 25,297 25,297 25,297
Subtotal $217,790 25,297 25,297 871,162
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INDIRECT PROJECT COSTS
LAND PLANNING AND DESIGN COST HTC STATE 
HTC
AB. BLDG.
Architecture and Design 28,739 2,443 2,443 28,739
Energy Star & LEED Certification 4,675 - - 4,675
Development Fees and Permits 900 76 76 900
Real Estate Taxes - - - -
Accounting 287 24 24 287
Insurance Policies 5,220 444 444 5,220
Subtotal $39,821 3,384 3,384 39,821
0
ENGINEERING COST
Civil Engineering 15,327 1,303 1,303 15,327
MEP Engineering 9,580 814 814 9,580
Structural Engineer 4,502 383 383 4,502
Environmental Engineer 1,108 94 94 1,108
A&E Reimbursable 900 76 76 900
Subtotal $31,417 2,670 2,670 31,417
Contingency on Indirects 48,878 4,154 4,154 48,878
TOTAL RETAIL SOFT COSTS $120,116 10,209 10,209 240,233
FINANCING COSTS
INTEREST AND FINANCIAL FEES COST HTC STATE 
HTC
AB. BLDG.
Capitalized Interest 32,557 2,767 2,767 32,557
Legal and Financing Fees 35,445 - - -
Lease-Up Reserve 72,488 - - -
TOTAL RETAIL FINANCING COSTS $140,490 2767 2767 32557
DEVELOPMENT 
CONTINGENCY
$94,520 - - -
TOTAL QRE $79,811 $79,811 $1,771,835
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TABLE 37 - TAX DETERMINATION FOR COTTAGE SALES
Sales Revenue $2,765,694
Deduct: Project Costs -$1,527,730
Profit $1,237,964




Deduct:  SC Abandoned Buildings Tax Credit -$123,796
Total Taxes Owed $185,695
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CHAPTER 13
CONTRACT NEGOTIATION AND FORMAL COMMITMENT
Determining the existence or extent of defects to the property title for 
the mill is arguably one of the most challenging aspects of the proposed rede-
velopment project.  In addition to the mechanic’s lien, due to the fact that 
the property has been held within the same family for the operation of various 
industrial enterprise dating back to the period of Reconstruction as well as 
the property’s location adjacent to the Norfolk-Southern railway, originally 
constructed by the defunct historic Blue Ridge Railroad Company, the risk of a 
clouded title is increased.  As stated in previous chapters, many of the build-
ings built for and by the Pendleton Oil Mill Company have are located fully or 
partially outside of the property boundary. This is not an altogether an uncom-
mon situation for historic properties along railroads.  In many frontier areas 
during the 19th century, enterprise developed naturally along railroads, which 
were often the lifeline to industry and commerce in the area.  Any successful 
enterprise within early railroad communities was usually considered “progress” 
and more often than not perceived as providing a communal benefit.  As such, 
industry was encouraged at railroad centers where location, similar to form, 
most always followed function.  Over the years, the Pendleton Oil Mill and a 
series of railroad companies have coexisted on the site through various formal 
and informal arrangements between the two enterprises  An official ALTA and 
Boundary Survey should be commissioned as early as feasible to confirm.
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Real Estate Taxes
The 5.93 acre parcel is located in Anderson County Tax District 44 and 
the tax assessor’s office lists the taxable value as $104,450 with an assess-
ment value of $6,270.  This assessment has remained static for at least three 
years.  The property taxes for the property are currently listed as unpaid and 
additional penalties and fees have been applied.  According to the tax asses-
sor’s website, property taxes for the year 2016 were paid by a tax sale held on 
October 30, 2017, which is an important legal consideration concerning the ac-
quisition of the property that requires immediate attention.  More importantly, 
as outlined in the Conspectus of this report, this feasibility study assumes 
that one of the most beneficial aspects of a public-private partnership between 
the developer and the Town of Pendleton will be the waiver of local real estate 
taxes for a pre-determined period of time. 
Land Valuation for Acquisition
Valuation of the site will be also be a challenging process to be managed 
with care.  Lenders for development property base loans on the “as is” condi-
tion of the property, which may not reflect its acquisition price or develop-
ment value.  Placing a value on a brownfield site is almost always a complicat-
ed matter and the valuation method is often influenced by the purpose and tim-
ing of the appraisal, as well as the location of the site. Appraisers may pro-
vide either an “impaired” or “unimpaired” valuation.  For example, a site can 
be valued “as-clean” with qualifiers on factors which may reduce the valuation. 
 Ideally, a Phase I Environmental Site Assessment is conducted simultaneous to 
an appraisal so that any factors which impair the value can be disclosed. A 
cash-on-cash hurdle rate was established in order to analyzing the preliminary 
financial feasibility of the project based on a number of assumptions.  The 
first assumption is that the residential units will require 2 years from the 
start of construction, including site work and environmental remediation, be-
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fore all of the units are absorbed.  The retail units will be pre-leased and 
net income for the retail units, including the food trucks, will be stabilized 
at 93 percent occupancy in Year 1, with rent commencing approximately 12 months 
after the start of remediation.  For the purpose of determining the hurdle 
rate, the financing package was estimated to include loans from multiple 
sources for around 60 percent of project costs with an average interest rate of 
6 percent.  An equity investment for 40 percent of project costs at a 20 per-
cent target rate of return on equity will round out the project funding.  The 
project’s risk was also taken into consideration.  It is further assumed that 
the niche concept proposed for a relatively untested market will also have some 
effect on the financing terms for the project.  Based on these assumptions, the 
weighted cost of capital over the estimated time period needed to create the 
entire project value was determined as follows:
(1 + (0.65 * 0.06 + 0.35 * 0.2)) 2.5 - 1 = .348 = 24.5 Percent 
Project Funding Requirements and Initial Value Statement  
The project hurdle rate can be used in preliminary feasibility studies 
for initial estimates of a project’s funding requirements by calculating the 
supported investment and residual land value of a subject site.  Table XX in-
cludes a simple pro forma for determining the residual land value of the site 
and the maximum supported investment for the project using the projected hurdle 
rate of 27 percent.  The residual land value is equal to the maximum supported 
investment minus the project’s estimated costs.  Scenario 1 includes the esti-
mated environmental costs that will be required under a Voluntary Cleanup Con-
tract (VCC).  Scenario 2 reduces the environmental cleanup costs by the maximum 
forgivable BCRLF loan amount for municipalities, also assuming that the Town 
will receive will seek the loan for the cleanup of the site and will be reim-
bursed by the developer at a later date from operational cash flow.  The resid-
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ual land value for this scenario that includes only the environmental cleanup 
costs associated with the proposed retail portion of the development far ex-
ceeds the current fair market value of the property.
TABLE 38  - IMPACT OF CLEANUP COSTS ON INTIAL VALUE ESTIMATE 1 2
Residential Sales Units Sq. Ft. $ / Sq. Ft. List Price Total Value Total Value
1 Bedroom, 1 Bath 2 850 18 190,400 $380,800 $380,800
2 Bedroom, 2 Bath 2 1,000 18 232,000 $464,000 $464,000
2 Bedroom, 2 Bath 6 1,166 18 270,512 $1,623,072 $1,623,072
2 Bedroom, 2 Bath 2 1,300 18 301,600 $603,200 $603,200
3 Bedroom, 2 Bath 6 2,472 18 494,647 $2,967,882 $2,967,882
Average - 1,357.6 28 297,831.8 - -
Total Residential Sales 18 122,184 $6,038,954 $6,038,954
Retail, Rental Income Units Sq. Ft. NNN ($) NOI Total Value Total Value
Social Hall 1 2,548 17 $43,316 $541,450 $541,450
Outdoor Adventure 1 7,475 17 $127,075 $1,588,438 $1,588,438
Historic Cottage 1 931 17 $15,827 $197,838 $197,838
Food Trucks 4 221 38 $33,592 $419,900 $419,900
Capitalization Rate 8%
Total Commercial 7 11,838 $1,410 $219,810 $2,747,625 $2,747,625
TOTAL VALUE $8,786,579 $8,786,579
PROJECT COSTS
Demolition and Remediation  Expense 642,797 115,703
Direct Costs $3,399,404 $3,399,404
Indirect Costs $1,587,960 $1,587,960
Interest and Financial Fees $299,872 $299,872
Total Project Costs without Land $5,930,033 $5,402,939
Maximum Supported Investment at Hurdle Rate of 25% $7,057,493 $7,057,493
Residual Land Value $1,127,460 $1,654,554
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Public-Private Partnership
The levels and combinations of public-private partnerships for brownfield 
redevelopment projects vary from project to project, and range from privately 
driven redevelopment, to joint efforts between a private developer and a gov-
ernment entity, to a completely public-led redevelopment effort.  In the most 
common public-private partnership scenario associated with brownfields restora-
tion, the public entity usually sponsors a redevelopment project and provides 
some initial funding, often for assessments that remove contamination uncer-
tainties or for infrastructure after which a private developer provides financ-
ing and manages the remainder of the pre-development and construction process-
es.  Alternatively, according to the EPA, “in a typical public redevelopment 
scenario, a municipality takes responsibility for the entire assessment and 
cleanup process,” after which the municipality may “flip” the property to a de-
veloper.
There are multiple potential benefits to forming a public-private part-
nership for the redevelopment of the site.  Not only does a public-partnership 
signal to potential lenders that the endeavor has the full support of the com-
munity, thereby reducing project risk, but there are also financial implica-
tions regarding the ownership of the site.  For instance, the Brownfields 
Cleanup Revolving Loan Fund (BCRLF) are available to non-profit and government 
entities with either an extremely low, or no interest rate.  Grant funding from 
the EPA is not available to private developers; however, public entities and 
non-profit organizations are eligible to receive additional sub-grants from the 
EPA.  Furthermore, BCRLF loan forgiveness is available for government entities 
only and is not applicable to private developments.  On the other hand, a po-
tential downside to the Town acquiring the parcel is that in order to take ad-
vantage of certain federal and state tax incentives for the retail portion of 
the development, the Notice to Rehabilitate the structures on the site is re-
quired prior to work commencing. To overcome these difficulties, potential 
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partnership structures for further exploration include subdividing the parcel 
into one or more lots at the time of acquisition, co-ownership, a ground lease, 
a purchase contract, or any ownership structure that allows the developer to 
take possession of the buildings while the city maintains ownership of the 
land; however, subdividing the lot at the time of acquisition may be the most 
compelling solution in regards to obtaining project capital and utilizing the 
available tax incentives.  In fact, subdividing is a strategy recommended by 
the EPA in Financing Brownfields Redevelopment Projects: A Guide for Develop-
ers.  According to the agency:
“A large site may be subdivided into smaller parcels, allowing the contam-
inated section of the property to be separated from the clean developable 
sections. While the seller cleans up the contaminated section, the buyer 
can redevelop the clean parcels. Returning part of the property to produc-
tive reuse can improve the desirability of the area and also help finance 
the cleanup. The developer can also arrange a purchase option on the cont-
aminated parcel and plan to develop it after cleanup is complete.”  159
By subdividing the lot, the developer is able to take control of the areas at 
the site intended for retail, including the southern portion of the lot and the 
historic cottage, while city would take possession of the remainder of the par-
cel on the northern half.  This makes sense because federal and state tax in-
centives are only available for income-producing properties and the southern 
portion of the lot also contains the greatest amount of square footage, and as 
such, will incur the greater amount of eligible rehabilitation or redevelopment 
expenses.  Under this arrangement, the financial projections for Scenario 2 in-
cluded in the Residual Land Value Statement found in Table 38 would hold true, 
 Environmental Protection Agency, Financing Brownfields Redevelopment Projects: 159
A Guide for Developers (Washington, DC: Urban and Economic Development Division), 23.
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assuming the developer maintained the right to purchase the northern lot for a 
reasonable price from the Town at the conclusion of the Voluntary Cleanup Con-
tract for the northern portion of the site.  This could be accomplished in a 
variety of ways, with an option to purchase being the most obvious solution.  
An alternative solution, however, might be through a contract for deed, other-
wise known as a land contract.  A Contract for Deed is a unique contract for 
the sale of a property in that it includes a special provision that the actual 
delivery of a deed conveying ownership will occur well after the buyer takes 
possession of the property.  With a Contract for Deed, a seller is able to fi-
nance the sale through installment payments and, by retaining title, have re-
course in the case of default.  With the contract for deed, the deed is con-
veyed only after the majority of installment payments have been made.   A 160
partnership arrangement utilizing a contract for deed during the remediation 
process should be reevaluated during the appraisal process as problematic valu-
ations often provide the basis for land contract transactions.
Acquisition Strategy  
For the purposes of this feasibility study, it is assumed that it is pos-
sible to negotiate a public-private partnership arrangement that would allow 
the town to receive the full BCRLF loan forgiveness amount and possible other 
sources of grant funding, and also allow the developer to capitalize any tax 
credits received for the rehabilitation of the southern portion.  The Town will 
initially acquire the entire site through foreclosure or voluntary purchase.   
After the Planned Development is approved, the parcel will be subdivided into 
two parcels, one of which will contain all income-producing areas south of East 
Main Street and the historic office building north of East Main Street.  The 
developer will contract for the acquisition of the northern parcel either by 
purchase option or contract for deed in order to take possession of the entire 
 David Ling and Wayne Archer, Real Estate Principles: a Value Approach (New 160
York: McGraw-Hill, 2008), 234. 
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site after remediation is complete.  During this time, preferably before con-
tracts are signed, the public-private partnership will negotiate with Norfolk-
Southern Railroad so that the railroad might also agree to enter a VCC, as well 
as permit that the railroad lots be used for parking, pathways, and passive 
parks.  In return, the public-private-partnership will negotiate terms for the 
full or partial payment of cleanup expenses for the railroad sites.  
A purchase price for the southern lot only, in the amount of $18,801 plus 
closing costs, was included in the construction (A&D) loan amount based on the 
assumption that a seller-financed arrangement may be negotiated between the de-
veloper and the Town after remediation is complete.  Monthly installments for 
the purchase of the remainder of the lot at no interest by contract for deed 
are taken out of operational cash flows for years 1 and 2, which includes the 
cost of the land as well as the environmental cleanup costs for the northern 
portion of the lot, minus an estimated sub-grant award of $50,000 and the maxi-
mum allowable loan forgiveness amount estimated at $80,439.  Notices for the 
Rehabilitation of all structures included in the new southern lot will be filed 
with the South Carolina Department of Revenue and the Voluntary Cleanup Con-
tracts (VCC) will then be executed, after which remediation and land develop-
ment work packages will be integrated for the entire site.
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Demolition and Remediation at Northern Parcel 505,161
Less: Brownfields Sub-Grant -$80,000
Less: Other Subsidies and Fundraising for Community Gardens and Park -$90,000
Demolition and Remediation Expenditures $335,161
Financing Costs
Town of Pendleton BCRLF Loan LTC 80% $268,128
Town Equity $67,032
Demolition and Remediation w/o Interest 
Expense
$335,161
Total Interest Expense $48,580
Less: Maximum Loan 
Forgiveness
30% -$80,439
Total Demolition and Remediation Expense $303,302
ASSUMPTIONS FOR TOWN OF PENDLETON BCRLF :
Average BCRLF Term Years: 15 Estimated Monthly BCRLF Pmt: $1,810
Low Interest for Municipalities 2.5%
Estimated Loan Forgiveness $80,439 Years to Reach Loan 
Forgiveness
9
Total Interest Paid $50,228 Total Loan Payment Amount $195,443




Total Land and Closing Costs $36,476
TOTAL ACQUISITION COST INCLUDED IN CONTRACT FOR DEED $339,778
ASSUMPTIONS:
To be paid in regular monthly installments over a 
period of 
2 Years
Estimated Annual Installment $169,889
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FIGURE 72 - OUTDOOR COURTYARD EVENT AT ‘THE PLANT AT KYLE’ IN KYLE, TEXAS.
CHAPTER 14
PROJECT FINANCING
Formal commitments from commercial tenants at the earliest stage possible 
will also be critical for securing adequate project financing.  The recent suc-
cess of the Crosstown Concourse development in Memphis, Tennessee, illustrates 
the benefits of bringing in tenants as early “partners” for a development.  Be-
cause of the critical importance of the tenants to both the concept and the fi-
nancing for the landmark Memphis development, the developers made the strategic 
decision to place the early tenants in the role of “founding partners.”  This 
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creative approach to defining the landlord-tenant relationship as a partnership 
made each tenant a stakeholder in the success of the project and reinforced the 
Crosstown Concourse motto that they are all “better together.”  The Crosstown 
Concourse story provides the basis for the recommended strategy of prioritizing 
the establishment of retail tenants as early equity partners in the develop-
ment.  The two largest retail units comprise a vast majority of the gross 
leasable area at the proposed development, thus establishing a joint venture 
with tenants early in the process will reduce the risks of the development in 
terms of market uncertainty.  The enclosed proposal is based on the assumption 
of a long-term lease providing stabilized income for a minimum of a 10 year 
holding period.  Though technically not a “build-to-suit” project as the con-
cept for the redevelopment does not include a credit tenant, such as a national 
retail chain, the tenant improvement allowance of $44 per square foot was spec-
ified which essentially allows for the retail units to be custom built to the 
tenant partners specifications.  Not only will a tenant partner increase the 
profitability of the development in the long run, this arrangement will be par-
ticularly attractive to lenders as well.  It is important to note that for this 
reason, operating reserve was minimized within the total development budget to 
a figure based on the expected revenue stream from the historic cottage and 
airstream food units only, and it is also assumed that this approach will be 
satisfactory to lenders based on the tenant partner’s participation in the 
lending process.  The tenants partner’s participation may include providing 
written documentation such as an estoppel certificate; however, the best case 
scenario is for the tenants to be present at meetings with the lender as true 
partners in the redevelopment.
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TABLE 40 - TOTAL DEVELOPMENT CAPITAL STACK
COSTS VALUE
Demolition and Remediation 11% $642,797
Direct Costs 57% $3,399,404
Soft Costs and Infrastructure 27% $1,587,960
Land and Acquisition Costs 1% $57,777
Interest and Financial Fees 5% $299,872
NET COSTS TO BE FINANCED FROM DEBT AND EQUITY $5,987,808
SOURCE OF DEBT VALUE
Brownfield Cleanup Revolving Loan Fund for Retail Parcel 3% $110,109
Retail Construction Loan 24% $879,335
Residential A&D Loan 64% $2,336,954
Contract for Deed from Town of Pendleton 9% $339,778
TOTAL DEBT 61% $3,666,176
SOURCE OF EQUITY VALUE
Outside Investor 90% $2,089,470
Developer 10% $232,163







BCRLF for Retail Parcel $110,109
Developer $232,163
Town of Pendleton $339,778
Outside Investor $2,089,470
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TABLE 41 - RETAIL DEVELOPMENT CAPITAL STACK
COSTS % of Cost Value
Demolition and Remediation 9% $137,636
Direct Costs 72% $1,138,382
Indirect Costs 8% $134,164
Land and Acquisition Costs 1% $21,301
Interest and Financial Fees 9% $150,007
NET COSTS TO BE FINANCED FROM DEBT AND EQUITY $1,581,489
SOURCE OF DEBT % of Debt Value
Brownfield Cleanup Revolving Loan Fund 80% $110,109
Bank Loan (% of LTC) 60% $866,312
TOTAL DEBT $976,421
SOURCE OF EQUITY % of Equity Value
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TABLE 42 -RETAIL DEVELOPMENT SOURCES AND USES
SOURCES: COST USES: COST
BCRLF 80% $110,109 Remediation at Retail Parcel $137,636
Equity Investment 20% $27,527
Subtotal $137,636 $137,636
ASSUMPTIONS:
Average BCRLF 15 years Estimated Monthly Payment: $793.05
Below-market Interest Rate 3% Estimated Annual 
Payment
$9,517
SOURCES: COST USES: COST
Construction Loan 60% $846,778 Direct Costs $867,884
Interest Reserve 2% $32,557 Soft Costs and Infrastructure $522,112
Equity Investment $564,518 Land and Acquisition 
Costs
$21,301
Retail Costs without Interest $1,411,296





Construction Loan Fees 1%
TOTAL SOURCES $1,581,489 TOTAL USES $1,581,489
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Cottage Sales
Validating the market is a continuous task throughout the project, in-
cluding during the construction process, which supports the design and imple-
mentation of a marketing program that must be fully implemented at close-out.  
After the transaction for the option to purchase the site has occurred, a for-
mal market review should be conducted by an outside consultant to validate the 
market assumptions contained within this preliminary feasibility study.  Along 
with cost verification, the scope of the market analysis should broaden to de-
velop detailed customer profiles, product types, and other marketing considera-
tions that will not only inform the work of the design team, but will also es-
tablish a marketing strategy to capture opportunities for pre-marketing before 
construction is complete.  The proposed development is a niche asset and as 
such, carefully developing and maintaining an ongoing marketing program is vi-
TABLE 43 - COTTAGE NEIGHBORHOOD SOURCES AND USES
SOURCES: COST USES: COST
Construction Loan 60% $2,291,594 Direct Costs $2,531,520
Interest Reserve 60% $45,359 Land Development and Offsites $446,861










TOTAL SOURCES $3,864,683 TOTAL USES $3,864,683
ASSUMPTIONS:
Term 24 months Average Cost per Sq Ft $137
Interest Rate 5% WACC 11%
Construction Loan Fees 2%
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tal to the project’s success.  Pre-sales for a residential development at a 
brownfield site may seem like a daunting task, however, rather than downplay 
the site’s brownfield status, using the environmental issues at the site as an 
opportunity to openly publicize the radical transformation of the site will 
help shift public perception about the site and can potentially generate free 
press for future development.  Marketing for the site also provided a strong 
impetus for the decision to pursue LEED Certification for the retail develop-
ment.  Introducing the community gardens at the site, albeit removed from the 
location of the actual mill operations, also presents a compelling narrative 
for the site.  Residential sales in the first two years will heavily influence 
the profitability of the total development and Table 45 provides an estimated 
schedule for residential sales.  Based on the market data provided in the mar-
ket analysis portion of this study, all residential units are expected to be 
completely absorbed within 24 months of the start of remediation at the site.
TABLE 45 -  COTTAGE NEIGHBORHOOD ESTIMATED MONTHLY SALES VOLUME
Type 1BR/1BA 2BR/2BA 2BR/2BA 2BR/2BA 3BR/2BA
Unit Size 850 1,000 1,166 1,300 2,472
Unit Price 190,400 232,000 270,512 301,600 494,647
Cumulative Sales Monthly Rate/Mo.
MONTH
1-3 - - - - - - - -
4-6 - - - - - - - -
7-12 - 2 3 1 - 1,577,136 262,856 4.35%
13-18 1 - - 1 4 4,047,725 411,765 6.82%
19-24 1 3 - 2 6,038,955 331,872 5.50%
TOTAL 2 2 6 2 6 $6,038,955
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UNLEVERAGED RESIDENTIAL FOR-SALE CASH 
FLOW
INVESTMENT YEAR 1 YEAR 2
Inflation Factor 3% 1.03 1.06
Gross Sales Revenue 1,624,450 4,683,348
Builder Profit 10% -$162,445 -$468,335
Cost of Sales 3% -$48,734 -$140,500
RESIDENTIAL FOR-SALE REVENUE $1,413,272 $4,074,513
UNLEVERAGED RESIDENTIAL FOR-SALE 
ANALYSIS
Project Cost -$3,819,324
Sales Revenue $1,413,272 $4,074,513
Deduct: Contract for Deed 
Installments
-$169,889 -$169,889
UNLEVERAGED RESIDENTIAL FOR-SALE CASH 
FLOW
-$3,819,324 $1,243,383 $3,904,624
UNLEVERAGED BTCF IRR 19% ANNUAL UNLEVERAGED 
CASH ON CASH RETURN
0.33 1.02
NET PRESENT VALUE AT 11% $423,352
T48 - LEVERAGED RESIDENTIAL CASH FLOW 
ANALYSIS





Deduct:  Releases to 
Lender
-564,914 -1,772,040
Deduct:  Interest -18,298 -27,061
BEFORE-TAX RESIDENTIAL FOR-SALE CASH 
FLOW
-$1,527,730 $660,171 $2,105,523
LEVERAGED BTCF TAX IRR 41% ANNUAL LEVERAGED CASH 
ON CASH RETURN
0.43 1.38
NET PRESENT VALUE AT 11% 699,017
TABLE 49 - RESIDENTIAL TAX LIABILITY INVESTMENT YEAR 1 YEAR 2
AFTER-TAX CASH FLOW ANALYSIS
BTCF $660,171 $2,105,523
Deduct: Tax Liability -$63,763 -$183,830
AFTER-TAX CASH FLOW -$1,527,730 $596,408 1,921,693
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Retail Operating Cash Flow
The customary manner of calculating a tenant’s share of Common Area Main-
tenance (CAM) expenses varies greatly depending upon the context of the applic-
able lease.  In this instance, the most appropriate guidance for calculation of 
tenants’ shares at the SILO complex is to analyze common approaches used for 
neighborhood shopping centers.  Frequently, a non-food use tenant may require 
an exclusion from CAM Expenses for costs relating to operation of a food court 
or patio eating area or similar expenses benefiting only certain of the occu-
pants of a shopping center; however, the landlord must conversely remember to 
allow for cost pooling, whereby the landlord retains the right to allocate cer-
tain CAM Expenses only among those occupants of the Shopping Center benefiting 
from the applicable expense.  Otherwise, the landlord risks not being able to 
fully recapture the cost of such line items, as some tenants may legitimately 
argue that they should not contribute to cost items incurred solely for the 
benefit of certain other tenants.  While the pump track at SILO may be more 
closely associated with the outdoor adventure tenant, the social hall and food 
trucks also benefits from the attraction that it provides.  Similarly, the out-
door adventure tenant benefits from secondary sales as a result of exposure to 
the social hall and food truck patrons.  For this reason, most areas within the 
courtyard will be treated as shared common areas.  The single exception is the 
hospitality unit’s unique lanai.  Designed for the exclusive use of the hospi-
tality tenant, this area has definable exterior walls comprised of exposed 
steel framing sheathed in a sheer mesh screen. For all intents and purposes, 
this enclosed area will function as an interior space with overhead lighting, 
ceiling fans, many interior finishes, televisions, and stereo system, there-
fore, cost pooling for this area is easily justifiable.  This cost pooling ap-
proach provides the added benefit of more accurately allotting each of the re-
AFTER-TAX IRR 33%
TABLE 49 - RESIDENTIAL TAX LIABILITY INVESTMENT YEAR 1 YEAR 2
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tail tenants share of expenses for the parking area commiserate with the re-
quired number of spaces per use.  For common area maintenance expenses at SILO, 
therefore, each tenant’s share is based on a ratio of the total usable area per 
tenant as a percentage of the total area of the retail complex.
TABLE 50 -  CALCULATION OF TENANTS SHARE COMMON AREA MAINTENANCE EXPENSES 
 RETAIL CONDOMINIUM OWNERS SUB-ASSOCIATION
Gross Leasable Area (Sf): 11,838
Gross Floor Area (Sf): 14,713
Unit Description Leased Sf Used Sf Pro Rata Recoverable
A Social Hall 2,548 5,423 36.86% 100.00%
B Outdoor Adventure 7,475 7,475 50.81% 100.00%
C Historic Cottage 931 931 6.33% 100.00%
FT-1 Food Truck #1 221 221 1.50% 0.00%
FT-2 Food Truck #2 221 221 1.50% 0.00%
FT-3 Food Truck #3 221 221 1.50% 0.00%
FT-4 Food Truck #4 221 221 1.50% 0.00%
TOTAL 11,838 14,713 100.00% 100.00%
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T51 - RETAIL NET OPERATING INCOME CONSTRUCTION
YEAR 2 YEAR 3 YEAR 4
Inflation Factor 3% 1.03 1.06 1.09 1.13
Base Rents 17 - 197,559 203,485 209,590
Airstream Units 38 - 35,638 36,707 37,808
Recoverable Expense Revenue - 82,345 84,815 87,360
POTENTIAL GROSS INCOME - 315,541 325,008 334,758
Deduct:  Vacancy 8% - -25,243 -26,001 -26,781
EFFECTIVE GROSS INCOME - 290,298 299,007 307,977
Deduct:  Operating Expenses - -82,345 -84,815 -87,360
Deduct:  Capital Expenses 3% - -10,043 -10,654 -11,303
NET OPERATING INCOME - $197,910 $203,537 $209,314










TOTAL PROJECT COSTS WITHOUT 
INTEREST
-1,548,932
CASH FLOW FROM SALE
Sale Price 8%
Deduct:  Cost of Sale 3%
Adjusted Sale Price
UNLEVERAGED BTCF -$1,548,932 $197,910 $203,537 $209,314
UNLEVERAGED IRR 18% 0.13 0.13 0.14
NET PRESENT VALUE AT 11% $748,982 ANNUAL CASH ON CASH RETURN
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YEAR 5 YEAR 6 YEAR 7 YEAR 8 YEAR 9 YEAR 10 YEAR 11
1.16 1.19 1.23 1.27 1.30 1.34 1.38
215,878 222,354 229,025 235,895 242,972 250,261 257,769
38,942 40,111 41,314 42,553 43,830 45,145 46,499
89,981 92,680 95,460 98,324 101,274 104,312 107,441
344,801 355,145 365,799 376,773 388,076 399,718 411,710
-27,584 -28,412 -29,264 -30,142 -31,046 -31,977 -32,937
317,217 326,733 336,535 346,631 357,030 367,741 378,773
-89,981 -92,680 -95,460 -98,324 -101,274 -104,312 -107,441
-11,992 -12,722 -13,497 -14,319 -15,191 -16,116 -17,097
$215,244 $221,331 $227,578 $233,988 $240,566 $247,313 $254,235




$215,244 $221,331 $227,578 $233,988 $240,566 $247,313 $3,336,829
0.14 0.14 0.15 0.15 0.16 0.16 2.15
AVERAGE CASH ON 
CASH
0.34
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YEAR 2 YEAR 3 YEAR 4
BCRLF Beginning Loan Balance 0 104,207 $98,125 91,859
Annual Debt Service Capitalized -9,125 -9,125 -9,125
Interest 3,223 3,043 2,858 2,667
Principal 5,902 6,082 6,267 6,457
Ending Loan Balance 104,207 98,125 91,859 85,401
Construction Loan Beginning Balance 0 758,211
Annual Debt Service Capitalized -41,007
Construction Interest 41,007 41,007
Principal 0 -
Ending Loan Balance 758,211 758,211
Beginning Loan Balance 1,715,223
Annual Debt Service -138,976 -138,976
Interest 110,656 108,759
Principal 28,320 30,217
Ending Loan Balance 1,686,903 1,656,686
TOTAL ANNUAL DEBT SERVICE -50,132 -148,100 -148,100
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YEAR 5 YEAR 6 YEAR 7 YEAR 8 YEAR 9 YEAR 10 YEAR 11
85,401 78,748 71,892 64,827 57,548 50,047 42,318
-9,125 -9,125 -9,125 -9,125 -9,125 -9,125 -9,125
2,471 2,269 2,060 1,845 1,624 1,396 1,161
6,654 6,856 7,065 7,279 7,501 7,729 7,964
78,748 71,892 64,827 57,548 50,047 42,318 34,354
-138,976 -138,976 -138,976 -138,976 -138,976 -138,976 -138,976
106,736 104,576 102,272 99,814 97,192 94,393 91,407
32,240 34,400 36,703 39,161 41,784 44,583 47,568
1,624,446 1,590,046 1,514,182 1,472,397 1,427,815 1,380,247 1,329,493
-148,100 -148,100 -148,100 -148,100 -148,100 -148,100 -148,100
TABLE 54 - PERMANENT LOAN CALCULATIONS AT REFINANCING END OF YEAR 2
Bank Loan                     LTV: 65% $1,715,223
ASSUMPTIONS:
Annual Debt Service
Years Fully Amortized 25
Interest Rate 6.5%
Cap Rate Applied to Same Year NOI 7.5%
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YEAR 2 YEAR 3 YEAR 4
Net Operating Income 197,910 203,537 209,314
Deduct:  Debt Service -50,132 -138,976 -138,976
BEFORE-TAX OPERATING CASH FLOW  $147,779 $64,562 $70,339
DSCR 3.95 1.46 1.51
BEFORE-TAX IRR ANALYSIS
Equity -$605,068
Refinance Proceeds 7.5% $1,715,223 - -
Deduct:  Closing Costs 3% -$51,457 - -
Sale Proceeds 8%
Deduct: Cost of Sale 3%
Deduct:  Loan Balances -$758,211 - -
Net Sale or Refinance Proceeds $905,556
TOTAL BEFORE-TAX CASH FLOW -$605,068 $1,053,334 $64,562 $70,339
LEVERAGED BEFORE-TAX 
IRR
88% CASH X: 1.74 0.11 0.12
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YEAR 5 YEAR 6 YEAR 7 YEAR 8 YEAR 9 YEAR 10 YEAR 11
215,244 221,331 227,578 233,988 240,566 247,313 254,235
-138,976 -138,976 -138,976 -138,976 -138,976 -138,976 -138,976
$76,269 $82,356 $88,602 $95,013 $101,590 $108,337 $115,259
1.55 1.59 1.64 1.68 1.73 1.78 1.83
- - - - - -
- - - - - -
3,177,932
-95,338
- - - - - - -1,363,846
1,718,748
$76,269 $82,356 $88,602 $95,013 $101,590 $108,337 $1,834,007
0.13 0.14 0.15 0.16 0.17 0.18 3.03
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RETAIL INCOME TAX 
ESTIMATE
INVESTMENT YEAR 1 YEAR 2 YEAR 3 YEAR 4
Net Operating Income $197,910 $203,537 $209,314
Add:  Capital Reserve $10,043 $10,654 $11,303
Deduct:  Interest Expense -44,050 -113,514 -111,426
Deduct:  Depreciation -$40,551 -$40,551 -$40,551
TAXABLE INCOME OR LOSS $0 $123,352 $60,127 $68,640
Passive Loss Carryforward - - -
Annual Federal 
Income
21% $0 25,904 12,025 13,728
Deduct:  Federal HTC -$3,192 -6,385 -3,192 -3,192
Federal Tax 
Liability
0 19,519 8,833 10,536
Remaining 
Credit 
3,192 - - -
State Income Tax 5% $0 $6,168 $3,006 $3,432
Deduct:  SC HTC -2,660 -2,660 -2,660
Deduct:  SC Abandoned 
Bldgs.
-$147,653 -265,306 -377,553 -377,207
State Tax Liability - Retail 0 0 0 0
Remaining Credit 
CarryforwardFirst Installment $147,653 114,146 81,902 78,469
Second Installment 147,653 147,653 147,653
Third Installment 147,653 147,653
Apply Towards Residential 30,000 31,898
Remaining Credits to Equity
AFTER-TAX CASH FLOW -$2,321,633 $660,171 $3,178,377 $73,395 $80,874
AFTER-TAX IRR 38% NPV AT 25% $504,363
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YEAR 5 YEAR 6 YEAR 7 YEAR 8 YEAR 9 YEAR 10 YEAR 11
$215,244 $221,331 $227,578 $233,988 $240,566 $247,313 $254,235
$11,992 $12,722 $13,497 $14,319 $15,191 $16,116 $17,097
-109,207 -106,845 -104,333 -101,660 -98,815 -95,789 -92,568
-$40,551 -$40,551 -$40,551 -$40,551 -$40,551 -$40,551 -$40,551
$77,478 $86,657 $96,191 $106,096 $116,390 $127,089 $138,213
- - - - - - -
15,496 17,331 19,238 21,219 23,278 25,418 27,643
-3,192 - - - - -
12,303 17,331 19,238 21,219 23,278 25,418 27,643
- -
$3,874 $4,333 $4,810 $5,305 $5,819 $6,354 $6,911
-373,775 -369,901 -365,569 -147,653 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 -5,819 -6,354 -6,911
74,596 70,263
147,653 147,653 142,843
147,653 147,653 147,653 142,348
70,263 142,843 142,348
$88,572 $99,687 $107,841 $116,232 $119,048 $127,401 $1,854,739
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Project Level Analysis
T57 - UNLEVERAGED CASH FLOW INVESTMENT
YEAR 1 YEAR 2 YEAR 3 YEAR 4
PROJECT COSTS -5,368,256
COTTAGE SALES CASH FLOW 1,243,383 3,904,624
NET OPERATING INCOME 197,910 203,537 209,314
ADJUSTED SALE PRICE
UNLEVERAGED BTCF -$5,368,256 $1,243,383 $4,102,535 $203,537 $209,314
UNLEVERAGED IRR 17% CASH ON CASH 0.76 0.04 0.04
NET PRESENT VALUE AT 15% $243,521
T58 - LEVERAGED CASH FLOW INVESTMENT YEAR 1 YEAR 2 YEAR 3 YEAR 4
BEFORE-TAX IRR ANALYSIS
Equity -$2,321,633
Before-Tax Cash Flow from Cottage 
Neighborhood
$660,171 $2,105,523
Before-Tax Operating Cash Flow $147,779 $64,562 $70,339
Before-Tax Cash Flow from 
Refinancing
$905,556
Before-Tax Cash Flow from 
Sale
TOTAL BEFORE-TAX CASH 
FLOW
-$2,321,633 $660,171 $3,158,858 $64,562 $70,339
LEVERAGED BEFORE-TAX IRR 
=
37% CASH ON CASH 1.36 0.03 0.03
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YEAR 5 YEAR 6 YEAR 7 YEAR 8 YEAR 9 YEAR 10 YEAR 11
215,244 221,331 227,578 233,988 240,566 247,313 254,235
3,082,594
$215,244 $221,331 $227,578 $233,988 $240,566 $247,313 $3,336,829
0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.05 0.62
YEAR 5 YEAR 6 YEAR 7 YEAR 8 YEAR 9 YEAR 10 YEAR 11
$76,269 $82,356 $88,602 $95,013 $101,590 $108,337 $115,259
1,718,748
$76,269 $82,356 $88,602 $95,013 $101,590 $108,337 $1,834,007
0.03 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.05 0.79
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Returns Summary
Equity Contribution $2,321,633
Investor Equity Contribution 90% $2,089,470
Developer Equity Contribution 10% $232,163
Cumulative Preferred Return 12%
Investor Share of Remaining Cash 
Flow
70%
TABLE 59 - EQUITY CASH 
FLOW
INVESTMENT YEAR 1 YEAR 2 YEAR 3 YEAR 4





$2,321,633 $1,940,058 - -
Preferred Return 
Earned
$278,596 $232,807 - -
Preferred Return 
Paid Currently
$278,596 $232,807 - -
UNPAID RETURN 
ACCOUNT












$2,321,633 $1,940,058 - -
Equity Payback $381,575 $1,940,058 - -




$278,596 $232,807 - -
Deferred Preferred 
Return Paid
- - - -
Equity Payback $381,575 $1,940,058 - -
TOTAL PAYMENTS 
ON EQUITY
$660,171 $2,172,865 - -
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YEAR 5 YEAR 6 YEAR 7 YEAR 8 YEAR 9 YEAR 10 YEAR 11
$76,269 $82,356 $88,602 $95,013 $101,590 $108,337 $1,834,007
- - - - - - -
- - - - - - -
- - - - - - -
- - - - - - -
- - - - - - -
- - - - - - -
- - - - - - -
- - - - - - -
- - - - - - -
- - - - - - -
- - - - - - -
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EQUITY CASH FLOW INVESTMENT YEAR 1 YEAR 2 YEAR 3 YEAR 4
REMAINING CASH FLOW
Before-Tax Cash Flow $660,171 $3,158,858 $64,562 $70,339
Total Payments on Equity $660,171 $2,172,865 - -
REMAINING CASH FLOW $0 $985,992 $64,562 $70,339
INVESTOR SHARE OF EQUITY AND REMAINING CASH FLOW
Investor Share of Equity 
Payments
$594,153 $1,955,579 0 0
Investor Share of Remaining 
Cash Flow
0 $690,195 $45,193 $49,237
TOTAL SHARE TO INVESTOR $594,153 $2,645,773 $45,193 $49,237
INVESTOR CASH FLOWS







DEVELOPER SHARE OF 
EQUITY AND REMAINING 
Developer Share of Equity 
Payments
$66,017 $217,287 - -
Developer Share of 
Remaining CFCash Flow
0 $295,798 $19,368 $21,102
TOTAL SHARE TO INVESTOR $66,017 $513,084 $19,368 $21,102
DEVELOPER CASH FLOWS
BTCF to Developer -$232,163 $66,017 $513,084 $19,368 $21,102
DEVELOPER BTCF IRR 69%
NET PRESENT VALUE 
AT
15% $360,292
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YEAR 5 YEAR 6 YEAR 7 YEAR 8 YEAR 9 YEAR 10 YEAR 11
$76,269 $82,356 $88,602 $95,013 $101,590 $108,337 $1,834,007
- - - - - - -
$76,269 $82,356 $88,602 $95,013 $101,590 $108,337 $1,834,007
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
$53,388 $57,649 $62,022 $66,509 $71,113 $75,836 $1,283,805
$53,388 $57,649 $62,022 $66,509 $71,113 $75,836 $1,283,805
$53,388 $57,649 $62,022 $66,509 $71,113 $75,836 $1,283,805
- - - - - - -
$22,881 $24,707 $26,581 $28,504 $30,477 $32,501 $550,202
$22,881 $24,707 $26,581 $28,504 $30,477 $32,501 $550,202
$22,881 $24,707 $26,581 $28,504 $30,477 $32,501 $550,202
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Synopsis and Recommendations
The early residential home sales quickly predicate the success of this 
redevelopment scenario as the heavy stream of revenues at the front-end of the 
development scheme counter-balance the equally heavy remediation expenses in-
curred in the first six months, while the various incentives available for the 
proposed income-producing parcel offset early capital gains.  The development 
timeline included in the Part III illustrates that the earliest possible date 
to break ground ground on the project is at least 9 months out from any one 
given point in time, however, which may effect the ability of developers and 
investors to capitalize on the considerable advantage the generous tax incen-
tive affords.  Nevertheless, the cash flow projections present a strong case 
for investment as the residential sales also predict a quick turnaround time 
for equity capital and strong returns for the remaining periods.  
Finally, this preliminary feasibility study concludes that the guaranteed 
success of the redevelopment of the Pendleton Oil Mill site is only possible 
with the continued public support of the Town of Pendleton and the various fed-
eral and state agencies involved.  Finally, the ongoing investigations current-
ly being performed at the Pendleton Oil Mill by the EPA and SCDHEC provide a 
tremendous value to the project by eliminating the time and cost associated 
with Phase I and Phase II ESA.  In doing so, the Town of Pendleton, SC DHEC, 
and the EPA also demonstrate a strong level of community and agency support for 
the redevelopment of the site, which may also indirectly facilitate the lending 
process by not only reducing the project risk associated with the uncertainty 
of existing environmental conditions, but limiting entitlement risk as well.




Ms. Pelliccione, LEED AP, CNUa, is a Savannah-based real estate profes-
sional with over fifteen years of experience working within various fields per-
taining to the built environment including preservation design, development, 
and construction.  A Tennessee native, Ms. Pelliccione attended Birmingham-
Southern College as an undergraduate, received a Master of Fine Arts degree in 
historic preservation from the Savannah College of Art and Design, and a Cer-
tificate in the Principles and Practices of Urbanism from the University of Mi-
ami School of Architecture.  An active member of the professional community, 
she participates in membership and leadership roles in numerous organizations, 
including the Congress for the New Urbanism, the Urban Land Institute, and the 
National Trust for Historic Preservation.  Ms. Pelliccione recently completed 
Clemson University’s Master of Real Estate Development program as the 2017 re-
cipient of the prestigious annual Faison Fellowship and the Advancement Board 
for Real Estate Development Fellowship, while also interning for Hughes Devel-
opment Corporation in downtown Greenville.  In the Spring of 2018, she was hon-
ored to receive the Norman F. Pulliam Award for outstanding achievement in pur-
suing quality development that integrates the perspectives of community, envi-
ronment, and economics.  As a winner of the 2018 ULI Carolinas Urban Ideas Com-
petition, she credits her experiences traveling and studying art and architec-
ture abroad in over twelve countries on three continents for inspiring her cre-
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ative approach to tackling challenging projects.  One of her recent projects 
utilizing inventive space-saving remodeling ideas was featured in the May 2018 
issue of This Old House Magazine.  In her elusive free time, Ms. Pelliccione 
enjoys traveling and hiking with her two toddlers and trying new restaurants 
without her two toddlers.  Her contact information and portfolio of work can be 
found on her website at shelleypelliccione.com.
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APPENDIX APPENDIX A. BASIC JOB-COST BREAKDOWN FOR  
ENVIRONMENTAL CLEANUP WORK PACKAGES
"
8/8/18 3:05 AMJob Recap DetailShelley Smith
M = Markup, D = Discount, T = TaxOverride Codes:
 TotalOvrdMarkupCostUnit CostQuantityItem
Original Job Items
$655,495.60$492,853.831400 Work In Progress





$0.00$0.0031 23 00 Excavation and Fill
$0.00$0.00$0.00$0.00 / CY1 CY31 Earthwork, Backfill trenches, 
D-3 crawler dozer, Typical soils 
(25 CY per hour)
from loose material piled adjacent to a trench. No compaction included. Soil previously 
excavated, SEE 02 62 00, (replacement soil cost included)
$655,495.60$492,853.830142.  Clearing Lot
$12,697.78$9,547.2031 10 00  Site Clearing
$5,643.46$1,400.26$4,243.20$2,121.60 / Acre2 Acre31 11 00 Clearing and Grubbing,  
Clear medium brush and small 
trees, grub roots, Using a 130 HP 
D-6 dozer (420 CY)
Using a dozer as described below, a 3/4 CY wheel loader and two 10 CY dump trucks. 
Clearing costs will be higher on smaller jobs and where the terrain limits production. 
These costs include hauling 6 miles to a legal dump. Dump fees are not included. See 
Waste Disposal. Figures in parentheses show the approximate "loose" volume of the 
material to be loaded and hauled to the dump. For estimating purposes, assume that the 
cost of moving equipment on and off the job site will be equal to the cost of clearing one 
acre. For more detailed coverage, see National Earthwork and Heavy Equipment 
Estimator, http://CraftsmanSiteLicense.com.
$7,054.32$1,750.32$5,304.00$1,768.00 / Acre3 Acre31 11 00 Clearing and Grubbing, 
Clear light brush and grub roots, 
Using a 105 HP D-5 dozer (350 CY)
Using a dozer as described below, a 3/4 CY wheel loader and two 10 CY dump trucks. 
Clearing costs will be higher on smaller jobs and where the terrain limits production. 
These costs include hauling 6 miles to a legal dump. Dump fees are not included. See 
Waste Disposal. Figures in parentheses show the approximate "loose" volume of the 
material to be loaded and hauled to the dump. For estimating purposes, assume that the 
cost of moving equipment on and off the job site will be equal to the cost of clearing one 
acre. For more detailed coverage, see National Earthwork and Heavy Equipment 
Estimator, http://CraftsmanSiteLicense.com.
$642,797.82$483,306.6302 00 00  Existing 
Conditions
$195,571.55$147,046.2802 40 00  Demolition and 
Structure Moving
For Job: Pendleton Station - Mixed-Use Redevelopment Project copy Page: 1
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"
8/8/18 3:05 AMJob Recap DetailShelley Smith
 TotalOvrdMarkupCostUnit CostQuantityItem
$30,834.18$7,650.59$23,183.59$4.39 / SF5,281 SF02 41 16.13  Building Demolition, 
Gutting a building, Commercial 
buildings (140 SF per CY)
Costs for demolishing an entire building. Includes loading and hauling up to 6 miles but no 
dump fees. See Waste Disposal. Costs are by square foot of floor area based on 8' ceiling 
height. No salvage value assumed. Figures in parentheses give the approximate "loose" 
volume of the materials (volume after being demolished)., Interior finishes stripped back to 
the structural walls. Building structure to remain. No allowance for salvage value. These 
costs include loading and hauling up to 6 miles. Dump fees are not included. See Waste 
Disposal. Costs shown are per square foot of floor area based on 8' ceiling height. Costs 
will be about 50% less if a small tractor can be used and up to 25% higher if debris must 
be carried to ground level in an elevator.  Equipment includes one air compressor, two 
pneumatic breakers with jackhammer bits  and one 5 CY dump truck. Figures in 
parentheses give the approximate "loose" volume of the materials (volume after being 
demolished). Use $3,000.00 as a minimum charge.
$164,731.53$40,873.23$123,858.30$1.81 / SF68,430 SF02 41 16.13  Building Demolition, 
Light wood-frame structures, 
First story (8 SF per CY)
Costs for demolishing an entire building. Includes loading and hauling up to 6 miles but no 
dump fees. See Waste Disposal. Costs are by square foot of floor area based on 8' ceiling 
height. No salvage value assumed. Figures in parentheses give the approximate "loose" 
volume of the materials (volume after being demolished)., Up to three stories in height. 
Based on 2,500 SF job. No basements included. Estimate each story separately. 
Equipment includes one 55 HP wheel loader with integral backhoe and one 5 CY dump 
truck. Use $3,200.00 as a minimum charge.
$5.84$1.45$4.39$4.39 / SF1 SF02 Existing Conditions, Building 
Demolition, Gutting a building, 
Commercial buildings (140 SF 
per CY)
Costs for demolishing an entire building. Includes loading and hauling up to 6 miles but no 
dump fees. See Waste Disposal. Costs are by square foot of floor area based on 8' ceiling 
height. No salvage value assumed. Figures in parentheses give the approximate "loose" 
volume of the materials (volume after being demolished)., Interior finishes stripped back to 
the structural walls. Building structure to remain. No allowance for salvage value. These 
costs include loading and hauling up to 6 miles. Dump fees are not included. See Waste 
Disposal. Costs shown are per square foot of floor area based on 8' ceiling height. Costs 
will be about 50% less if a small tractor can be used and up to 25% higher if debris must 
be carried to ground level in an elevator.  Equipment includes one air compressor, two 
pneumatic breakers with jackhammer bits  and one 5 CY dump truck. Figures in 
parentheses give the approximate "loose" volume of the materials (volume after being 
demolished). Use $3,000.00 as a minimum charge.
$447,226.27$336,260.3502 60 00  Contaminated 
Site Material Removal
$19,927.59$4,944.44$14,983.15$0.35 / SF42,809 SF02 62 00  Blending with clean soil 
from off-site
$424,082.74$105,223.54$318,859.20$1.83 / SF174,240 SF02 61 00  Removal and Disposal, 
and Replacement of 
Contaminated Soil
$1,466.19$363.79$1,102.40$1,102.40 / Ea1 Ea02 65 00  Underground Storage 
Tank Removal - Remove and haul 
away empty underground liquid 
storage tanks. (Draining and 
disposing of hazardous liquid in 
a tank may require special waste 
handling equipment.) Cost of 
draining not included, Over 600 
to 1,000 gallon tank
For Job: Pendleton Station - Mixed-Use Redevelopment Project copy Page: 2
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8/8/18 3:05 AMJob Recap DetailShelley Smith
 TotalOvrdMarkupCostUnit CostQuantityItem
No salvage of materials except as noted. These costs include loading and hauling to a 
legal dump within 6 miles. Dump fees are not included. See Waste Disposal. Equipment 
includes one wheel-mounted air compressor, one paving breaker and jackhammer bits, 
one 55 HP wheel loader with integral backhoe and one 5 CY dump truck. Use $400.00 as 
a minimum charge., Includes excavation and backfill to 6' deep. 
$1,749.75$434.15$1,315.60$263.12 / Ea5 Ea02 Existing Conditions, Manhole, 
Piping and Underground Tank 
Demolition, Manholes and catch 
basins, demolition, to 10' deep, 
Masonry
No salvage of materials except as noted. These costs include loading and hauling to a 
legal dump within 6 miles. Dump fees are not included. See Waste Disposal. Equipment 
includes one wheel-mounted air compressor, one paving breaker and jackhammer bits, 
one 55 HP wheel loader with integral backhoe and one 5 CY dump truck. Use $400.00 as 















No Invoices In Job: Clemson MRED Department - Pendleton Station - Mixed-Use Redevelopment Project copy
Payments
No Payments In Job: Clemson MRED Department - Pendleton Station - Mixed-Use Redevelopment Project copy
For Job: Pendleton Station - Mixed-Use Redevelopment Project copy Page: 3
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APPENDIX APPENDIX B.  
DEED REFERENCES, PARTIAL CHAIN OF TITLE
APPENDIX C.  SAMPLE HOA AGREEMENT FOR COTTAGE “POCKET” COMMUNITY
GRANTEE GRANTOR DEED FOLIO PAGE TYPE NOTES
Pendleton Oil Mill US Dept Agriculture 1973-01-1
0
17-L 173 Lease
Pendleton Oil Mill Emma Sitton et al 1964-10-0
2
13-Y 361 Deed “Land Pend”
Duke Power Co, 
Greenville
Pendleton Oil Mill 1957 V-8 129 Deed “Right of Way”
Pendleton Oil Mill EN Sitton et al 1957-11-0
9
11-C 550 Deed “Lot Pend”




11-A 377 Deed “See Deed”
Pendleton Oil Mill EN Sitton et al 1953-03-1
7
M-9 310 Deed “Lot Pend Tp”
Pendleton Oil Mill Mary J Hill et al 1952-06-0
2
16-S 512 Deed “Lot Pend”
Pendleton Oil Mill Boleman, Abilene S 1948-12-3
1
P-8 308 Deed “Lot Fork Twp”




P 430 Deed “Lot No. 6”
John Sitton Phillip Sitton 1819-11-2
0
O 484 Deed “1/2-A Part of 
Lot # 4”
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